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ENFORCEMENT AND LITIGATION

Switzerland’s Bundesanwaltschaft (O�ce of the
Attorney General, OAG) announced on 23 November
that it has sentenced three Swiss subsidiaries of the
oil and gas giant SBM Offshore NV, ordering them to
pay a combined amount of over CHF 7 million (£5.6
million) for failure to prevent bribery. The federal
prosecutor also partially abandoned proceedings in
connection with illicit payments in Brazil.
 
The OAG states that the sentence was delivered
through an 18 November summary penalty order
which �nds that SBM Holding Inc SA, Single Buoy
Moorings Inc, and SBM Production Contractors Inc SA
failed to take the appropriate measures to prevent the
bribery of foreign public o�cials in Angola, Equatorial
Guinea, and Nigeria, between 2006 and 2012.
 
The OAG states that the investigation shows that anti-
corruption measures and controls, and the required
risk assessments were “either non-existent, or wholly
inadequate”. The lack of proper mechanisms is
especially worrying since the companies – which
reportedly shared the same o�ces and some of the
same staff – operated in the oil and gas sector and
dealt with state-owned companies.

In calculating the CHF 4.2 million (£3.36 million) �ne,
which legal provisions cap at a maximum of CHF 5
million (£4 million), the OAG accounted for the time
passed since the bribes were paid and the remedial
measures implemented by SBM Offshore. The group
reached settlements over the allegations in 2018 in
Brazil, in 2017 in the US, and 2014 in the Netherlands.
The Brazilian agreement is cited as a reason for the
partial abandonment of proceedings in Switzerland.

  
In an April 2014 press release detailing the results of
an internal investigation which followed whistleblower
revelations published two months prior in the media,
SBM disclosed that it had paid approximately $200
million in commission to agents in Angola, Brazil, and
Equatorial Guinea, with around 70 percent of the sum
concerning the South American country.
 
The company stated that it disclosed the focus of the
investigation to Dutch and US authorities in April 2012,
around the same time that it publicly announced the
internal probe. The press release detailing the results
of its investigation names several remedial measures
taken by the group, which includes the suspension
and audit of all payments to agents, and
enhancements to its compliance programme.

According to Swiss prosecutors, the bribes totalled
$22 million and €1 million and originated from
SBM Holding accounts. The sums were funnelled
through shell companies with the help of
intermediaries in order to secure public contracts.

OAG press release

SBM press release

Swiss AG orders SBM Offshore subsidiaries to
pay £5.6M for failure to prevent bribery in Africa

https://www.bundesanwaltschaft.ch/mpc/de/home/medien/archiv-medienmitteilungen/news-seite.msg-id-86009.html
https://www.sbmoffshore.com/newsroom/press-releases/2021/23-11-2021/conclusion-legacy-issue-switzerland
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The UK Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) announced on 12
November that it has issued a
£642,400 �ne against Sunrise
Brokers LLP for inadequate
systems and controls to mitigate
fraudulent trading and money
laundering (ML) risks linked to
cum-ex trading in relation to
business introduced by Solo
Group (Holdings) Ltd.
 
According to the FCA, between
February and November 2015, Solo
perpetrated a series of trading
schemes that appeared to be
designed to allow for the reclaim of
withholding tax in Denmark and
Belgium. Solo’s clients were
allegedly offshore companies and
were controlled by a small number
of individuals in some instances

linked to Solo and without access
to funds to settle the orders.
Speci�cally, Sunrise allegedly
executed a trade on behalf of a
broker client introduced by Solo at
nearly twice the prevailing market
price of the stock and accepted a
payment from a UAE-based �rm
linked to Solo in respect of
outstanding debts owed to them
by Solo’s clients. Additionally, it
failed to properly review and
analyse know-your-customer
materials provided by Solo clients,
including from jurisdictions that did
not have AML frameworks
equivalent to the UK. Sunrise did
not conduct ongoing monitoring
despite red �ags and falsely
represented to the regulator in
2014 that it was compliant with the
�nancial crime requirements.

  

The brokerage �rm failed to
exercise “due skill, care and
diligence” in applying AML policies
and procedures. Additionally, it
failed to assess and mitigate the
related risks of �nancial crime.
 
In calculating the �ne, the FCA took
into consideration Sunrise’s
agreement to resolve all issues of
fact and liability. In addition, it
considered several aggravating
factors such as the fact that
Sunrise was informed by the
regulator in 2014 that it had weak
controls and failed to complete a
work programme of reforms.

FCA press release

FCA �nal notice

The US Commerce Department’s
Bureau of Industry and Security
(BIS) announced on 8 November
that it has �ned US-based SP
Industries Inc $80,000 as part of
an administrative settlement over
allegations that the company
violated the Export Administration
Regulations on four occasions by
exporting items to Huawei
Technologies Co Ltd and two

Huawei subsidiaries without
obtaining the necessary licences.
 
Two of the four violations were
voluntarily self-reported, according
to BIS, and took place between
May and August 2019, shortly after
Huawei was added to the BIS
Entity List. Shipments were also
made to Huawei Device Co Ltd and
HiSilicon Technologies Co Ltd.
 

SP Industries has agreed to carry
out two compliance system audits
over two years and has also
implemented new screening and
compliance protocols. The
settlement represents the �rst
instance of BIS enforcing the
Huawei addition to its Entity List.

BIS press release

BIS order

UK FCA �nes Sunrise Brokers for AML failings

US BIS �nes SP Industries for EAR violations

https://www.fca.org.uk/news/press-releases/sunrise-brokers-llp-fine-serious-financial-crime-control-failings
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/final-notices/sunrise-brokers-llp-2021.pdf
https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/about-bis/newsroom/press-releases/2869-press-release-sp-industries-settlement/file
https://efoia.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/export-violations/export-violations-2021/1336-e2688/file
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The Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority
(FINMA) announced on 18 November that it has
concluded two Venezuela-related anti-money
laundering (AML) proceedings, �nalising all
enforcement actions linked to state-owned �rm
Petróleos de Venezuela SA (PDVSA).

According to the Swiss
regulator, Banca Zarattini and
CBH failed to comply with their
AML obligations

The supervisory authority �nds that Swiss �nancial
institutions Banca Zarattini & Co SA and CBH
Compagnie Bancaire Helvétique SA violated their AML
obligations and “seriously violated” the supervisory
law. FINMA has imposed remedial measures on the
banks. FINMA began enforcement proceedings
against Zarattini in August 2019 and enforcement
action against CBH began in February 2020.
 
According to FINMA, both Banca Zarattini, between
2014 and 2018, and CBH, between 2012 and 2020,
failed to comply with their AML obligations, including

employing adequate risk management policies,
carrying out appropriate background clari�cations into
business relationships and transactions exhibiting
increased money laundering risks, and documenting
their engagements.
 
Both �nancial institutions had already started
implementing measures to address the shortcomings,
which, if implemented consistently, FINMA assesses
as suitable. Zarattini is temporarily banned from
accepting Venezuelan nationals or politically exposed
persons as clients. Similarly, CBH must terminate
existing business relationships with Venezuelan
clients and review its high-risk dealings and terminate
them if necessary.
 
In a statement released to the Financial Crime Digest,
CBH reveals that the Swiss regulator did not impose
any �nancial sanctions on the bank nor did it adopt
any punitive measures against the �nancial institution,
its bodies or current or past employees. The bank
states that it had already terminated its Venezuelan
portfolio and commenced remedial action prior to the
regulator's decision. CBH adds that the relationships
in question were "acquired and operated between
2011 and 2014".

 

Banca Zarattini informed the FCD that it voluntarily
noti�ed FINMA when it noticed the "potential
problems". The bank states that it opened
relationships with Venezuelan clients in 2014 and
2015 and that it "never dealt with PDVSA or with any
other Venezuelan state bodies". Zarattini notes that
it accepts the regulatory conclusions without reserve
and underscores that FINMA has " con�rmed the
effectiveness of the measures already implemented".

FINMA press release

Switzerland closes AML proceedings against
two banks over Venezuela-related corruption

https://www.finma.ch/en/news/2021/11/20211118-mm-zarattini/
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The US Department of the
Treasury's O�ce of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC) announced
on 9 November that it has issued
a Finding of a Violation (FOV)
notice to UAE headquartered
Mashreqbank psc over allegedly
processing of outgoing payments
amounting to over $4 billion
through �nancial institutions in
the US, breaching the now-
repealed US Sudan sanctions
programme. The FOV is part of a
global settlement between
Mashreq, the New York State
Department of Financial Services
(NY DFS) and the Federal Reserve
Board of Governors, wherein the
bank has agreed to pay $100
million in penalties to resolve the
investigation into the “illegal and
non-transparent” payments.
 
According to the FOV and consent
order, between 2005-2009,
Mashreq processed 1,747
payments destined for Sudanese
entities, structuring them to avoid
detection by US-based banks.
Furthermore, between 2010 and
2014, the bank’s New York branch
processed 91 additional payments
worth $2.5 million which were “less
obviously tied” to Sudan.
 
The consent order notes that for
the period 2005-2009, Mashreq
purportedly used a series of “cover

payments” to conceal the
transactions’ Sudanese
connections, primarily on behalf of
privately-owned Sudanese bank
Blue Nile Mashreg Bank, through
the use of multiple MT-202s, a
SWIFT payments message used
for inter-bank transfers. Further, the
originator and bene�ciary
information was only contained in
a separate bank-to-bank payment
message sent by Mashreq directly
to the ultimate bene�ciary bank.
 
Speci�cally, the order notes that
Mashreq’s UK branch, Mashreq
London funded several transfers
through a USD account maintained
with the New York branch of an
unspeci�ed international bank,
without referencing the Sudanese
originating and bene�ciary bank.

  
The orders highlight that in May
2001 Mashreq instructed
employees to route the payments
through the bank’s account at an
unnamed international bank in
Switzerland. The employees were
further instructed to leave optional
�eld 52 on the originating
institution in the MT-202 message
blank. In 2009, the Swiss bank
rejected for the �rst time a Sudan-
related USD transaction sent by
Mashreq, with news reports
subsequently stating that the same
Swiss bank was being investigated 

for violating economic sanctions.
This prompted Mashreq to close all
USD accounts held by Sudanese
banks. According to the NY DFS,
despite having notice regarding the
“problematic transactions”,
Mashreq reported them to the
department only after receiving a
subpoena from OFAC in 2015.
 
In determining that the appropriate
administrative action in the matter
was a FOV, OFAC considered that
Mashreq voluntarily entered into a
retroactive statute of limitations
waiver agreement and
discontinued the activity that
caused the violations and
engaged in extensive remediation
of its sanctions compliance
programme before the beginning
of the investigation in 2015.

As part of the settlement
agreement, Mashreq will provide
a report on its AML policies and
procedures to the NY DFS. In
addition, the Federal Reserve's
order requires Mashreqbank to
implement an enhanced
programme to ensure global
compliance with OFAC sanctions.

OFAC press release

NY Department of Financial Se…

Federal Reserve press release

Mashreqbank settles with US regulators over
alleged Sudan sanctions violations

https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20211109
https://www.dfs.ny.gov/reports_and_publications/press_releases/pr20211091
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/enforcement20211109a.htm
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Latvia’s Financial and Capital
Market Commission (FCMC)
announced on 23 November that
it has imposed a €768,653 �ne on
PrivatBank AS for its failure to
comply with anti-money
laundering, counter �nancing of
terrorism, and counter
proliferation �nancing
(AML/CFT/CPF) regulations.
 
Following onsite inspections in
2020, the regulator has concluded
that the Ukrainian bank failed to
establish a risk management
culture and an internal control
system commensurate with the

identi�ed AML/CFT/CPF risks.
FCMC states that PrivatBank
needs to ensure the operation of its
internal audit function at “full-scale”
and that customer due diligence,
supervision and the operation of
the internal control system must
correspond to the bank’s business
model, customers, and level of risk.
 
The FCMC has imposed several
obligations on PrivatBank,
including improvements to its
internal control system in order to
ensure “timely and comprehensive
risk identi�cation” and the
establishment of an action plan to

address identi�ed shortcomings
and transform its risk management
culture. Additionally, the bank must
carry out an independent
assessment of the effectiveness
and AML/CFT/CPF compliance of
its internal control system and
develop implementing measures.
 
The regulator has also issued a
warning to the former chairman of
PrivatBank's Board Inga Rumba. 

 

FCMC press release

The Danish Financial Supervisory
Authority (FSA) announced on 16
November that its inspection of
Danske Bank A/S to determine
compliance with AML regulations,
including sanctions compliance,
found inadequacies in the bank’s
policies and procedures.
 

The agency’s assessment �nds
that Danske Bank lacks the proper
cross-departmental information
sharing procedures to screen for
potential sanctions violations and
does not provide sanctions-related
training to employees in
departments involving customer
knowledge information and
transaction monitoring.

  
The Danish regulator states that its
inspection also revealed that
Danske Bank does not apply the “4-
eye principle” to all customer
screening in the context of

sanctions, which it asserts puts it
at increased risk of employee error
or abuse regarding compliance.

Danske Bank responded in a press
release acknowledging the
agency’s observations. The bank
adds that it is engaged in an
enhancement programme that will
conclude at the end of 2023,
which includes improving
sanctions risk management.

Danish FSA statement

Danske Bank statement

Latvia �nes PrivatBank for AML/CFT failings

Danish FSA inspection �nds AML and sanctions
screening controls lacking at Danske Bank A/S

https://www.fktk.lv/en/news/press-releases/fcmc-imposes-an-obligation-on-as-privatbank-to-improve-risk-management-culture-and-internal-control-system-applies-a-fine/
https://www.finanstilsynet.dk/Tilsyn/Inspektionsredegorelser/2021/DB_hvidvask_161121?link_id=TFIrfpkjME5Q1V
https://danskebank.com/-/media/danske-bank-com/file-cloud/2021/11/comment-on-dfsas-statement-regarding-sanctions-screening.pdf
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The Court of Justice of the
European Union (CJEU) ruled on
30 November that Latvia’s former
central bank governor Ilmārs
Rimšēvičs does not have
immunity from prosecution on
charges of corruption, fraud or
money laundering, which,
according to the Court, “are not
carried out by such a governor in
his or her o�cial capacity”.
 
Rimšēvičs was charged in June
2018 by the Latvian Public
Prosecutor with having accepted
two bribes in connection with a
procedure relating to prudential
supervision of a Latvian bank and
of having laundered the money
from one of those bribes.
 
In the context of central bank
governors of countries whose

currency is the euro also holding
the position of members of the
General Council and the Governing
Council of the European Central
Bank (ECB), the Riga District Court
(Rīgas rajona tiesa) referred a
question to the CJEU regarding
whether Rimšēvičs has immunity
from legal proceedings related to
acts performed in his o�cial
capacity, pursuant to Article 11(a)
of Protocol (No 7) on the privileges
and immunities of the EU.
 
The CJEU rules that, even though
the governors of central banks
enjoy the immunity provided for in
the aforementioned article, Article
17 of the same protocol states that
such immunity is accorded solely
in the interests of the EU.
According to the ruling, acts of
fraud, corruption or money

laundering fall “outside the bounds
of the duties of an o�cial or other
servant of the European Union”.
The Court also states that the ECB
and the national authorities of
member states carrying out
criminal proceedings have powers
to determine whether governors
carried out the alleged criminal
conduct in their o�cial capacity.
According to the Court, where the
authority responsible for
conducting the proceedings �nds
that the conduct in question was
manifestly not carried out by the
governor of the central bank in
their o�cial capacity, the
proceedings against them “may be
continued since immunity from
legal proceedings does not apply”.

 

CJEU judgment

The European Public Prosecutor’s
O�ce (EPPO) announced on 23
November that the Special Penal
Court of Slovakia handed down
the previous day the �rst
conviction verdict to result from
an investigation by the new bloc-
wide public corruption watchdog.
 

The court reportedly convicted an
unnamed former mayor of an
eastern Slovakian city, who pleaded
guilty to falsifying documents in an
attempt to illicitly obtain over
€93,000 from the European Social
Fund, which is intended to assist
the �nancing of local services.
 

Agence France-Presse identi�ed
the town as Prosacov. The former
mayor has been sentenced to three
years of conditional imprisonment
and is disquali�ed from seeking
public o�ce for �ve years.

EPPO press release

CJEU rules that immunity does not apply to
central bank governors concerning corrupt acts

EU Public Prosecutor’s O�ce secures conviction

https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/upload/docs/application/pdf/2021-11/cp210214en.pdf
https://www.eppo.europa.eu/en/news/first-conviction-eppo-case-former-slovak-mayor-sentenced-3-years-conditional-imprisonment
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On 25 November, a Brazilian
federal court sentenced Carlos
Arthur Nuzman, former chief of
the Brazilian Olympic Committee
(COB), to nearly 31 years in prison
for corruption and other offences
relating to the selection of Rio de
Janeiro as one of the host cities
of the 2016 Olympic Games.
 
Nuzman was accused of
conspiring with others to bribe
then-president of the International
Association of Athletics
Federations (IAAF), Senegalese
businessman Lamine Diack.
Nuzman was sentenced in the

Seventh Federal Criminal Court in
Rio de Janeiro to 30 years, 11
months, and eight days
imprisonment and the payment of
1,344 days of �nes at minimum
wage for passive corruption, being
a member of an organised criminal
group, money laundering, and
currency smuggling.
 
According to a 29 November press
release from Brazil’s Public
Prosecutor’s O�ce, Nuzman acted
in concert with former Rio de
Janeiro governor Sérgio de Oliveira
Cabral Santos Filho and Rio 2016
operations director Leonardo

Gryner to cause the Miami-based
Brazilian businessman Arthur
César de Menezes Soares Filho to
transfer $2 million to the IAAF
chief’s son, Papa Massata Diack,
days before the selection of the
2016 Olympics venue.
 
Reuters reports that Nuzman has
appealed the decision and remains
free until the hearing.

 

Sentence in reference to crimin…

MP press release

The Swiss O�ce of the Attorney
General (OAG) announced on 2
November that it has �led an
indictment against Joseph "Sepp"
Blatter and Michael Platini, former
presidents of FIFA and Union of
European Football Associations

(EUFA), respectively, for fraud,
misappropriation, and forgery.
 
The OAG accuses the two former
presidents of arranging an unlawful
CHF 2 million (£1.62 million)
payment to Platini from FIFA. A
Swiss investigation purportedly
revealed that Platini and Blatter
agreed to a 1999 consultancy
arrangement involving CHF
300,000 (£243,000) in annual
compensation for Platini while he
worked as a consultant for Blatter
during the latter’s FIFA presidency.
Platini then allegedly demanded in

2011 another CHF 2 million which
was made by FIFA and which the
OAG claims was not legal and
constitutes illicit enrichment.
 
The indictment charges Blatter
with fraud, misappropriation,
criminal mismanagement,
and forgery, while Platini is charged
with fraud, participating in
misappropriation and criminal
management, and acting as an
accomplice to forgery.

Swiss OAG statement

Former head of Brazil’s Olympic Committee
sentenced to over 30 years for corruption

Swiss AG charges Blatter and Platini with fraud

https://static.poder360.com.br/2021/11/Nuzman.pdf
http://www.mpf.mp.br/rj/sala-de-imprensa/noticias-rj/mpf-ex-presidente-do-comite-olimpico-e-condenado-por-corrupcao-na-escolha-do-rio-como-sede-olimpica-em-2016
https://www.admin.ch/gov/en/start/documentation/media-releases.msg-id-85688.html
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The Bank of Lithuania announced
on 23 November that it has
decided to revoke the licence of
e-money provider UAB epayblock
after identifying breaches of the
anti-money laundering and
countering the �nancing of
terrorism (AML/CFT) law.
 
The central bank found that the
provider failed to identify AML/CFT
risks, with its customer
identi�cation and ongoing
transaction monitoring processes
not in compliance with the
requirements. Additionally,
epayblock purportedly did not
conduct mandatory enhanced due

diligence veri�cations on higher
risk customers, nor did it take
“su�cient measures” to identify the
business relationship and true
activities of its customers.
Signi�cantly, internal control
procedures were “inadequate” and
“failed to ensure the independence
of the compliance function”, with
epayblock’s AML/CFT staff lacking
the necessary quali�cations,
according to the Bank of Lithuania.
 
Following the decision, UAB
epayblock is prohibited from
providing any �nancial services in
Lithuania and must return funds to
its customers. The decision follows

the regulator’s August
announcement that it had
launched a probe into the e-money
provider, while imposing partial
restrictions on its activity.
 
Several articles published by
Fintelegram since 2020 claim that
the company has been linked to
several scams, including a scam
perpetrated by Lincoln FX, for
which the UK Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) issued a warning. 

Bank of Lithuania press release

The Inter-American Development
Bank (IDB) announced on 29
November the debarment of
Belgian based engineering
company Tractebel Engineering
SA for 46 months for fraudulent
and corrupt practices related to
the award of a contract.
 
The �rm is ineligible to participate
in any projects �nanced by the IDB
Group during the period of
debarment and follows an
investigation by the O�ce of
Institutional Integrity. According to
the IDB, Tractebel Engineering
failed to disclose fees paid to

agents and misrepresented the
availability of an individual deemed
to be “key personnel”. Through a
subcontractor the �rm was also
found to have offered paid
positions to former colleagues who
were then government o�cials.
The IDB’s press release states that
all “the facts under investigation
occurred in 2015-2016 under a
former management team and
organizational structure”.
 
The �rm has entered a settlement
agreement with IDB without
admitting or denying the �ndings.
The IDB took into account the

�rm’s voluntary restraint from
bidding in IDB-�nanced activities
during negotiations, and its
corrective actions, when deciding
on the period of debarment.
Amongst the commitments,
Tractebel Engineering will retain an
independent consultant to assess
its compliance programme and
rectify any gaps. The period of
debarment may be extended to
nine years if the �rm fails to
comply with the agreement in full.

IDB press release

Lithuania revokes licence of UAB epayblock

IDB debars Belgium’s Tractebel Engineering

https://www.lb.lt/en/news/view_item/id.12309
https://www.iadb.org/en/news/idb-announces-settlement-tractebel-engineering-sa-regarding-prohibited-practices
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The Hong Kong Monetary
Authority (HKMA) announced on
19 November that it has imposed
�nes totalling HKD 44,200,000
(£4.2 million) and remedying
orders on China Construction
Bank (Asia) Corporation Limited
(CCBA), CTBC Bank Co Ltd,
Industrial and Commercial Bank
of China (Asia) Limited (ICBCA),
and UBS AG for breaching the
anti-money laundering and
countering the �nancing of
terrorism (AML/CFT) regulations.
The �nes imposed on CTBC and
UBS relate to breaches involving
their Hong Kong branches.
 
According to the HKMA, common
control lapses identi�ed at the four
banks relate to establishing and
maintaining effective procedures
for conducting ongoing customer
due diligence and de�cient
enhanced due diligence
procedures concerning high-risk
situations. The regulator has
sanctioned CTBC for failing to keep
updated and relevant customer
documentation, data, and
information, with the other three
banks failing to conduct timely
periodic reviews for certain clients.
 
The HKMA found that CTBC’s local
branch and ICBCA failed to
establish sources of wealth and
funds for customers and bene�cial

owners and neglected to take
additional steps to mitigate ML/TF
risks. Additionally, ICBCA failed to
maintain effective procedures for
determining whether a client or a
bene�cial owner was a politically
exposed person (PEP) and to
include certain originator
information in payment messages
for wire transfers.
 
The regulator also found that UBS’
branch had a system error in
extracting customer risk pro�les
necessary for periodic review and
CCBA adopted restrictive criteria in
�agging alerts. Additionally, UBS
completed periodic reviews of pre-
existing customers when
suspicious transactions occurred
more than 22 months after �ling
suspicious transaction reports
(STRs), with business relationships
being terminated more than 31
months after.
 
In determining the penalties, the
regulator states that it considered
the seriousness of the �ndings, the
banks’ remedial actions and
cooperation during the
investigation, and the need to send
a “a clear deterrent message” on
the importance of “effective
controls and procedures to
address ML and TF risks”. In
addition, the four banks have no
previous disciplinary record in

relation to breaches of the Anti-
Money Laundering and Counter-
Terrorist Financing Ordinance
(AMLO). UBS subsequently
reviewed all customers with
missing periodic reviews.
 
The investigations followed on-site
examinations conducted by the
regulator after the AMLO’s
enactment in 2012. HKMA Director
Carmen Chu stated that since then,
the banks have registered
“signi�cant progress” in “improving
processes, controls, and sta�ng”.
She pointed out that “HKMA
expects this improving trend to
continue, and that the risk-based
approach in banks’ AML/CFT
efforts should remain to be
premised on up-to-date
understanding of evolving risks,
use of better-quality data,
responsible innovation including
RegTech adoption, and close
collaboration in the ecosystem”.

HKMA press release

Statement of disciplinary actio…

Statement of disciplinary actio…

Statement of disciplinary actio…

Statement of disciplinary actio…

HKMA �nes four banks over AML/CFT failures

https://www.hkma.gov.hk/eng/news-and-media/press-releases/2021/11/20211119-5/
https://www.hkma.gov.hk/media/eng/doc/key-information/press-release/2021/20211119e5a1.pdf
https://www.hkma.gov.hk/media/eng/doc/key-information/press-release/2021/20211119e5a2.pdf
https://www.hkma.gov.hk/media/eng/doc/key-information/press-release/2021/20211119e5a3.pdf
https://www.hkma.gov.hk/media/eng/doc/key-information/press-release/2021/20211119e5a4.pdf
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The European Court of Justice (ECJ) issued on 11
November its judgment in Case C-340/20
concerning a request for preliminary ruling brought
by the French Cour de Cassation on the
interpretation of provisions of Council Regulation
(EC) 423/2007 and two subsequent regulations
replacing it, namely Council Regulation (EU)
961/2010 and Council Regulation (EU) 267/2012,
concerning restrictive measures against Iran.
 
The questions referred for preliminary ruling arose
during proceedings before the French court between
Iran-based Bank Sepah and US-based Overseas
Financial Limited and Oaktree Finance Limited
concerning the creditors’ ability to take enforcement
and protective measures with respect to funds and
economic resources frozen pursuant to the EU’s
sanctions regime on Iran.
 
The Cour de Cassation asked the ECJ whether the
provisions of the aforementioned regulations should
be interpreted as preventing the implementation of
measures with “no earmarking effect”, such as a
judicial lien or preventive attachment, in respect to
frozen assets without a prior authorisation from the
competent authority. Similarity, the national court
sought clari�cation on whether it is relevant that the
US entities’ claims were unrelated to the Iranian
ballistic missiles programme and arose prior to the
adoption of UN resolution 1737 (2006), which
introduced restrictive measures against Iran.
 
With respect to the �rst question, the ECJ held that
the freezing of funds and economic resources
provided by Article 1(h) and (j) and Article 7(1) of
Council Regulation (EC) 423/2007, Article 1(h) and (j)
and Article 16(1) of Council Regulation (EU) 961/2010
and Article 1(k) and (j) and Article 23(1) of Council

Regulation (EU) 267/2012, must be interpreted as
prohibiting the implementation of protective measures
which establish a right to be paid on a priority basis in
favour of a creditor in relation to other creditors. The
ECJ ruled that such measures have the effect of
changing the destination of the frozen funds and are
liable to permit their use “to obtain funds, goods or
services”, even if such use “does not have the effect of
removing assets from the debtor’s estate”.

The questions for preliminary
ruling arose during proceedings
between Iran-based Bank Sepah
and US-based Overseas
Financial Ltd and Oaktree
Finance Ltd concerning the
creditors’ ability to take
enforcement  measures with
respect to funds and resources
frozen pursuant to the EU’s
sanctions regime on Iran

In relation to the second question, the ECJ ruled that it
is not relevant that the claim for recovery by the US
creditors from the Iranian bank whose funds and
economic resources are frozen that they are not
related to Iran’s nuclear and ballistics programme and
pre-date the UN resolution, considering that the
provisions of the invoked regulation do not make
any distinction concerning such situations.

ECJ judgment

EU Court judgment in Bank Sepah case
interprets restrictive measures against Iran

https://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=249070&pageIndex=0&doclang=EN&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=40525399
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A US judge published on 4
November an opinion laying out
reasons for rejecting a motion for
a preliminary injunction
challenging the inclusion of Hong
Kong shirtmaker Esquel’s Xinjiang
unit on the US Commerce
Department Bureau of Industry
and Security’s (BIS) Entity List.
 
BIS stated that it included Changji,
a subsidiary of Hong Kong-based

textile company Esquel Group, on
its Entity List on 22 July 2020 for
its alleged involvement in human
rights violations and abuses
committed by China against
Uyghurs and other minority groups,
including forced labour. The BIS
Entity List prohibits US companies
from exporting or transferring US
products and technology to listed
entities without a licence.
 

Judge Reggie Walton of the US
District Court for the District of
Columbia agreed with BIS that
Changji’s placement on the list for
alleged human rights violations fell
“squarely within the plain meaning”
of critical provisions under export
control laws, and that the agency
did not act beyond its authority.

US District Court opinion

The US Department of Justice
(DOJ) announced on 5 November
that Los Angeles-based Bicycle
Casino LP has agreed to pay
$500,000 to settle allegations that
it violated anti-money laundering
(AML) provisions of the Bank
Secrecy Act (BSA) by failing to
properly �le reports concerning a
Chinese customer who conducted
transactions involving millions of
dollars in cash in 2016.
 
According to the non-prosecution
agreement, the casino admitted
that the Chinese national gambled
approximately 100 times between
January 2016 and August 2016 by
conducting transactions involving
“huge sums of cash” which he
transported in du�e bags.

Moreover, the player relied on his
associate to conduct over $100
million in cash-in or cash-out
transactions on his behalf. Despite
having knowledge about the “high
roller”, the casino failed to �le
currency transaction reports
(CTRs) and suspicious activity
reports for casinos (SARCS), as
required by the BSA.
 
In determining the penalty,
prosecutors considered that,
beginning in August 2016, the
casino took several remedial
actions. Additionally, the casino
appointed an independent expert
to perform a risk assessment and
develop a new AML programme,
while the compliance department

was restructured, and an AML
Committee established.
 
The casino is also required to
undergo enhanced review and
reporting requirements during a
two-year period, including: (1)
obtaining a third-party audit of its
BSA compliance programme, (2)
conducting an initial review of its
BSA compliance programme and
submitting a report on the �ndings,
and (3) preparing at least two
follow-up reviews and reports to
assess whether the existing
policies and procedures are
e�cient to prevent BSA violations.

US DOJ press release

US court blocks Hong Kong shirtmaker’s motion
for preliminary injunction over BIS listing

LA-based Bicycle Casino settles AML case

https://ecf.dcd.uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/show_public_doc?2021cv1798-40
https://www.justice.gov/usao-cdca/pr/bicycle-casino-agrees-pay-500000-settlement-and-submit-increased-review-anti-money
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The UK Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) announced on 3
November that it has issued a
warning notice to an unnamed
interdealer brokerage �rm for
inadequate systems and controls
to mitigate fraudulent trading and
money laundering (ML) risks
linked to cum-ex trading business
by clients introduced by a group
of related entities.
 
According to the FCA, between
January and September 2015, the
broker failed to exercise “due skill,

care, and diligence” in applying its
AML policies and procedures, as
well as to properly assess, monitor,
and mitigate �nancial crime risks
linked to offshore companies and
individual US 401k Pension Plans
clients. The FCA notes that the
alleged conduct violates the FCA’s
Principles for Businesses.
 
The regulator states that the
clients had no apparent access to
funds to settle the transactions,
with a small number of individuals,
some of whom worked for the

introducing entities, exercising
control over them. The trading
methods, their scale and volume
are “highly suggestive of �nancial
crime”, according to the FCA.
 
The regulator recalls that the
broker can still make
representation to the FCA’s
Regulatory Decisions Committee
and the Upper Tribunal. 

FCA warning notice

The UK’s Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) published on 1
November a �nal notice dated 27
September imposing a lifetime
ban on ex-Barclays banker Colin
Bermingham following his
conviction in March 2019 for
conspiracy to defraud in respect
of �xing Euribor.
 
Bermingham was sentenced to �ve
years imprisonment relating to
false Euribor submissions made at
Barclays under his supervision
between 2005 and 2009.
Bermingham conspired with
others, �xing Euribor to improve
the bank’s trading positions and

“deliberately disregarded the proper
basis for the submission of [rates]”.
 
The FCA states that Bermingham
“is not a �t and proper person to
perform any function in relation to
any regulated activity carried on by
an authorised person, exempt
person or exempt professional
�rm. His conviction demonstrates
clear and serious dishonesty and a
lack of integrity such that he is not
�t and proper to perform functions
in relation to regulated activities”.
 
The FCA’s �nal notice states that
Bermingham had now “agreed to
resolve this matter”.

In 2014 the FCA issued
Bermingham with a warning notice
proposing to impose sanctions
against him, but the regulatory
proceedings were stayed pending
the SFO’s decision whether to
charge him. Bermingham was
jailed after a second trial, following
the court failing to reach a verdict
in his case during the �rst trial. 

  
Bermingham, alongside another
former Barclays banker
Carlo Palombo, appealed his
conviction, which was dismissed.

FCA �nal notice

UK FCA issues warning notice to unnamed
brokerage �rm over alleged AML failures

UK FCA bans banker convicted of Euribor rigging

https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/warning-notices/warning-notice-statement-21-4.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/final-notices/colin-bermingham-2021.pdf
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Dutch �nancial institution
Coöperatieve Rabobank UA
revealed in a 15 November press
release that it has received a draft
instruction from the Netherland’s
central bank relating to anti-
money laundering and countering
the �nancing of terrorism
(AML/CFT) compliance

de�ciencies. A punitive
enforcement procedure will
follow, Rabobank states.
 
According to the credit institution,
on 12 October De Nederlandsche
Bank NV (The Dutch Bank, DNB)
instructed Rabobank to remedy its
shortcomings in complying with
the Dutch Anti-Money Laundering
and Anti-Terrorist Financing Act
(Wwft), which reportedly concern
the execution, recording and
outsourcing of customer due
diligence, transaction monitoring,
and reporting of unusual activity.

  

Rabobank states that the outcome
of the enforcement procedure is
currently unknown. The bank
highlights that the DNB’s action
follows a September 2018
injunction relating to subpar know-
your-customer activities. An
internal probe, which began in April
2020, reportedly shows that a
subsidiary, Rabobank Retail NL,
failed to improve its procedures,
which resulted in a €500,000
penalty in February 2021. 

Rabobank press release

The Danish Financial Supervisory
Authority (FSA) announced on 25
November that its April inspection
of Swedbank AB’s local branch to
assess its compliance with local
AML/CFT rules found
irregularities in the bank’s
processes and procedures and as

such has ordered the bank to
carry out certain improvements.
 
In light of the irregularities
identi�ed, the Danish regulator has
instructed the branch to include all
relevant ML/TF risk areas in its
procedures, conduct customer
identi�cation based on
independent and reliable sources,
and implement measures to clarify
ownership and control structures.
The FSA notes that Swedbank
should adopt “stricter” customer
due diligence procedures for
corporate clients and in instances

of increased ML/TF risks, ensuring
that its monitoring system is able
to identify changes in customer
behaviour and generate alerts.

Signi�cantly, the regulator instructs
Swedbank to ensure that its branch
conducts “adequate” investigations
when receiving such alerts, with
the results of investigations into
suspicious transactions being
recorded and stored.

FSA press release (in Danish)

Swedbank press release

Dutch central bank issues draft instruction to
Rabobank over AML with enforcement to follow

Denmark orders Swedbank to improve AML/CFT

https://www.rabobank.com/en/press/search/2021/20211115-rabobank-has-received-a-draft-instruction-from-dnb.html
https://www.finanstilsynet.dk/Tilsyn/Inspektionsredegorelser/2021/251121_SwedbankHvidvask?link_id=QP01ZkhpPrUR7Fp
https://www.swedbank.se/newsroom.details.66777FD7FC7E2490.html
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REPORTS

The UK's HM Treasury published on 19 November its
2019-2020 supervision report for anti-money
laundering and counter terrorist �nancing
(AML/CFT), which is the ninth annual report on
AML/CFT supervision. The report concludes that
actions taken by supervisors have remained
“broadly consistent”, however “there is still room for
further improvement”, according to Economic
Secretary to the Treasury John Glen MP.
 
The report provides information regarding the
performance of and reported by AML/CFT
supervisors, including the Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA), HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC), the
Gambling Commission, and the 22 professional body
supervisors (PBSs), between 6 April 2019 and 5 April
2020, pursuant to Section 51 of the Money Laundering
Regulations (MLRs). The report also analyses the
O�ce of Professional Body Anti-Money Laundering
Supervision’s (OPBAS) efforts to guarantee the
delivery of the government’s objective of “robust and
risk-based approach to supervision”.
 
Overall, data comprised in the report suggests that
enforcement action has slightly decreased since
2018-2019, with the total number of �nes issued
dropping from 376 to 320. Approximately 32 percent

of supervisors reported an increase in the total value
of �nes issued, whilst 36 percent of supervisors
reported an increase in the number of �nes issued.
Signi�cantly, in 2019-2020, the Gambling Commission
issued 13 �nancial penalties, or agreed to settle in lieu
of penalty, amounting to £43.6 million, in comparison
to just �ve �nes, and settlements in lieu of penalty,
amounting to £17 million in 2018-2019.

The report also highlights that,
as part of the Treasury’s wider
work to strengthen the regime,
Action 33 of the Economic
Crime Plan sets out a legal
obligation to conduct a review
of the MLRs and OPBAS
regulations by 26 June 2022

The report notes an increase in the proportion of
interventions carried out by supervisors, with 10,550
desk-based reviews (DBRs) and onsite visits in total
conducted during 2019-2020 on a population of
approximately 97,400 (10.8 percent), compared to
6,201 in 2018-2019 on a population of approximately
85,437 (7.3 percent). In addition, according to
supervisor returns, approximately 12 percent of the
supervised population is classi�ed as high-risk.

The report also highlights that, as part of the
Treasury’s wider work to strengthen the regime, Action
33 of the Economic Crime Plan sets out a
legal obligation to conduct a review of the MLRs and
OBAS regulations by 26 June 2022. To help meet

UK government AML/CFT supervision report
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this obligation, in July 2021 HM Treasury published a
call for evidence and a consultation seeking views on
a broad set of questions on the: (1) overall
effectiveness of the supervisory regime; (2) the extent
to which businesses can effectively pursue a risk-
based approach; and (3) how enforcement measures
are applied under the MLRs. Both the call for evidence
and consultation closed on 14 October 2021 and the
feedback gathered from industry, supervisors and the
broader public will be utilised to better inform the �nal
statutory instrument, which is due to be laid in spring
2022, as well as the �nal report on the wider MLRs
review, which is due to be published in June 2022.

Key �ndings

UK government press release

HM Treasury report

The FCA reported that 33 percent of the �rms
subject to a DBR and 47 percent of �rms visited
were classi�ed as ‘generally compliant’. Six percent
of �rms subject to a DBR were classed as 'non-
compliant' and 50 percent of �rms visited were
'non-compliant with the regulations'

Frequent breaches identi�ed by the FCA include:
(1) inadequate customer due diligence (CDD) and
enhanced due diligence (EDD), leading to poor
identi�cation and monitoring of high-risk
customers; (2) no, or inadequate, whole �rm-wide
risk assessments; and (3) inadequate screening of
�rm employees through record retention and
electronic checks

Of the 1,829 �rms subject to supervisory activity by
HMRC in 2019-20, 24 percent were assessed as
'not compliant', however, 585 cases (32 percent of
the total �rms subject to either a DBR or onsite
visit) did not result in a compliance rating being
recorded in the �gures returned to the Treasury. 

  

 
 
 
The most frequent forms of non-compliance within
the relevant period identi�ed by HMRC were: (1) a
lack of appropriate AML policies, controls and
procedures; (2) inadequate client risk
assessments; and (3) no, or inadequate, whole
�rm-wide risk assessments

The Gambling Commission found that 53 percent
of �rms subject to DBRs and 56 percent of �rms
visited were assessed as 'non-compliant'. The
most common causes of non-compliance related
to insu�cient resources allocated to AML, low
levels of understanding when it came to a risk-
based approach and AML concerns being
outweighed by commercial concerns

Following supervisory activity, the Gambling
Commission took informal action against
approximately 6 percent of �rms subject to a DBR
and 15 percent of �rms subject to a visit, whilst
formal actions were taken following approximately
6 percent of the DBRs and approximately 17
percent of visits

Across the accountancy and legal sectors, PBSs
reported that the most frequent breaches were: (1)
having no, or inadequate, documented policies and
procedures; (2) inadequate CDD procedures
including EDD/politically exposed persons (PEPs));
(3) no, or inadequate, client risk assessments; (4)
no, or inadequate, AML training for staff; and (5)
no, or inadequate, �rm-wide risk assessments.
Several PBSs highlighted a common theme of a
lack of understanding of the MLRs

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/anti-money-laundering-and-counter-terrorist-financing-supervision-report-2019-20
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1034539/HMT_Supervision_Report_19-20.pdf
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The UK’s HM Revenue and
Customs (HMRC) published its
annual report on 4 November,
estimating that over £5.5 billion
of taxpayer money from the
government’s coronavirus
assistance schemes was lost to
fraud or given out in error.
 
The agency acknowledged in the
report that 8.7 percent of the £60
billion it paid under the Coronavirus
Job Retention Scheme (CJRS),
ended up in the wrong hands. A
further £490 million was lost under
the self-employment income
support scheme, and the
Treasury’s “Eat Out to Help Out”
scheme lost £70 million.

The agency reports that in the past
year it collected £608.8 billion in
total tax revenues, with £30.4
billion additional tax generated
through tackling tax avoidance,
evasion and other compliance. The
yield from its tax compliance
activities was down 18 percent
compared with 2019-20.

  
The agency states that it was “at
the centre of the government’s
response to Covid-19”, with 11.5
million supported through the
CJRS up to 31 March 2021, and 2.7
million people supported by the
self-employment income support
scheme up to 31 March 2021.

In 2020 to 2021, HMRC undertook
1,145 supervisory interventions to
prevent money laundering. It
issued £32.8 million in penalties for
anti-money laundering (AML)
failures, with 17 criminal
convictions secured for money
laundering offences.

  
The agency also recovered £218.4
million in proceeds of crime and
issued 151 account freezing orders
valued at £26 million.

HMRC annual report and accou…

HMRC brie�ng

The Financial Action Task Force
(FATF) published on 24 November
its annual report covering the
main achievements under the �rst
year of the German presidency of
Marcus Pleyer, which includes
producing reports on digital
transformation, money laundering
(ML) and environmental crime,
and trade-based ML.
 
In his forward note to the report,
Pleyer recalls that most
countries fail to consider

environmental crime in their ML
risk assessments, with criminals
laundering up to $281 billion worth
of related funds annually. 
 
Signi�cantly, he states that the
mandate of his second year will
focus on improving bene�cial
ownership transparency and he
hopes that consensus for a new
standard will be reached this year.

Other areas of focus will include
the links between ML/TF and

migrant smuggling, real estate,
art and antiquities, and asset
recovery. Projects on �nancial
�ows and ML/TF linked to migrant
smuggling networks and the art
and antiquities trade are
purportedly expected to be
completed in June 2022.

FATF press release

FATF report

UK HMRC �nds over £5.5 billion of Covid-19
support funds lost to fraud or error

FATF annual report sets out areas of focus

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1031053/HMRC_Annual_Report_and_Accounts_2020_to_2021__Print_.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/measuring-error-and-fraud-in-the-covid-19-schemes/our-approach-to-error-and-fraud-in-the-covid-19-support-schemes
https://www.fatf-gafi.org/publications/fatfgeneral/documents/annual-report-2020-2021.html
https://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/brochuresannualreports/Annual-Report-2020-2021.pdf
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The US President’s Working Group
on Financial Markets published its
report on stablecoins on 1
November with the O�ce of the
Comptroller of the Currency and
the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation identifying gaps in
the US regulatory landscape and
raising concerns over risks arising
from increased use of stablecoins
to make payments.
 
Risks identi�ed in the report
include stablecoin users losing
signi�cant deposits and stablecoin
runs that could threaten �nancial
stability. In a US Treasury press
release accompanying the report’s
publication, Treasury Secretary
Janet Yellen states that regulatory
oversight of stablecoins is
currently inconsistent and fails to

cover all categories of stablecoin,
adding that US agencies will
continue to operate within their
mandate until Congress enacts
more speci�c legislation. The
report recommends that US
legislators pass a bill to include
payment stablecoins and payment
stablecoin arrangements within the
mandate of regulatory supervision.
 
Federal agencies state that
legislation should address
concerns over risks to stablecoin
users by requiring that issuers be
insured depository institutions. The
legislation should also include a
provision, the report states, for
placing custodial wallet providers
under federal supervision and
require such entities to follow
certain risk management

protocols. Additionally, to address
monopolistic risk, the report argues
that a stablecoin bill should ensure
that issuers follow restrictions
limiting their connections to
commercial entities and ought to
include granting supervisory
authority to allow for standards
governing interoperability.
 
If congressional action does not
address stablecoin concerns, the
report suggests that the Financial
Stability Oversight Council should
assess the risks described in the
context of stablecoins and weigh
the appropriate action.

Treasury press release

Stablecoin report

The IMF published on 22
November the preliminary
�ndings of its staff mission to El
Salvador, which calls for stronger
regulations after Bitcoin became
legal tender in the country.
 
The statement underscores that
Bitcoin’s price volatility entails risks

for consumers and stresses that
the crypto-asset should not be
used as legal tender. The
document recommends the
narrowing of the law’s scope and
the strengthening of supervision.
 
The recommendations aim to
ensure that Salvadoran authorities

protect consumers, allow for risk
management, and comply with
anti-money laundering and
countering the �nancing of
terrorism (AML/CFT)
requirements. 

IMF mission concluding state…

US Presidential Working Group’s report on
stablecoins urges congressional action

IMF mission �ndings on El Salvador Bitcoin law

https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy0454
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/StableCoinReport_Nov1_508.pdf
https://www.imf.org/en/News/Articles/2021/11/22/mcs-el-salvador-staff-concluding-statement-of-the-2021-article-iv-mission
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The UK’s National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC)
published on 17 November its annual review, which
details its efforts to thwart cyber threats, including
ransomware, during the past 12 months. According
to the report, NCSC recorded an increase in
managed incidents, which rose to 777, out of which
one in �ve relate to the health sector, including
Covid-19 vaccine production and distribution.
 
The report identi�es the most signi�cant threat in
2021 as ransomware and warns that criminals
extorting victims through both the encryption of
networks and the threat of leaking sensitive
information has now become routine. The document
further cautions that ransomware and supply chain
attacks are “almost certain” to grow or happen again.
In the UK, the educational sector has been one of the
top targets, NCSC reveals.
 
Reported enforcement �gures include 13,000
instances of phishing campaign takedowns in which
scammers pretended to be representatives of the
government. Fraudulent use of the National Health
Service (NHS) also rose, with 442 phishing campaigns
combatted. NCSC also removed 80 smartphone apps
that purported to be software developed for the NHS.
 
The annual review also highlights that one of the most
important tasks of the centre over the past 12 months
has been ensuring the resilience of potential targets in

the face of emerging cyber threats. Some of the tools
used for this purpose include the Protective Domain
Name System (PDNS), which denies access to
malicious content, Mail Check, which helps
organisations secure their communications, and Web
Check, which helps public sector website owners
identify and �x common security issues.
 
The centre, which represents the cyber-dedicated unit
of the Government Communications Headquarters
(GCHQ), further states that its Suspicious Email
Reporting Service (SERS) received more than 5.4
million reports up to September 2021. SERS allows
users to �ag phishing attempts and suspicious emails,
and NCSC reports that the tool led to the removal of
over 50,000 scams and 90,000 harmful URLs.
 
Speaking at the launch of the review, Minister for the
Cabinet O�ce Steve Barclay praised the efforts of the
centre and other government institutions involved in
safeguarding efforts, adding that cybersecurity needs
the participation of the private sector, academia, and
the public as well. The o�cial highlighted that the UK's
next �ve-year National Cyber Strategy will be
published in the "near future" and will move the UK to
a more proactive role as "a leading international cyber
power". The strategy will reportedly make use of a
holistic approach, involving public-private
partnerships, developing the cyber sector, and
strengthening critical national infrastructure. 

NCSC press release

Annual review

NCSC CEO video statement

Cabinet O�ce press release

UK National Cyber Security Centre annual review

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/news/record-number-mitigated-incidents
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/files/NCSC%20Annual%20Review%202021.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zkzueuy2Rbc
https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/national-cyber-security-centre-annual-review-2021-launch
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Europol published on 11
November its internet organised
crime threat assessment 2021,
which �nds that due to increased
digitalisation during the Covid-19
pandemic, cybercrime has risen
signi�cantly, and grey
infrastructure continues to help
facilitate crime.
 
Major cyber threats that have
developed in the past year with
increased digitalisation include the
use of ransomware a�liate

programs which facilitate
ransomware and DDoS attacks by
criminal groups against
corporations, public institutions,
and infrastructure. Other increased
threats include mobile malware,
online shopping fraud, and
the abuse of cryptocurrencies,
virtual proxy networks, and other
encryption services.
 
To improve counter-ransomware
efforts, Europol recommends
imposing know-your-customer

(KYC) and anti-money laundering
(AML) requirements on
cryptocurrency exchanges, placing
a stronger focus on preventative
actions, and improving insight into
ransomware attacks themselves.
The agency also urges increased
information sharing with �nancial
institutions to target the proceeds
gained from cyber-attacks.

 

Europol press release

Research published by the UK’s
Financial Reporting Council (FRC)
into the state of corporate
reporting on modern slavery
shows that modern slavery is “not
a mainstream concern” for boards
of many major businesses, the
UK’s Independent Anti-Slavery
Commissioner Dame Sara
Thornton has said.
 
The FRC’s research in conjunction
with Lancaster University,
published on 25 November as part
of its annual review of corporate
governance, found that while 42
percent of companies discussed
the individual responsible for
overseeing modern slavery in their

annual report, only 19 percent
referred to KPIs or other non-
�nancial performance indicators
relating to the matter.
 
Just 15 percent of companies
reported on their assessment of
risks relating speci�cally to modern
slavery in their annual reports,
compared to 72 percent disclosing
this within their modern slavery
statement – although half of the
latter were only partial disclosures.
 
Reporting on engagement with
suppliers in modern slavery
statements was “generally limited”,
states the FRC. Only 27 percent of
companies disclosed how they

work with suppliers to improve
their labour rights practices, with
only a quarter of those providing a
“comprehensive disclosure”.
 
Dame Thornton welcomed the
FRC’s inclusion of the analysis of
anti-slavery activity and human
rights due diligence within annual
reports. Modern slavery “presents
a multitude of risks to companies,
including loss of reputation, legal
challenges, import bans, risk to
supply chains", Thornton explains. 

FRC press release

Anti-Slavery Commissioner pre…

EU internet organised crime threat assessment

Modern slavery “not a mainstream concern” for
many major UK �rms, states commissioner

https://www.europol.europa.eu/activities-services/main-reports/internet-organised-crime-threat-assessment-iocta-2021
https://www.frc.org.uk/news/november-2021/uk-corporate-governance-code-reporting-improves,-b
http://www.antislaverycommissioner.co.uk/news-insights/dame-sara-welcomes-ground-breaking-analysis-of-modern-slavery-activity-in-annual-reports/
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The UK’s Department for Digital,
Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS)
published on 24 November the
results of a government-
mandated review into men’s
professional football, which
includes a proposal for the
creation of a watchdog modelled
on �nancial regulators that would
oversee requirements for
prospective owners.
 
The review led by MP Tracey
Crouch, which the Department
states was “fan-led”, calls for the
creation of an Independent
Regulator for English Football
(IREF) which would be responsible
for �nancial oversight. The
proposed authority would also be
responsible for establishing new
tests for owners and directors.
 
For owners, the review calls for the
IREF to develop enhanced due
diligence checks on source of
funds in accordance with the
Home O�ce and National Crime
Agency (NCA). The test for owners

would apply to all the owners of
more than 25 percent of the
shares, including ultimate
bene�cial owners, at purchase,
annually as a compliance
statement, and every three years.
The directors’ test would follow the
same schedule, would check
against individuals having any
con�icts of interest, and require the
declaration of links with owners.
 
According to the review, the IREF
would also develop an integrity test
based on similar assessments
developed by the Financial
Conduct Authority, the Prudential
Regulation Authority, the O�ce of
Communications, and the Home
O�ce. The document
recommends that the awarding of
licences be contingent upon the
declaration of the ultimate
bene�cial owner to the IREF. 
 
The integrity test would include
evidence of criminal matters not
covered by present day
assessments, the �t and proper
persons test, which list
disqualifying criteria such as
involvement in corruption and
criminal convictions.
 
The review further recommends
the introduction of a corporate
governance code to include

structural requirements and with
which clubs would need to comply
in order to be granted a licence.
The proposed conditions would
include upholding high standards
of integrity, having appropriate
controls and risk management
procedures in place, and
appointing independent non-
executive directors.
 
Crouch’s report also underscores
that England is the most lucrative
market for agents in men’s
professional football, while noting
several media reports of agents’
alleged involvement in corruption,
people smuggling, money
laundering, fraud, and organised
crime involvement. The review
therefore calls on the government
to support the regulation of
football agents.
 
Sport Secretary Nadine Dorries
stated on 25 November that the
government will provide a full
response in spring 2022. The
review was launched in April, with
its commencement having been
postponed due to the pandemic.

English football review

Publishing note

Dorries statement in the Com…

UK fan-led football review calls for introduction
of due diligence checks on English club owners

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/fan-led-review-of-football-governance-securing-the-games-future/fan-led-review-of-football-governance-securing-the-games-future
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/fan-led-review-of-football-governance-securing-the-games-future
https://hansard.parliament.uk/Commons/2021-11-25/debates/21112547000011/Fan-LedReviewOfFootballGovernanceFinalReport
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The UK House of Commons
published on 26 November a
research brie�ng on economic
crime in the UK, including money
laundering, fraud and corruption,
which warns that the scale of
economic crime could amount to
“tens of billions of pounds, and
probably the hundreds of
billions”. The paper stresses the
urgency of the introduction of a
public bene�cial ownership
register, particularly in the light of
the Pandora Papers revelations.
 
The research brie�ng highlights
that “the very high �gures are for
the likely criminal funds that are
either channelled through the UK or
facilitated by UK structures, rather
than those that directly affect the
country”, noting that serious and
organised crime, which is
economic in nature, is estimated to
cost the country £37 billion a year,
whilst the scale of money
laundering impacting the UK
annually is likely to be “tens of
billions of pounds”.
 
According to the paper, a number
of the 52 actions contained in the
UK Economic Crime Plan may also
involve future legislative reforms,
including amendments to: (1) the
Proceeds of Crime Act to improve
the way in which proceeds of crime
can be con�scated; (2) corporate

criminal liability, to ensure
accountability and prevent
economic crime when committed
on behalf of or in the name of
companies; (3) block company
stock exchange listings on national
security grounds; and (4)
Companies House powers to
enable it to strike from its register
dissolved or inactive limited
partnerships.
 
On 29 November, during an oral
evidence session, Economic
Secretary to the Treasury John
Glen MP and Security Minister at
the Home O�ce Damian Hinds
stated that the current progress is
unsatisfactory, with Hinds noting
that “fraud, economic and cyber”
now account for the majority of
crime. Glen stressed that the
“massive problem” of fraudulent
online advertisement demands
that tech companies must be held
responsible and expressed
Treasury’s support for calls for this
type of crime to fall within the
scope of the Online Safety Bill.
 
Furthermore, on 2 December Dame
Margaret Hodge and Kevin
Hollinrake MP secured a
Backbench Business Committee
debate on economic crime, laying
out three proposals comprised in
their motion before the House,
which include: (1) the reform of

Companies House, through the
reform of the UK’s corporate
liability regime to allow (2)
enforcement agencies to be
adequately resourced and more
audacious in their policing, and (3)
the introduction of a register of
property owned abroad. Dame
Hodge highlighted the Pandora
Papers leaks, which revealed that
the Crown Estate bought a £67
million property from the Aliyev
family, “who are the well-
documented abusers of their rule
in Azerbaijan” and sold 120 of its
properties to companies registered
in 14 jurisdictions.

 

Summing up responses to the
Pandora Papers, the brie�ng notes
that “London was identi�ed as a
global hub for tax-avoidance in
many headlines covering the
papers” and that, in response,
politicians, including Shadow
Economic Secretary Pat
McFadden, and campaigners, are
calling on the UK government to
“speed up its commitment to
introduce bene�cial ownership
registers for UK property”, through
the Registration of Overseas
Entities Bill.

UK parliament press release

Research brie�ng

UK Backbench Business Com…

UK parliament publishes brie�ng, hears oral
evidence and holds debate on economic crime

https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/research-briefings/cbp-9013/
https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/CBP-9013/CBP-9013.pdf
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2021-12-02/debates/5435BEE5-5B49-4AF2-BFBC-32801DDD4E03/EconomicCrime
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The UK’s Gambling Commission
published on 2 November its
interim evaluation of the
implementation of the ban on
gambling with credit cards, which
entered into force in April 2020.
The regulator states that it has
not found any harmful unintended
consequences as a result of the
ban, but its evaluation is affected
by a lack of data and conditions
resulting from the pandemic.
 
According to the report, illegal
money lending related to gambling
remains at pre-measure levels and
the regulator has not received any
reports of customer displacement
to unlicensed operators as a result
of the prohibition on credit card
use. Nevertheless, other factors
can in�uence the recorded results.
 
While the Commission’s Illegal
Money Lending Team has not

received speci�c reports
concerning a migration of
gamblers to illicit sources of funds,
such as loan sharks, theft, or fraud,
the pandemic environment could
have had an impact on these
practices. In addition, there is no
regular and reliable source of data
on the matter, which prompts the
Gambling Commission to continue
its observations, the report states.
 
Regarding the use of unlicenced
websites, the document highlights
that the credit card ban has not
been linked to a shift towards black
market outlets, with the rate of
reports remaining stable. However,
the Gambling Commission admits
that the motivations behind
individuals’ migration to unlicenced
operators are “rarely known” and
that black market consumers are
unlikely to admit to using
illegitimate operators.

The Gambling Commission states
in the �nal section of the interim
report that it identi�es no cause for
signi�cant remedial action, with
overall results being positive
relating to credit card gamblers’
�nancial and gambling behaviours.

  
The interim results are based on
the Commission’s Online Tracker
survey, which collects data
quarterly from nearly 2,000
respondents, and an eight-day
online programme with 30
participants conducted by research
agency 2CV Ltd. The Commission
con�rms that the �eldwork is
currently underway with the
conclusion date set for the end of
February 2023. The regulator
underscores that �nancial
institutions hold data that could
prove crucial for the research.

Gambling Commission press r…

UK Gambling Commission publishes interim
evaluation of credit card ban

https://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/news/article/gambling-commission-publishes-interim-evaluation-on-the-successful
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The World Economic Forum
published on 19 November a
compendium report exploring
critical topics related to central
bank digital currency (CBDC) and
stablecoins, including an
evaluation of their value
proposition, identi�cation of key
policy and regulatory actions, and
discussion of salient technology
considerations.
 
The compendium comprises eight
papers discussing subjects such
as the role of the public sector and
public-private cooperation,
regulatory and policy gaps and
inconsistencies, consumer
protection risk mapping, the value
proposition of stablecoins for
�nancial inclusion, blockchain-
based digital currency and tools for
cross-border aid disbursement,
privacy and con�dentiality options
for central bank digital currency,
interoperability and CBDC
technology considerations.
 
Signi�cantly, the report stresses
that a coordinated effort between
various agencies within a country
and among different countries and
organisations could “help bridge
the gaps and address the
inconsistencies, particularly in the
areas of combatting �nancial
crimes, privacy, consumer

protection and dispute resolutions,
where these are most critical”.

Key takeaways include

World Economic Forum press r…

World Economic Forum issues compendium
report on CBDCs and stablecoins

Governments and the private
sector should collaborate on
investigating the potential for
unintended international
spillover impacts of CBDCs and
stablecoins

For a CBDC or stablecoin held
in a digital wallet, the key
management practices, security
standards and ability of the
wallet to support mixed
payment functionality may all
raise issues around the
applicability of an existing
regulatory framework to the
custody of digital assets

Regulatory bodies should
carefully consider the risk and
prevention of illicit activity, such
as money laundering, tax
evasion and terrorist �nancing

From the government
perspective, one of the most
promising advantages of
privacy-preserving techniques
applied to CBDC is the potential
to enable more effective anti-
money laundering and counter-
terrorist �nancing (AML/CTF)
activities. The report notes that

CBDC could enable appropriate
regulatory entities to develop a
topographical view of
aggregated monetary �ows and
more effectively identify
suspicious transactions. This
could be achieved in an
aggregated way, through
techniques that would protect
the privacy of individuals while
providing the appropriate tools
for regulators

Homomorphic encryption, as a
method to enable computation
on encrypted data, could be
used to aggregate and compute
on encrypted data across
accounts privately, for example
to check that the sum of a set
of accounts does not exceed a
certain amount. Further, it could
also be used to aggregate and
analyse encrypted identity data
from different transactions for
know-your-customer (KYC)
purposes. The central bank
could also provide encrypted
CBDC account or transaction
data to a regulator, law
enforcement organisation or
private �rm that could compute
to generate �ndings from it for
various purposes

https://www.weforum.org/reports/digital-currency-governance-consortium-white-paper-series
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The European Securities and
Markets Authority (ESMA)
published on 23 November its
2020 annual report on the EU's
market abuse administrative and
criminal sanctions. The paper
highlights an increase in the
number of administrative and
criminal actions under the Market
Abuse Regulation (MAR)
compared to 2019 - from 279 to
541 in 2020. However, it notes
that national competent
authorities (NCAs) and other
bodies have imposed a total of
only €17.5 million in �nes in 2020,
compared to €82 million in 2019.
 

In addition, the number and
aggregated value of criminal
sanctions imposed also decreased
compared to 2019, with only 18
criminal sanctions worth €246,000
being imposed across the EU in
2020. All criminal sanctions were
imposed in Germany and Finland
for infringements of Article 15 of
MAR, representing a signi�cant
decrease compared to 2019, when
60 criminal sanctions were
imposed, for an aggregated
amount of €5,523,750.
 
The report notably underlines a
signi�cant increase in the number
of sanctions and measures
imposed by the Bulgarian,
Hungarian and Portuguese
authorities in 2020, with 187
compared to none, 45 compared to
12, and 94 compared to none,
respectively. Bulgaria is also the
country with the highest number of

pecuniary administrative sanctions
in 2020, followed by Sweden with
113 sanctions, which also holds
the �rst position in terms of the
aggregated value of sanctions –
namely €7,191,014.
 
With respect to the sanctions'
distribution by MAR article, ESMA
notes that the sanctions and
measures imposed under ‘other
infringements’ have been the most
numerous, amounting to 348,
followed by sanctions under Article
15 of MAR on market manipulation
– 74, and by sanctions under
Article 14 of MAR on the
prohibition of insider dealing and
unlawful disclosure of inside
information – 26.

ESMA press release

ESMA report

In a 26 November press
conference, the UN Committee on
Enforced Disappearances
presented several highlights from
a visit to Mexico, underscoring
what the committee deems a
con�uence of impunity and
corruption manifesting as

collusion between federal agents
and organised crime groups.
 
Experts report receiving
information that disappearances
are sometimes perpetrated directly
by state security forces. Organised
crime violence stands at high

levels, with wrongdoers often
assisted by law enforcement. The
�nal report will be discussed during
the plenary in 2022.

Press conference transcript

UN News article (29 November…

ESMA annual report on market abuse sanctions

UN experts �nd impunity and corruption linked
to enforced disappearances in Mexico

https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/esma-news/esma-publishes-its-2020-annual-report-eu-market-abuse-sanctions
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma70-156-4673_annual_report_on_mar_administrative_and_criminal_sanctions_2021.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=27877&LangID=E
https://news.un.org/en/story/2021/11/1106762
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Europol, Eurojust, and the European Judicial
Network published on 24 November the third annual
SIRIUS EU digital evidence situation report, noting
that this reporting period represents the �rst
instance of the SIRIUS reporting tool being the
primary source for law enforcement data requests.

Google also cooperated with
European authorities who used
SIRIUS request templates to
preserve Google accounts
impacted by �nancial crime

The report notes the increased relevance of cross-
border access to digital evidence in 2020, particularly
involving EU law enforcement agencies seeking
evidence from foreign online service providers. France
and Germany were the source of most cross-border
requests to online service providers, with an overall
increase of 27 percent in 2020 compared to 2019.
Meta Platforms Inc (formerly Facebook Inc) and
Google LLC were the primary recipients of requests,
with Meta making up the largest recipient of
emergency disclosure requests, which saw an
increase of 112 percent in 2020. 
 
Examples of disclosure requests cited in the report
include counter fraud operations to target phishing
scams, which involved credit card information theft
and stealing national digital signature credentials. The
report notes that police successfully obtained
assistance from website hosting companies to gain
access to short-term phishing sites.
 

Another highlighted example involved fraudsters using
the Revolut app, which resulted in cooperation from
Revolut leading to the identi�cation of two
perpetrators and the recovery of some of the stolen
funds. Google also cooperated with European
authorities who used SIRIUS request templates to
preserve Google accounts impacted by �nancial
crime, according to the report. The report also
underscores the relevance of the SIRIUS platform in
targeting ransomware attacks, online fraud,
impersonation, and extortion.

  
The report contains information from more than 250
surveyed law enforcement o�cials across the EU.
Twenty-�ve percent of surveyed o�cers reported a
decrease in their capacity to request digital evidence,
which the report suggests is a likely result of the move
to remote working. Thirty-�ve percent of surveyed
o�cers also reported procedural delays resulting from
decreased capacity, with the report noting that the
pandemic and subsequent rise in digitialisation has
driven forward the need to utilise electronic evidence.
 
Eurojust President Ladislav Hamran stated at the
report’s release that the �ndings demonstrate how the
“pandemic forced the EU’s judiciary to develop
innovative approaches and adapt existing processes”.
SIRIUS serves 44 countries, including law
enforcement in all EU member states.

Europol press release

EJN press release

EU SIRIUS digital evidence situation report �nds
platform is now top law enforcement resource

https://www.europol.europa.eu/newsroom/news/cross-border-access-to-electronic-evidence-update-and-impact-of-pandemic-data-requests
https://www.ejn-crimjust.europa.eu/ejn/NewsDetail/EN/771
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The UK’s Financial Reporting
Council (FRC) published on 16
November a report setting out a
blueprint for what is required for
UK audit �rms to deliver “high-
quality” audits.
 
Almost 30 percent of audits
reviewed by the body in 2021 are
not meeting acceptable standards,
the FRC states. “Investors,
employees, pensioners and savers
expect to rely on better quality
information about the performance
and prospects of UK companies”.
 
The report, entitled ‘What Makes a
Good Audit?’ highlights the six “key
attributes” that contribute to high-
quality audit practices. These

include culture, governance and
leadership of the �rms, alongside
their investment in well quali�ed
people, training and processes. The
report provides examples of good
practice identi�ed by the FRC
during its audit quality inspections
and supervision.
 
FRC CEO Sir Jon Thompson
states: “While some progress has
been made in recent years, it is
clear that signi�cant improvement
is still required, which will take time
and an ongoing commitment from
the �rms to improve standards.
Ahead of wider reform of the
sector, this report is an important
contribution to the debate on what
good quality audit should be and

how it will lead to better outcomes
for the UK’s corporate ecosystem.”
 
Regarding fraud risks, the report
states that “enhanced discussion
with those charged with
governance over fraud risks, will
help ensure that auditors consider
the risk of material misstatement
due to fraud appropriately”. Audit
�rms should consider bringing in
forensic specialists to understand
the potential impact on the audit of
fraud, according to the FRC.

FRC press release

FRC report

The US Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) published on
18 November its enforcement
statistics for the 2021 �scal year,
announcing a seven percent
increase in new enforcement
action from 2020 with 434
actions, and a three percent
decrease in total enforcement
action with a total of 697.
 
The SEC states that its
whistleblower programme, which
awarded $564 million to 108
whistleblowers in FY 2021, had a

record-breaking year and was
crucial to the SEC’s enforcement
action. During the reporting period,
which ended on 30 September, the
SEC secured disgorgement orders
and judgments for almost $2.4
billion and secured $1.4 billion in
penalties. Penalty amounts
increased by one third from FY
2020 while disgorgement amounts
decreased by the same margin.
 
The SEC identi�es seven
categories in the past �scal year
that represent the �rst action of its

kind, including securities involving
decentralised �nance technology,
targeting violators of securities law
on the dark web, and charges
related to crowdfunding. Other
categories include municipal
advisor duties rule enforcement,
securities fraud charges against an
alternative data provider, and
enforcing timely delivery of
customer relationship summaries.

SEC press release

SEC enforcement statistics

UK FRC publishes blueprint for UK audit �rms

US SEC publishes 2021 enforcement results

https://www.frc.org.uk/news/november-2021/ground-breaking-frc-report-sets-out-what-it-expect
https://www.frc.org.uk/getattachment/117a5689-057a-4591-b646-32cd6cd5a70a/What-Makes-a-Good-Audit-15-11-21.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2021-238
https://www.sec.gov/files/2021-238-addendum.pdf
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The UK's Financial Reporting
Council (FRC) published on 18
November the latest edition of its
Developments in Audit report,
which provides an assessment of
the UK audit market in its entirety
and sets out the regulator’s
expectations of how audit �rms
should deliver audit quality
improvements to ensure that the
market works effectively and in
the public interest.

The FRC highlights
that fraud risk was
one of the areas of
focus for 2020-21,
with key �ndings in
this area relating to
insu�cient testing,
including auditors
not testing the
completeness of
journal listings

According to the report, whilst
there have been certain successful
improvements made at audit �rms,
“audit quality remains mixed and
inconsistent across the �rms and
in some instances, between audits
at the same �rms”. Speci�cally, the
results of the FRC’s Audit Quality
Reviews and recent enforcement

cases highlight de�ciencies
relating to: (1) lack of professional
scepticism by auditors, including
failures to su�ciently challenge
management’s assumptions; (2)
the poor assessment of internal
controls, including their
effectiveness in mitigating fraud
risk; (3) inconsistency in audit
quality across different �rms,
across different audits within the
same �rm, and even within
different parts of the same audit;
and (4) the tendency for some
smaller �rms to apply capped or
limited sample sizes despite the
signi�cant risk area audited, or key
judgments required.
 
The FRC highlights that fraud risk
was one of the areas of focus for
2020-2021, with key �ndings in this
area relating to insu�cient testing,
including auditors not testing the
completeness of journal listings,
not ensuring performance of
journal testing by component
auditors, failing to justify the
su�ciency of the criteria used to
search for journal postings that
could indicate management
override of controls, and – failing to
su�ciently test those journals
identi�ed as meeting higher risk
criteria. Furthermore, individually
less signi�cant �ndings were also
identi�ed in respect of the rigour of
the auditor’s fraud risk assessment
and the completeness of testing

performed over cash balances and
inter-company transfers.
 
A section of the report also sets
out auditing standards which the
UK adopted in previous periods
which have now become effective,
as well as the major new standards
that have been adopted in the UK
since the previous Developments in
Audit report, and FRC’s work to
enhance the UK version of the
auditing standard on fraud. These
include the revised ISA (UK) 240 on
the auditor’s responsibilities 
relating to fraud in an audit of
�nancial statements, issued in May
2021. The revision aims to clarify
that auditors have an obligation to
plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the �nancial statements
are free from material
misstatement due to fraud.

The regulator notes that it has
commenced a review of the �rms’
policies and procedures with
respect to auditing the risk of fraud,
with a focus on how these policies
and procedures have been updated
to re�ect the changes to risk due to
Covid-19. The FRC emphasised
that the audit of fraud risks will
also be an area of focus for all
2021-2022 audit inspections.

FRC press release

Developments in Audit 2021

UK FRC publishes Developments in Audit report

https://www.frc.org.uk/news/november-2021/frc-publishes-latest-edition-of-developments-in-au
https://www.frc.org.uk/getattachment/c5580fd0-64f3-4abd-b57a-b05f01dc9841/FRC-Developments-in-Audit-_November-2021.pdf
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The UK House of Commons’ Public Accounts
Committee published on 20 November its report on
the accreditation of collapsed supply chain �nancer
Greensill Capital (UK) Ltd concerning two
government guaranteed loan schemes by the British
Business Bank (BBB). The bank, which administered
the schemes, did not properly scrutinise the
information provided by the �rm and did not seek
out more facts, the report states.
 
The document asserts that the government failed to
share relevant information about Greensill, leading to a
potential exposure of £335 million, while the
Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy
(BEIS) and the BBB wrongly prioritised quick decision-
making over protecting public money. Finally, the
report underscores that the bank’s due diligence
approach regarding Greensill was “woefully
inadequate”, with the BBB apparently taking
information provided by the �rm about projected loan
recipients at face value.
 
Under the Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan
Scheme (CBILS), designed to support small and
medium sized �rms, and its counterpart for bigger
entities, the Coronavirus Large Business Interruption
Loan Scheme (CLBILS), Greensill borrowed a total of
£418.5 million. The lender extended £400 million in
credit, which corresponds to the maximum amount
allowed under CLBILS rules without additional
accreditation. Out of the total, £350 million in loans
reportedly went to businesses that form part of
Sanjeev Gupta’s GFG Alliance Ltd.
 
Six loans were reportedly issued on the same day in
September 2020, the report notes, and appear to

“�agrantly contravene” the £50 million cap imposed by
the BBB. In a 22 July oral evidence session before the
Public Accounts Committee, BBB Chief Commercial
O�cer Patrick Magee stated that the bank made it
clear to Greensill that the limit applies per group. The
BBB launched a probe in October 2020, which is still
ongoing, and suspended the loan guarantee.
 
The committee's report states that the bank fast-
tracked accreditation with the apparent aim of
ensuring that capital would �ow more quickly to
British businesses, preferring to rely on subsequent
audits rather than due diligence. A spokesperson
reportedly informed media outlets on 20 November
that the UK's National Audit O�ce (NAO) gave credit
to the BBB’s post-accreditation monitoring, which
identi�ed the GFG loans. However, the report shows
that the bank is reportedly not able to con�rm how
and where the money was used.
 
The report recommends that the BBB review its
accreditation process by spring 2022, covering topics
such as the process of streamlined accreditation,
challenging information and �nding alternative
evidence including from government bodies, and
revisiting decisions if material changes happen. The
document also calls on BEIS to detail what measures
it will take to encourage intelligence sharing on
companies across government.

Committee report

Committee press release

BBC article

UK accounts committee report into Greensill
lender accreditation �nds due diligence failings

https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm5802/cmselect/cmpubacc/169/report.html#footnote-027-backlink
https://committees.parliament.uk/committee/127/public-accounts-committee/news/159039/british-business-banks-due-diligence-on-greensill-capital-woefully-inadequate/
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-59351160
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The US Department of State
submitted to Congress its �fth
annual report on wildlife
tra�cking on 4 November, as
required by the Eliminate,
Neutralize and Disrupt Wildlife
Tra�cking Act of 2016. The paper
lists “focus countries” and
“countries of concern” on the
basis of their involvement in
facilitating wildlife tra�cking.
 
The report notes that the US
government’s efforts to combat
wildlife tra�cking focus on

strengthening law enforcement
capabilities, reducing demand for
illegally traded wildlife and wildlife
products and enhancing
international cooperation.
 
In order to improve accountability
and reporting on the
implementation of the National
Strategy for Combating Wildlife
Tra�cking, the Presidential Task
Force on Wildlife Tra�cking, which
was established pursuant to
Executive Order (EO) 13648,
developed in cooperation with US
missions a series of indicators for
monitoring the government’s
actions to address this type of
crime within 28 focus countries. 

  
According to the paper, all 28 focus
countries are “a major source of
wildlife tra�cking products or their

derivatives, a major transit point of
wildlife tra�cking products or their
derivatives, or a major consumer of
wildlife tra�cking products”. Out of
the 28 focus countries, six are
designated as countries of
concern, indicating a high level or
systemic involvement of
governmental authorities in wildlife
tra�cking. The listed countries of
concern are Cambodia, Cameroon,
the Democratic Republic of the
Congo, Laos, Madagascar and
Nigeria. The Task Force will
continue to ensure that US
government agencies coordinate
efforts with the aim of supporting
designated countries to reduce
wildlife and wildlife product trade
and demand.

US Department of State press r…

Malta’s Financial Intelligence
Analysis Unit (FIAU) published on
11 November a notice on the
supervisory action taken in
relation to compliance failures
concerning the provisions of
Regulation 15(8) of the
Prevention of Money Laundering
and Funding of Terrorism
Regulations (PMLFTR). The said

provisions require subject
persons to provide any
information requested by the
regulator “as soon as is
reasonably practicable, but not
later than �ve working days from
when the demand is �rst made”.
 
According to the notice, the FIAU
sent 151 potential breach letters to

credit institutions, �nancial
institutions, investment service
providers and trustee corporate
service providers, following
requests for information made by
the regulator between April 2018
and December 2019.

Malta FIAU notice

US publishes annual report on wildlife tra�cking

Malta FIAU issues notice on supervisory action
for failures to reply to requests for information

https://www.state.gov/eliminate-neutralize-and-disrupt-end-wildlife-trafficking-act-report-2021/
https://fiaumalta.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Publication-Notice-11112021-1.pdf
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The UN O�ce on Drugs and Crime (UNODC)
published on 16 November during a policy meeting
of the Paris Pact Initiative a report on the drug
situation in Afghanistan, which notes that estimated
opium production in 2021 is 6,800 tonnes, an
increase of eight percent compared to 2020, while
income from Afghanistan produced opiates amounts
to between $1.8 billion and $2.7 billion in 2021.

UNODC warns that the
economic and humanitarian
crisis, as well as the loss of
access to international �nancial
support, is expected to make
households more vulnerable to
engaging in illegal activities

According to the paper, signi�cant narcotics seizures
inside and outside Afghanistan also reveal an increase
in methamphetamine manufacturing within the
country in recent years. According to statistics
presented by UNODC, approximately 182 kilograms of
methamphetamine was seized in 2018 in Afghanistan,
however in 2019 and 2020, the amounts seized
increased to over 1,200 kilograms per year. Moreover,

Afghanistan is also the country with the second
highest reported seizures of cannabis resin
internationally. UNODC notes that despite existing
data showing that cannabis is more pro�table than
opium, there is no indication that cannabis cultivation
is more substantial, which may be linked to the global
demand of opiates and land management aspects.
 
UNODC highlights that opium produced in
Afghanistan provides heroin to illicit markets around
the world, including Europe, the Near and Middle East,
Africa and South Asia, supplying nearly 25 million
users, which amounts to 80 percent of all users
globally. Many countries reported seizures of
methamphetamine originating from Afghanistan
between 2019 and 2021, including neighbouring
states such as Iran and Pakistan, Central Asian
countries including Azerbaijan, Kyrgyzstan and
Tajikistan, as well as France, Czechia, Indonesia, Sri
Lanka and Australia.
 
The report underlines that illicit cultivation of opium
poppies is closely linked to “many socio-economic and
security-related factors”, with poppy cultivating
villages having less access to markets, infrastructure
and legal economic opportunities, while drug use
among young individuals is an increasing challenge,
since there are limited drug treatment possibilities
within the country. UNODC warns that the current
economic and humanitarian crisis, as well as the loss
of access to international �nancial support and the
“disruption of �nancial linkages”, is expected to make
households more vulnerable to engaging in illegal
activities such as opium poppy and cannabis
cultivation or heroin and methamphetamine
production and tra�cking.

UNODC press release

UNODC report

UNODC drug situation report on Afghanistan

https://www.unodc.org/unodc/press/releases/2021/November/afghan-opiates-supply-8-out-of-10-opiate-users-worldwide--unodc-finds--as-experts-meet-in-vienna-to-combat-illicit-trafficking.html
https://www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-analysis/Afghanistan/Afghanistan_brief_Nov_2021.pdf
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SPECIAL FEATURE

In early November 2021, the
largest criminal prosecution in
Italy since the 1990s, Rinascita
Scott, reached its �rst milestone,
with 70 members of the Calabrian
‘Ndrangheta ma�a group
convicted of various crimes as
part of a ‘fast-track’ trial. Another
355 defendants will learn their
fate over the next two years. The
trial focuses on the Mancuso sub-
clan in Calabria and their ‘white-
collar’ enablers across Italy –
including politicians, accountants
and lawyers. Chief Prosecutor
Nicola Gratteri has warned that as
the trial progresses, the UK will
come under scrutiny as a money
laundering base for the
‘Ndrangheta, which relies on
facilitators across European
capitals to clean the proceeds of
drug-tra�cking and other crimes.

However, experts are sceptical.
Thus far, the trial has been
characterised by an emphasis on
local Calabrian networks and
personalities rather than the
international dimension. What is
clear, however, is that without
urgent reforms to Companies
House and an increased tempo of
cooperation between UK and
Italian authorities, the UK will
remain the laundromat of choice
for the ‘Ndrangheta.
 
On 6 November 2021, 70 members
of the Calabrian organised crime
group, the ‘Ndrangheta, were
handed prison sentences of
between 10 months and 20 years,
convicted of a variety of offences,
including membership of a ma�a
organisation, attempted murder,
drug dealing, extortion, money

laundering and illegal weapons’
possession. The sentencing
marked an important �rst
milestone in the ‘maxi-trial’ against
the ‘Ndrangheta, which is taking
place in a specially constructed
bunker in Lamezia Terme in
Calabria, southern Italy. Those
convicted had opted for a ‘fast-
track’ trial process in return for a
reduction of their sentences by a
third, while 19 were acquitted.
Attention will now turn to the
ordinary trial of the remaining 355
defendants, which is expected to
take another two years and will
involve over 900 witnesses.

The trial, dubbed ‘Rinascita Scott’
(Rebirth Scott), is the largest ma�a
trial for decades. It takes its name
from the late US Drug Enforcement
Administration investigator, Sieben

Italy’s largest ma�a trial for decades: will the UK
come under scrutiny?

https://www.repubblica.it/cronaca/2021/11/06/news/ndrangheta_processo_rinascita_scott_in_abbreviato_70_condanne_e_20_assolti-325385386/
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William Scott, an old friend of Chief
Prosecutor Nicola Gratteri, a
Calabrian who has lived under
police protection for over 30 years
(in 1992, two prosecutors –
Giovanni Falcone and Paolo
Borsellini - were murdered in
separate car bombings by La Cosa
Nostra). Proceedings opened in
January this year after a lengthy
four year probe led by Gratteri and
Italian law enforcement authorities
which culminated in a ‘blitz’ of
arrests on 19 December 2019.
 
Commenting on the signi�cance of
the trial, Sergio Nazzaro, an Italian
journalist, writer and adviser to the
Parliamentary Anti-Ma�a
Commission told Aperio
Intelligence: “Rinascita Scott marks
a point of no return. No one will be
able to say 'I didn't know, I didn't
realize' anymore. Even if we are in
2021, many perhaps too many
pretend to underestimate the
dangerousness of ma�as, both at a
national and international level. The
impressive numbers of this maxi
trial demonstrate the size and the
dangerousness of the 'Ndrangheta,
but above all de�ne the strength of
the Italian State and its democratic
laws. Too many times we talk
about the strength of the ma�as
and rarely do we see the skill and
the strength of the democratic
institutions.”
 
Key defendants
At the centre of Rinascita Scott is
Luigi Mancuso, the ‘super-boss’ of
the ‘Ndrangheta Mancuso sub-clan
(or ‘Ndrina) in the Calabrian

province of Vibo Valentia which
has thrived on the pro�ts of
cocaine-tra�cking. Mancuso has
already served time for previous
offences, but was released from
prison in 2012 and arrested again
in the December 2019 raids. His
right-hand man, Pasquale Gallone,
was handed a 20-year prison
sentence in the fast-track trial,
together with other key clan
members Domenico Macri,
Luciano Macri and Gregoria Niglia.
Mancuso’s nephew, Emanuele
Mancuso, has been assisting the
prosecution under police
protection, along with 58 other
‘collaborators of justice’.

  
Another key defendant is Giancarlo
Pittelli, a lawyer and former senator
of former Italian prime minister
Silvio Berlusconi’s party Forza
Italia. Pittelli is accused of being
Mancuso’s link to the white-collar
‘upper world’, a professional �xer
and in�uencer within political and
�nancial sectors. In late October
2021, Pittelli was detained in a
separate anti-ma�a investigation in
Reggio Calabria which is probing
alleged environmental crimes
committed by another ‘Ndrangheta
‘Ndrina – the Piromalli.
 
Although not a household name
outside Italy, Pittelli appears to
have been active in international
business circles. A simple search
in UK Companies House indicates
that, through a now-dissolved
company called Cheleb Resources
Limited, Pittelli was a business
associate, from at least 2014, of

Raffaello Follieri, an Italian national
and an ex-boyfriend of US actor
Anne Hathaway. Follieri and
Hathaway broke up in 2008, shortly
before Follieri pleaded guilty in a
Manhattan court to charges of
conspiracy, wire fraud and money
laundering for posing as the
Vatican’s CFO to land property
deals in the US, in what became
known as the ‘Vati-Con scandal’.
Follieri was imprisoned in the US
for four and a half years, and
deported to Italy in 2012. Cheleb
Resources Ltd was a wholly-owned
subsidiary of another UK-registered
company, Fholding Ltd, which
appears to have been a vehicle
through which Follieri attempted to
acquire a 50 percent shareholding
in Foggia football club in 2018.
 
Media apathy
Curiously, the trial is not being
covered in detail by major Italian
newspapers, whilst interest from
international journalists has been
restricted to broad-brush
headlines which fail to re�ect the
nuance and complexity of the local
context. This indifference perhaps
is due to the focus on Covid-19 and
other national priorities of the
Mario Draghi government, and the
fact that the ‘fast-track’ trial has
been conducted behind closed
doors. The complexity and length
of the trial may also be a factor. As
investigative journalist Giorgio
Mottola noted in a recent interview,
"compared to other ma�a
organisations, the 'Ndrangheta is a
highly complex organisation for an
outsider to understand - in 

https://www.primapaginanews.it/articoli/nicola-gratteri-sieben-william-scott-storia-di-una-grande-amicizia-nata-in-usa-nella-lotta-alla-mafia-467770
https://shoc.rusi.org/blog/from-calabria-to-the-roof-of-the-world-the-maxi-trial-and-the-village/
https://www.citynow.it/arresto-pittelli-mala-pigna-associazione-mafiosa-piromalli/
https://icalabresi.it/fatti/mala-pigna-nella-piana-rifiuti-speciali-con-valori-del-6000-oltre-la-norma/
https://find-and-update.company-information.service.gov.uk/company/08465869/officers
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-9800705/I-dont-blame-Anne-Hathaway-ditching-overnight-Raffaello-Follieri-tells-story-passion.html
https://www.mediagol.it/foggia/foggia-dietrofront-di-follieri-situazione-ambientale-preconcetta-e-pilotata/
https://pagesix.com/2018/01/03/anne-hathaways-ex-wants-stake-in-soccer-team-after-prison-stint/
https://www.lactv.it/2021/11/25/rinascita-scott-il-maxiprocesso-alla-ndrangheta-st02-p10/
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particular due to its ability to
continually evolve and adapt”.
 
That being said, journalists from
one Italian media organisation,
LAC24, have sought to energise
and stimulate public interest in the
trial, conducting regular interviews
with lawyers acting for the
defendants and airing witness
statements and surveillance tapes.
There is a wealth of underlying
investigative material and evidence
to analyse – Gratteri and his team
have assembled a terabyte of
data’s-worth of written documents
and audio and video �les. 
 
The UK and money laundering
In April, Prosecutor Gratteri drew
attention to the use of the UK as an
‘investment and money-laundering
base’ for ‘Ndrangheta clans,
leading to a �urry of articles
warning that as Rinascita Scott
progresses, the UK would come
under scrutiny for its role in
facilitating criminal activity.
Gratteri’s comments come as no
surprise to those who have studied
and investigated ma�a-type
exploitation of the UK �nancial
system. A large Financial Times
investigation in July 2020, for
example, shone a light on the
in�ltration of the ‘Ndrangheta into
public hospitals in southern Italy,
establishing monopolies on health
services, and repackaging pro�ts
into debt instruments to be sold on
to investors via London and Milan.

  

The creation of shell companies in
the UK by ‘Ndrangheta enablers to
launder illicit proceeds is also well
documented. In early December
2020, for example, the Italian
gendarmerie arrested a top
member of the Pugliese clan who
had been entrusted to undertake
money laundering operations in the
UK on behalf of the Mancuso clan.
Such activity is likely to continue in
the absence of any veri�cation
mechanism when incorporating an
entity in UK Companies House.
 
Despite this, the true extent of
‘Ndrangheta and wider ma�a
activity in the UK remains under-
investigated, and it’s unclear at this
stage how Rinascita Scott will
enhance our understanding of the
group’s exploitation of offshore
�nancial centres. To date, the trial
has been characterised by an
emphasis on local Calabrian
networks and personalities rather
than the international dimension.
Commenting on this aspect, Anna
Sergi, a Professor of Criminology
from the University of Essex, told
Aperio Intelligence: “The maxi trial
in Italy has not much to do at all
with the UK �nancial system,
honestly that was a big mistake
and con�ation of
misunderstandings by some
journalists. I can however say that
the UK is the only country in
Europe that seems to be more
interesting to Italian groups than
others for the �nancial
opportunities because of the
porosity of the corporate world.”

For Sergi, the porosity of the UK
�nancial system is epitomised by
the ease of company incorporation,
the use of offshore trusts held by
proxies for ma�a clans, and a lack
of investigative energy and data
from UK authorities: “There is very
little data on this [ma�a
exploitation of the UK system],
really, because the UK authorities
don’t look at organised crime
groups, but mostly at organised
crime activities and therefore
cannot see much of this. Italians,
on the other side, seem to
overestimate the agency of
our ma�osi thinking that they
strategically move
everywhere, while instead it is
mainly a matter of having a
contact/someone who tells you
how easy it is to set up a company
within the UK and get away with
small scale money laundering.”

 

Conclusion
For Chief Prosecutor Gratteri,
Rinascita Scott is not just about
delivering justice and painstakingly
showing how the ‘Ndrangheta have
inserted themselves into the
political and economic 
infrastructure of Italy. He also
wants to use the trial as a ‘wake-up
call’ to other capitals
across Europe and beyond that
they need to take more stringent
action against the ‘Ndrangheta and
their white-collar enablers.

 
Tom Ready, Head of Strategic
Intelligence, Aperio Intelligence

https://www.essex.ac.uk/research-projects/countering-regional-italian-mafia-expansion
https://www.ft.com/content/8850581c-176e-4c5c-8b38-debb26b35c14
https://www.senato.it/service/PDF/PDFServer/DF/363847.pdf
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LEGISLATION

The Occupational and Personal
Pension Schemes (Conditions for
Transfers) Regulations 2021
came into force in England,
Scotland and Wales on 30
November. The regulations are
being introduced under Section
125 of the Pension Schemes Act
2021 and provide new powers to
pension trustees and scheme
managers to intervene in halting
suspicious transfers. 
 
The regulations follow a
consultation which ran from 14
May to 10 June 2021, wherein
respondents expressed their
strong support for plans to protect
consumers from pension transfer
scams. The government has
committed to reviewing the new
regulations within 18 month to
ensure their effectiveness.
 
According to the accompanying
explanatory memorandum, the

statutory right to transfer accrued
rights to bene�ts, or pension credit
rights, to another pension scheme
will only be able to be exercised by
the member of the pension
scheme when one of the new
conditions for transfers is met.
These requirements will apply to
statutory transfers from all
occupational and personal pension
schemes initiated on or after 30
November 2021.
 
The �rst condition, which is
satis�ed where the trustees or
managers of the transferring
scheme ensure that the receiving
scheme is either a public service
pension scheme, a master trust, or
a collective money purchase
scheme. With respect to applicable
due diligence processes
concerning transfers covered by
the �rst condition, trustees and
scheme managers are forbidden
from making further requests for
evidence or information apart from
that necessary to identify the
correct receiving scheme.
 
The second condition, which
applies to all statutory transfers
that are not covered by the �rst
condition, sets out a requirement
on all schemes to decide whether
red and amber �ags may be
present. According to the

regulations, where there are signs
indicating fraud or methods
frequently used by scammers,
trustees and scheme managers
will be able to prevent a transfer
request, by allocating a “red �ag”.
Furthermore, in different
circumstances where fraud is
suspected, an “amber �ag” will
suspend a transfer until the
scheme member can prove they
have received scam speci�c
guidance from the Money and
Pensions Service (MaPS).
 
Depending on whether a red or
amber �ag is present, different
action is required in terms of due
diligence processes: (1) if red or
amber �ags are unlikely to be
present, the second condition is
satis�ed and the transfer is
allowed to proceed, without
additional due diligence activity
under the regulations; (2) if red or
amber �ags may be present,
trustees or scheme managers will
be expected to perform additional
activity beyond their current due
diligence for transfers that may
present red or amber �ags.

UK government press release

Occupational and Personal Pe…

Explanatory memorandum

New UK regulations to tackle pension scams

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/new-measures-to-protect-pension-savers-from-scam-transfers
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2021/1237/pdfs/uksi_20211237_en.pdf
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2021/1237/pdfs/uksiem_20211237_en.pdf
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The US Department of Commerce
Bureau of Industry and Security’s
(BIS) �nal rule adding 27 entities
and individuals located in the
People’s Republic of China (PRC),
Japan, Pakistan and Singapore to
its Entity List entered into force
on 26 November. The rule, which
was adopted on 24 November,
also includes the addition of one
Russian entity determined by the
US government to be a ‘military
end-user’ pursuant to the Export
Administration Regulations (EAR).
 
The BIS’ End-User Review
Committee (ERC) has decided to
add three a�liates of Corad
Technology Limited, an entity
added to the Entity List under

China on 14 August 2019, as
follows: (1) one a�liate in China
(Corad Technology (Shenzhen)
Ltd); (2) one a�liate in Singapore
(Corad Technology Pte Ltd); and (3)
one a�liate in Japan (Corad
Technology Japan K.K.). 

  
Chinese-based Hangzhou Zhongke
Microelectronics Co Ltd, Hunan
Goke Microelectronics, New H3C
Semiconductor Technologies Co
Ltd, Xi’an Aerospace Huaxun
Technology, and Yunchip
Microelectronics, all located in
China, are also being listed. Other
China-based entities listed include
Hefei National Laboratory for
Physical Sciences at Microscale,
QuantumCTek Co, and Shanghai
QuantumCTeck Co Ltd.

Others listed include

US Commerce Department pre…

The recent listing of numerous foreign entities by the US Department of Commerce, the main tool used by
its Bureau of Industry and Security to restrict access to fully or partially US-made technology, goods and
services by non-US interests, is hardly newsworthy. New names are constantly added to the list, with the
trend accelerating signi�cantly under the Trump Administration as it engaged in trade war with China and
adopted a harsher approach to Russia. This is the �rst time, however, that quantum computing �rms have
been restricted by BIS, and not surprisingly they are all from China. Super powerful quantum computers
are at the forefront of US-China global power competition for dominance of tomorrow's fundamental
research. We are likely to see more additions to the Entity List in the future as the competition intensi�es. 

US Commerce Department lists foreign entities

China-based Shaanxi Zhi En
Electromechanical Technology
Co Ltd, Poly Asia Paci�c Ltd and

Peaktek Company Ltd, and
Pakistan-based Q&N Traders;
U.H.L. Company; Jiuding
Refrigeration & Air-conditioning
Equipment Co (Pvt) Ltd; K–
SOFT Enterprises; Seljuk
Traders (SMC-Private) Limited;
Global Tech Engineers; Asay
Trade & Supplies; Al-Qertas; and
Jade Machinery Pvt Ltd

Pakistan-based company Broad
Engineering; 

Prime Tech, located in Pakistan,
and two of its employees,
Muhammad Ashraf
and Muhammad Farrukh

Russia-based Moscow Institute
of Physics and Technology has
also been added to the BIS
Military End-User List

Aperio Analysis by George Voloshin

https://www.commerce.gov/news/press-releases/2021/11/commerce-lists-entities-involved-support-prc-military-quantum-computing
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The US Department of State
announced on 30 November the
revocation of the designation as a
specially designated global
terrorist, pursuant to Executive
Order 13224, of the Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC)
and other aliases. The FARC
designation as a foreign terrorist
organisation under the
Immigration and Nationality Act
(INA) has also been revoked.
 
The 2016 peace accord with the
Colombian government led to the
dissolving of the FARC, which no
longer exists as a uni�ed
organisation that engages in
terrorism, Secretary of State
Antony Blinken explained. The US
is however designating the two
groups that have formed out of the
FARC, Revolutionary Armed Forces
of Colombia – People’s Army
(FARC-EP) and Segunda
Marquetalia, as foreign terrorist
organisations pursuant to the INA
and as specially designated global

terrorists under EO 13224. In
addition to this the leaders of both
organisations are also being
designated as specially designated
global terrorists under EO 13224.
 
The US is designating both groups
for refusing to demobilise and
engaging in terrorist activity. FARC-
EP and Segunda Marquetalia are
said to be responsible for the killing
of former FARC members and
community leaders, as well as
engagement in other illicit activities
such as hostage-taking. The US
claims that the FARC-EP is
responsible for most of the attacks
attributed to FARC dissident
elements since 2019.

The individuals designated

State Department press release

Updated SDN list

US Secretary of State Antony
Blinken announced on 30
November that the US is placing
visa restrictions on nine Cuban
o�cials involved in actions

against activists prior to the 15
November peaceful protests.

Blinken states the unnamed
individuals are members of the

Ministries of the Interior and the
Revolutionary Armed Forces.

US State Department press rel…

US revokes terrorist designations of Colombia’s
FARC and designates two groups

Luciano Marin Arango, alias
Ivan Marquez, the founder and
leader of Segunda Marquetalia

Hernan Dario Velasquez
Saldarriaga, alias El Paisa, a

senior commander in Segunda
Marquetalia and the group’s
military commander

Henry Castellanos Garzon, alias
Romana, a senior leader in
Segunda Marquetalia

Nestor Gregorio Vera
Fernandez, alias Ivan Mordisco,
the commander and leader of
FARC-EP

Miguel Santanilla Botache, alias
Gentil Duarte, a commander in
FARC-EP and deputy to Nestor
Gregorio Vera Fernandez

Euclides Espana Caicedo, alias
Jhon Fredey Henao Munoz,
alias Jhonier, a senior
commander of multiple units of
the FARC-EP organisation in key
territorial areas

US places visa restrictions on Cuban o�cials

https://www.state.gov/revocation-of-the-terrorist-designations-of-the-revolutionary-armed-forces-of-colombia-farc-and-additional-terrorist-designations/
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20211201
https://www.state.gov/announcement-of-visa-restrictions-against-cuban-officials/
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The governments of Canada, the
UK, and the US announced on 15
November the designation of
Nicaraguan individuals and
entities deemed to be responsible
for undermining democracy and
repressing civil society.
 
The imposition of restrictive
measures follows condemnation
of the general election held on 7
November, won by President José
Daniel Ortega Saavedra, amid
criticism that the Ortega regime
imprisoned political rivals,
disempowered NGOs, and denied
judicial due process. Many
countries have denounced the
election in favour of incumbent
President Ortega for a fourth
consecutive term as 'rigged'. On 12
November, the Organization of
American States (OAS) adopted a
resolution on Nicaragua which
states that the elections on 7
November “lacked any semblance
of democratic legitimacy”.
 
The UK’s Foreign, Commonwealth
& Development O�ce (FCDO) has
designated eight Nicaraguan

o�cials and politicians. Those
sanctioned by the UK are: Vice
President and First Lady Rosario
María Murillo Zambrana, National
Assembly President Gustavo
Eduardo Porras Cortés,
Organisation Secretary of the
Sandinista National Liberation
Front (FSLN) Fidel Antonio Moreno
Briones, Attorney General Ana Julia
Guido Ochoa, Supreme Court of
Justice President Alba Luz Ramos
Vanegas, Supreme Electoral
Council magistrate Lumberto
Ignacio Campbell Hooker,
Nicaraguan National Police (NNP)
Senior Commissioner Juan
Antonio Valle Valle, and
Department of León Police Chief
Commissioner Fidel de Jesus
Dominguez Alvarez.
 
The Department of the Treasury’s
O�ce of Foreign Assets Control
(OFAC) has designated nine
Nicaraguan o�cials and the
country’s Ministerio Público (Public
Ministry) for “repressing
Nicaraguans […] exercising their
human rights and fundamental
freedoms”. The sanctions are
imposed pursuant to Executive
Order (EO) 13851 and the
Nicaragua Investment
Conditionality Act of 2018 (NICA).
 
Those designated by the US are:
Superintendency of Banks and

Other Financial Institutions
(SIBOIF) chief Luis Angel
Montenegro Espinoza, Vice
Minister of Finance and Public
Credit José Adrián Chavarría
Montenegro, Electric Distributor of
the North (DISNORTE) and Electric
Distributor of the South (DISSUR)
Managing Director Rodolfo
Francisco López Guitiérrez,
Institute of Energy President José
Antonio Castañeda Méndez,
Ambassador Mohamed Farrara
Lashtar, Minister of Energy and
Mines Salvador Mansell Castrillo,
Mayor Sadrach Zeledón Rocha,
Jinotega Mayor Leonidas Centeno
Rivera, and Mayor Francisco
Ramón Valenzuela Blandon. 

Canada has also amended the
Special Economic Measures
(Nicaragua) Regulations to
respond to “gross and
systematic human rights
violations”, designating 11
individuals. In addition to the
persons designated by the US and
UK, Canada has also designated
presidential economic advisor
Bayardo Arce Castaño. 

UK government press release

State Department press release

OFAC press release

Canadian government press rel…

UK, US and Canada designate Nicaraguan
o�cials in response to ‘rigged’ election

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-imposes-sanctions-on-senior-nicaraguan-individuals-following-rigged-elections
https://www.state.gov/new-sanctions-following-sham-elections-in-nicaragua/
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy0481
https://www.canada.ca/en/global-affairs/news/2021/11/canada-imposes-third-round-of-sanctions-in-response-to-ongoing-human-rights-violations-in-nicaragua.html
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The US Department of the
Treasury O�ce of Foreign Assets
Control’s (OFAC) �nal rule
amending the Syrian Sanctions
Regulations to expand an existing
general licence related to certain
activities conducted by non-
governmental organisations
(NGOs) in Syria became effective
on 26 November, following its
publication in the Federal
Register. The regulatory
amendment was adopted on 24
November.
 
The Syrian Sanctions Regulations
(SyRS), which entered into force on
5 April 2005, are comprised in Title
31 part 542 of the Code of Federal
Regulations and enable the US
government to utilise its powers to
block property of certain
individuals and entities and prohibit
certain exports to Syria.
 
Pursuant to the most recent �nal
rule, the general licence provided
by Section 542.516 of the SyRS is
extended to authorise NGOs to

engage in certain investment
activities related to assistance in
support of not-for-pro�t activities
in Syria, including new investment
in Syria, additional dealings with a
limited subset of the Syrian
government, as well as the
purchase of re�ned petroleum
products of Syrian origin. OFAC
underlines that the amendment
does not apply to any foreign
person that has been designated
as a foreign terrorist organisation
under Section 219 of the
Immigration and Nationality Act, or
otherwise designated as a terrorist
organisation by the US.
 
Concurrently, OFAC has published
two frequently asked questions
(FAQs), clarifying the not-for-pro�t
activities that the �nal rule permits,
including: humanitarian projects
meeting basic human needs,
democracy-building, education,
non-commercial development
projects directly bene�tting the
Syrian people, and the preservation
and protection of cultural heritage
sites. Furthermore, it allows for the
support of early recovery-related
transactions and activities by
NGOs, such as the provision of
healthcare and health-related
services, educational support and
training services, agricultural-
related services, and other

activities linked to shelter and
settlement assistance.
 
According to FAQ 937, for the
purpose of supporting the
aforementioned activities, NGOs
are authorised to engage in: (1)
transactions with the state and the
government of Syria, political
subdivisions, agencies, or
instrumentalities, including the
Central Bank of Syria; (2)
transactions that constitute a
commitment or contribution of
funds or other assets, or a loan or
other extension of credit in Syria;
(3) the exportation or re-
exportation of services; and (4) the
purchase of re�ned petroleum
products of Syrian origin for use in
Syria. The new rule also authorises
US �nancial institutions to process
transfers of funds that are in
support of the speci�ed
transactions and activities.

OFAC notice

OFAC �nal rule

OFAC press release

FAQ 937

FAQ 938

Federal Register notice

US amends Syria sanctions regulations to allow
transactions to support not-for-pro�t efforts

https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20211124
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/126/frn_syria_reg_ngo.pdf
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy0505
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/faqs/937
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/faqs/938
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2021-11-26/pdf/2021-25802.pdf
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The US Department of State
submitted a report to Congress on
22 November in which it discloses
the imposition of further
sanctions related to the German-
Russian natural gas project Nord
Stream 2. The press release
states that the report lists
“Russia-linked entity” Transadria
Ltd and two vessels.
 
The listing of Transadria is made
pursuant to the Protecting Europe’s
Energy Security Act of 2019
(PEESA). The Marlin, a vessel
reportedly belonging to the
company, is identi�ed as blocked

property, states the press release.
There is no further mention in the
press release of the second vessel.
Transadria appears to be a Cyprus-
based company incorporated in
March 2021, according to records
on the Open Corporates database. 

 The information is con�rmed by a
notice issued by the Treasury
Department's O�ce of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC) on 23
November. OFAC has added
Transadria and the Marlin to its
specially designated nationals list.
There is no mention in the OFAC
notice of the second vessel.

  

Bloomberg reported on 23
November that a US o�cial who
asked not to be named revealed
that the document mentions
another vessel, called Blue Ship,
which was not designated due to it
belonging to a German
government-a�liated entity.

 

State Department press release

OFAC notice

Bloomberg article

The US State Department’s
Directorate of Defence Trade
Controls (DDTC) amended on 1
November the International
Tra�c in Arms Regulations
(ITAR), effective immediately,
adding Ethiopia and updating
entries for Eritrea in response to
the ongoing armed con�ict in
Tigray. The �nal rule follows the
21 September Executive Order
14046, which establishes a
sanctions regime targeting
individuals connected to the
regional crisis.
 

The updates establish a policy of
denial for defence articles and
services exports to Ethiopian or
Eritrean security, intelligence,
police, and military forces, with
additional speci�cations clarifying
prohibitions and exceptions for
each country. The addition of
Ethiopia to the ITAR sets the
standard for Export Administration
Regulations on relevant items
bound for the country.
 
In a 4 November press release,
Secretary of State Antony Blinken
notes that the con�ict has gone on

for a year and calls on leaders in
Ethiopia to de-escalate and act
quickly to alleviate human
suffering. He expresses concern in
response to reports of arbitrary
detentions in the Ethiopian capital
which appear to be based on
ethnicity. He reiterates the US
government’s urging that all sides
in the con�ict halt the violence and
enter into dialogue to seek a
negotiated settlement.

Federal Register �nal rule

State Department press release

US designates Nord Stream 2 related entity

US State Department adds Ethiopia to arms
tra�cking regulations, updates Eritrean entry

https://www.state.gov/imposition-of-further-sanctions-in-connection-with-nord-stream-2/
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20211123
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-11-22/u-s-sanctions-ship-involved-in-finishing-nord-stream-2-pipeline
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/11/01/2021-23450/international-traffic-in-arms-regulations-addition-of-ethiopia-and-amendment-to-eritrea-country
https://www.state.gov/the-urgent-need-to-end-the-conflict-in-ethiopia/
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The US Treasury’s O�ce of
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)
announced on 10 November that
it has designated two o�cials in
Cambodia’s defence �rm over
allegations of corruption at a
Cambodian naval base.
 
OFAC is designating Director-
General of the Defence Ministry’s
Material and Technical Services
Department Chau Phirun and Royal
Cambodian Navy Commander Tea
Vinh for their roles in the alleged
corruption. In 2020 and 2021, Chau
allegedly “conspired to pro�t from
activities regarding the
construction and updating of Ream
Naval Base facilities. Additionally,
Chau, Tea, and other Cambodian
o�cials likely conspired to in�ate
the cost of facilities at Ream Naval
Base and personally bene�t from
the proceeds.

The designations are being made
pursuant to Executive Order 13818.
Executive Order 13818 was issued
in 2017 based on the Global
Magnitsky Human Rights
Accountability Act, in recognition
that human rights abuses and
corruption had “reached such
scope and gravity as to threaten
the stability of international
political and economic systems”.

  
The US Department of State has
also designated both individuals
and members of their families
under Section 7031(c) of the
Department of State, Foreign
Operations, and Related Programs
Appropriations Act 2021.
 
Concurrently, the US Departments
of State, Treasury and Commerce
published a business advisory on
the same day for US businesses
operating in Cambodia. The

business advisory includes details
on two primary areas of exposure
for US companies: (1) illicit
�nancial activities and related risks
in the �nancial, real estate, casino,
and infrastructure sectors; and (2)
Cambodian entities involvement in
tra�cking in persons, wildlife and
narcotics tra�cking, and related
risks in some areas of the
manufacturing and timber sectors.
US business are advised to apply
due diligence to mitigate the risks
associated with potential exposure
to entities in Cambodia that
engage in corruption, illicit
activities, or human rights abuses.

OFAC release

US State Department press rel…

Business advisory

Updated SDN list

US President Joe Biden
announced on 9 November the
continuation for another year of
the national emergency with
respect to Iran, which was initially
declared through Executive Order
(EO) 12170, pursuant to the

International Emergency
Economic Powers Act (IEEPA).
 
According to the White House, US
relations with Iran “have not yet
normalized” and Iran is still in the
process of implementing
agreements dated 19 January

1981. The emergency declared by
EO 12170 is distinct from that of
EO 12957, which was renewed
separately on 5 March.

White House notice

White House letter

US designates Cambodian o�cials over
corruption and publishes business advisory

US renews emergency with respect to Iran

https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy0475
https://www.state.gov/business-advisory-and-gsp-assessment-for-cambodia/
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/126/cambodia_advisory_11102021.pdf
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20211110
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/11/09/notice-on-the-continuation-of-the-national-emergency-with-respect-to-iran-2/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/11/09/letter-to-the-speaker-of-the-house-of-representatives-and-the-president-of-the-senate-on-the-continuation-of-the-national-emergency-with-respect-to-iran/
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The US Department of the
Treasury’s O�ce of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC) announced
on 8 November the designation
pursuant to Executive Order (EO)
13694 of virtual currency
exchange Chatex “for facilitating
�nancial transactions for
ransomware actors”. Additionally,
OFAC has imposed sanctions
against Estonian-based Izibits OÜ,
Latvian Chatextech SIA and
Hightrade Finance Ltd for
providing support to Chatex.
 
According to OFAC, more than half
of Chatex’s transactions were
linked to illegal or high-risk
activities, including ransomware,
darknet markets and high-risk
exchanges. Moreover, OFAC notes
that Chatex also provided material
support to cryptocurrency
exchange SUEX OTC S. R. O.
(SUEX), which was designated on
21 September for its alleged role in
facilitating transactions for at least
eight ransomware variants.
Concurrently, Izibits, Chatextech
and Hightrade Finance are being
designated for setting up

infrastructure for Chatex and
enabling the virtual currency
exchange’s operations.
 
Following OFAC’s statement, the
Latvian Ministry of Finance
announced that the national State
Revenue Service (SRS) has
suspended Chatextech’s
operations and imposed a
€100,000 �nancial penalty after
conducting an inspection which
disclosed “signi�cant irregularities”.
SRS concludes that the entity
operated as a “shell company
potentially laundering ransoms for
ransomware attacks in the US”.
Similarly, the Estonian Financial
Intelligence Unit (EFIU) announced
on 8 November that it has revoked
Izibits’ licence for failing to comply
with Money Laundering Act
provisions and for failing to
respond to enquiries.
 
OFAC also imposed sanctions
against Ukrainian national Yaroslav
Vasinskyi and Russian national
Yevgeniy Polyanin, as well as an
unnamed company owned by the
latter, for their involvement in
Sodinokibi/REvil ransomware
incidents against US businesses
and government entities. The US
DOJ announced on the same day
that the two individuals have been
charged with conducting
ransomware attacks. Vasinskyi is

allegedly responsible for the July
2021 attack against multinational
information technology software
company Kaseya Limited, while
Polyanin is accused of conducting
multiple Sodinokibi/REvil
ransomware attacks in 2019. 

Concurrently, OFAC announced the
publication by the Financial
Crimes Enforcement Network
(FinCEN) of an updated version of
its 2020 advisory on ransomware
and the use of the �nancial system
to facilitate ransom payments. The
guidance includes trends and
typologies, as well as a list of red
�ag indicators of ransomware and
associated payments, which aim
“to assist �nancial institutions
[including virtual currency service
providers] in detecting,
preventing and reporting
suspicious transactions” linked to
this type of malware. FinCEN
warns that DarkSide and
Sodinokibi/REvil were identi�ed as
“the most costly ransomware
variants” in the �rst half of 2021.

OFAC press release

OFAC press release on SUEX d…

US DOJ press release

US Department of State press r…

FinCEN advisory

US sanctions crypto exchange and ransomware
operators, FinCEN updates related advisory

https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy0471
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy0364
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/ukrainian-arrested-and-charged-ransomware-attack-kaseya
https://www.state.gov/reward-offers-for-information-to-bring-sodinokibi-revil-ransomware-variant-co-conspirators-to-justice/
https://www.fincen.gov/sites/default/files/advisory/2021-11-08/FinCEN%20Ransomware%20Advisory_FINAL_508_.pdf
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The US Department of the Treasury’s O�ce of
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) announced on 18
November the designation of six Iranian nationals
and one entity for their alleged involvement in a
cyber-enabled campaign to in�uence the 2020 US
presidential elections. The designations are
imposed pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 13848.
 
The newly designated individuals are: Mohammad
Bagher Shirinkar, the manager of Iranian cyber
company Emennnet Pasargad, as well as Seyyed
Mohammad Hosein Musa Kazemi and Sajjad Kashian,
who are both employees of the same entity.
Additionally, OFAC has designated Mostafa Sarmadi,
Seyyed Mehdi Hashemi Toghroljerdi, and Hosein
Akbari Nodeh, who serve on Emennet's Board of
Directors, for acting on behalf of the company.
 
Emennnet Pasargad and Shirinkar are being
redesignated, as they were both previously designated
in 2019 for supporting the Islamic Revolutionary
Guard Corps-Electronic Warfare and Cyber Defense
Organization (IRGC-EWCD). The company was
previously named Net Peygard Samavat Company.
Kazemi and Kashian are being designated for having
executed the cyber-enabled operations that allegedly
occurred between August and November 2020.
 
According to OFAC, the Iranian individuals obtained or
attempted to obtain US voter information from US

state election websites and sent emails to intimidate
voters. Additionally, they disseminated disinformation
in relation to the election and election security and
illicitly accessed content management accounts of
several online US media entities to edit and create
fraudulent content.
 
Concurrently, the US DOJ announced the indictment
of Kazemi and Kashian for conspiracy to intimidate
and in�uence US voters and “undermine voter
con�dence and sow disorder” and computer fraud.
Other charges include voter intimidation and
transmission of interstate threats. According to court
documents, their actions targeted 11 state voter
websites and more than 100,000 voters from a non-
identi�ed US state. The defendants allegedly claimed
to be a group of Proud Boys volunteers while
disseminating information that the Democratic Party
was planning to exploit “serious security
vulnerabilities” in state voter registration websites and
sending threatening emails to registered Democrats.
 
The US Department of State announced on the same
day that it is offering a reward of up to $10 million for
information on Kazemi and Kashian’s activities.

OFAC press release

OFAC notice

DOJ press release

DOJ indictment

State Department press release

Rewards for Justice notice

Rewards for Justice notice

US designates and indicts Iranian cyber actors
for attempting to in�uence presidential election

https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy0494
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20211118
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/two-iranian-nationals-charged-cyber-enabled-disinformation-and-threat-campaign-designed
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1449226/download
https://www.state.gov/designation-of-iranian-cyber-actors-for-attempting-to-influence-the-2020-u-s-presidential-election/
https://rewardsforjustice.net/english/sajjad_kashian.html
https://rewardsforjustice.net/english/seyyed_kazemi.html
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The US Commerce Department’s
Bureau of Industry and Security
(BIS) announced on 3 November
that it added four foreign
companies to its Entity List for
allegedly engaging in malicious
cyber activities that are contrary
to US national security and
foreign policy interests.
Designated companies include
Israeli technology �rms NSO
Group and Candiru Ltd, Russian
JSC Positive Technologies
Company and Singaporean
Computer Security Initiative
Consultancy PTE Ltd (COSEINC).
 
According to the BIS, NSO Group
and Candiru allegedly developed
and provided spyware to foreign
governments, which was used to
target public o�cials, activists,
journalists, academics and
embassy workers, and enabled
authoritarian governments “to
conduct transnational repression”.
In response to BIS’ decision, NSO
Group stated in a press release

that it “will advocate for this
decision to be reversed” and
underlined that the company has
“the world’s most rigorous
compliance and human rights
programs”, in line with US values.
 
Reuters reports that during a press
conference on 5 November, Israeli
Foreign Minister Yair Lapid stated
that NSO’s activity is “not a
governmental project” and
therefore its listing has no effect on
the Israeli government’s policies.
 
BIS notes that Positive
Technologies and COSEINC are
included on the Entity List for
alleged misuse and tra�cking in
“cyber tools” aimed at obtaining
unauthorised access to
information systems, thus
“threatening the privacy and
security of individuals and
organizations worldwide”. In a
press release on 4 November,
Positive Technologies condemned
BIS’ decision and stated that

political reasons should not hinder
“society’s technological
development”.
 
BIS’ decision is aimed at preventing
the export, re-export or transfer of
all items subject to the Export
Administration Regulations (EAR)
with respect to the four
companies. BIS has imposed a
licence requirement for all such
items which will be reviewed under
a presumption of denial.
 
In a statement, the US Department
of State added that the US will
continue “to stop the proliferation
and misuse of digital tools used for
repression” in order to strengthen
digital security and tackle cyber
threats and unlawful surveillance.

US Department of Commerce p…

US Department of State press r…

Federal Register entry

US President Joe Biden
announced on 16 November the
continuation of the national
emergency regarding Nicaragua
pursuant to the International
Emergency Economic Powers Act
for an additional year.

The national emergency was �rst
declared by then president Donald
Trump on 27 November 2018
through Executive Order 13851,
addressing what he identi�ed as an
“unusual and extraordinary threat”
to US national security and foreign

policy by anti-democratic activities
carried out by the regime of
Nicaraguan President Ortega.

White House notice

White House letter

US BIS lists four over malicious cyber activities

US renews emergency with respect to Nicaragua

https://www.commerce.gov/news/press-releases/2021/11/commerce-adds-nso-group-and-other-foreign-companies-entity-list
https://www.state.gov/the-united-states-adds-foreign-companies-to-entity-list-for-malicious-cyber-activities/
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/11/04/2021-24123/addition-of-certain-entities-to-the-entity-list
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/11/16/notice-on-the-continuation-of-the-national-emergency-with-respect-to-the-situation-in-nicaragua/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/11/16/a-message-to-the-congress-on-the-continuation-of-the-national-emergency-with-respect-to-the-situation-in-nicaragua/
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The US Department of the
Treasury’s O�ce of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC) announced
on 12 November the designation
pursuant to Executive Order (EO)
14046 of four entities and two
individuals associated with the
Eritrean government in response
to the ongoing con�ict and the
humanitarian and human rights
crisis in Ethiopia.
 
The designated entities are the
Eritrean Defence Force (EDF), the
Eritrean political party People’s
Front for Democracy and Justice
(PFDJ), PFDJ’s Hidri Trust holding
company (Hidri) and the Red Sea
Trading Corporation (RSTC).
Additionally, OFAC has sanctioned
PFDJ’s Economic Advisor and
RSTC’s Chief Executive O�cer
Hagos Ghebrehiwet W Kidan for
allegedly providing material,
�nancial and technological
support, including goods and
services to or in support of the
PFDJ, as well as the Head of the
Eritrean National Security O�ce
Abraha Kassa Nemariam.
Nemariam is designated for his
role as a senior executive o�cer

and member of the board of
directors of the Eritrean
government and the PFDJ, and his
alleged involvement in activities
prolonging the con�ict in Ethiopia.
 
According to OFAC, the EDF has
purportedly been involved in
“numerous” killings, sexual assault
and looting cases among civilians
in Northern Ethiopia, and has
blocked humanitarian aid by
obstructing access to critical aid
routes and threatening medical
staff working in Ethiopian hospitals
operating in the region. Both the
EDF and the PFDJ have been
designated for their alleged
contribution to the crisis in
Northern Ethiopia and for
obstructing “a cease�re or peace
process to resolve such crisis”.
Concurrently, Hidri has been
sanctioned for being a political
body and “instrumentality” of the
Eritrean government and for being
owned and controlled by the PFDJ,
while the RSTC, which manages
the property and �nancial interests
of the PFDJ, is designated for
being owned and controlled by
Ghebrehiwet.
 
Concurrently, OFAC has issued
General License (GL) 4 which
authorises all transactions and
activities prohibited by EO 14046
which are necessary for the
winding down of transactions
involving Hidri and RSTC.

Moreover, OFAC has issued
Ethiopia-related frequently asked
questions (FAQs) 935 and 936
clarifying aspects regarding Hidri
and RSTC. FAQ 935 provides that
the designation of the two entities
does not restrict the ability of US
and non-US persons to engage in
humanitarian related transactions
and activities in Eritrea and
Ethiopia, while FAQ 936 clari�es
that OFAC’s 50 percent rule does
not apply to persons blocked
pursuant to the blocking sanctions
in Section 2(a)(i)(A) of EO 14046.
 
The US Department of State
highlights that the US will continue
to impose sanctions against those
perpetrating the con�ict while
ensuring that food, medicine and
other humanitarian assistance
continues to be provided to Eritrea
and that all parties involved cease
hostilities and reach a peaceful
resolution to the con�ict. The press
release adds that the US is
prepared to impose additional
sanctions, including against the
Ethiopian government and the
Tigray People’s Liberation Front
(TPLF) if they fail to achieve
“tangible progress toward a
cessation of hostilities”.

OFAC press release

Updated SDN list

US Department of State press r…

OFAC imposes sanctions over Ethiopia con�ict

https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy0478
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/specially-designated-nationals-and-blocked-persons-list-sdn-human-readable-lists
https://www.state.gov/imposing-sanctions-in-connection-with-the-conflict-in-ethiopia/
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US President Joe Biden
announced the extension of the
national emergency on 9
November regarding the threat
from securities investments
�nancing certain Chinese
companies. The order extends the
national emergency declared by
Executive Order 13959.
 

Biden states that the Chinese
government continues to exploit
US capital to support Chinese
military and intelligence
modernisation at an increasing
pace, representing a direct threat to
the US and to the US military
abroad. The US asserts that
Chinese companies are being
compelled to �nancially support
the government’s security activities

and utilise US capital to do so
through the selling of US securities
on public exchanges around the
world and engaging in lobbying
efforts to secure US funding.

White House notice

White House letter

The US Department of State
designated on 22 November three
leaders of the Islamic State’s
Khorasan Province (ISIL-
Khorasan, ISIS-K) as specially
designated global terrorists
(SGDTs) pursuant to Executive
Order (EO) 13224, namely
Sanaullah Ghafari, Sultan Aziz
Azam, and Maulawi Rajab.
Concurrently, the US Treasury’s
O�ce of Foreign Assets Control
(OFAC) designated alleged ISIS-K
facilitator Ismatullah Khalozai
under the same order.

ISIL-Khorasan was designated in
its entirety as a SDGT pursuant to
EO 13224 and as a foreign terrorist
organisation (FTO) by the
Department of State pursuant to
the Immigration and Nationality
Act on 14 January 2016.

  
According to the State Department,
Ghafari, otherwise known as
Shahab al-Muhajir, was appointed
to lead the ISIS-K in June 2020 and
is responsible for approving the
organisation’s operations
throughout Afghanistan, as well as
for arranging funding to conduct
operations. Sultan Aziz is alleged to
have been the ISIS-K spokesperson
since the organisation’s operations
started in Afghanistan. Rajab, also
known as Maulawi Rajab
Salahudin, is a purported senior

leader of ISIS-K in Kabul Province,
with responsibilities around
planning and commanding ISIS-K
attacks and operations in Kabul.
 
OFAC notes that Khalozai is an
“international �nancial facilitator”
for ISIS-K, describing several
instances where he carried out
�nancial transactions for the
organisation. Such instances
include the operation of a Turkey-
based hawala business, a United
Arab Emirates-based �nancing
scheme, which involved sending
luxury items to international
destinations for resale, as well as
human smuggling operations.

State Department press release

OFAC press release

US renews sanctions on securities investments
that �nance certain Chinese companies

US designates ISIL-Khorasan leaders, facilitator

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/11/09/notice-on-the-continuation-of-the-national-emergency-with-respect-to-the-threat-from-securities-investments-that-finance-certain-companies-of-the-peoples-republic-of-china/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/11/09/letter-to-the-speaker-of-the-house-and-the-president-of-the-senate-on-the-continuation-of-the-national-emergency-with-respect-to-the-threat-from-securities-investments-that-finance-certain-companies-o/
https://www.state.gov/taking-action-against-isis-k/
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy0502
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The US Department of the
Treasury’s O�ce of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC) announced
on 18 November the designation
of Houthi Major General Saleh
Mesfer Saleh Al Shaer for his
alleged involvement in the
unlawful appropriation of assets
and entities owned by Houthis’
opponents, including 35 Yemeni
parliamentarians. Al Shaer is
designated pursuant to Executive
Order (EO) 13611.

According to OFAC, Al Shaer is
known as “Judicial Custodian” of
the con�scated assets, which are
worth more than $100 million, and
as commander of the Houthi-
controlled military logistics support
organisation. He allegedly forced
banks, companies, and money
exchange businesses to identify
customer assets and perform
actions such as withdrawals, while
extorting and detaining those
refusing to comply. Con�scated
funds purportedly include revenue
from projects funded by
international organisations.

  
On 9 November, the United Nations
Security Council (UNSC) approved
the designation of Al Shaer, along

with the Head of the General Staff
of the Houthi armed forces in
Yemen, Muhammad Abd Al-Karim
al-Ghamari and military leader
Yusuf al-Madani. On 10 November,
the Swiss and UK governments
updated their lists of designated
individuals to re�ect the new UNSC
designations.

OFAC press release

OFAC notice

UNSC press release (9 Novem…

UK government notice (10 Nov…

Swiss confederation notice (10…

US State Department press rel…

US President Biden announced on
18 November the revocation of
Executive Order (EO) 13712,
which authorised sanctions
against Burundi since 2015.
 

According to a White House, the
decision to revoke the sanctions
regime has been made as the
situation in Burundi has altered
“signi�cantly” in the past year,
which includes developments such
as the transfer of power following
the 2020 elections, the decrease in
violence, and President Évariste
Ndayishimiye’s efforts to reform
several sectors.
 
The Treasury’s O�ce of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC) issued a

press release con�rming that all
persons blocked solely pursuant to
the Burundi Sanctions Regulations
have been removed from its
specially designated nationals and
blocked persons list, with all
property blocked pursuant to the
regulations being unblocked.

OFAC notice

White House brie�ng

OFAC press release

US and UN designate Houthi Major General

US terminates Burundi sanctions regime

https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy0495
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20211118
https://www.un.org/press/en/2021/sc14695.doc.htm
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1032740/Notice_Yemen_101121.pdf
https://www.seco.admin.ch/dam/seco/de/dokumente/Aussenwirtschaft/Wirtschaftsbeziehungen/Exportkontrollen/Sanktionen/Verordnungen/Jemen/yemen_delta_2021-11-10.pdf.download.pdf/Y%C3%A9men_Delta_2021-11-10.pdf
https://www.state.gov/designation-of-houthi-official-in-yemen/
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20211118
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/11/18/executive-order-on-the-termination-of-emergency-with-respect-to-the-situation-in-burundi/
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy0493
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The US Department of
Commerce’s Bureau of Industry
and Security (BIS) renewed on 17
November its order temporarily
denying export privileges
concerning Iran’s Mahan Airways
and its a�liates for violations of
the Export Administration
Regulations (EAR). The BIS ban
will remain in place for 180 days
from the imposition of the order.
 
Mahan was �rst temporarily denied
export privileges in March 2008,
due to EAR violations relating to
the re-export to Iran of three US
origin Boeing 747s. In 2009, the
company allegedly exported
computer motherboards to Iran via
the UAE, facilitated by Gatewick
LLC, and used one of the planes to
ferry weapons and/or equipment to
the Syrian government from Iran’s
Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps.

Evidence obtained by BIS suggests
that a Boeing airplane continued to
be �own on Mahan routes after the
issuance of the temporary denial
order (TDO) and in violation of the
EAR, which was later registered in
Iran. Subsequent renewals of the
TDOs detail Mahan’s continued
involvement in operating aircraft
subject to the EAR on international
�ights into and out of Iran from
various jurisdictions including
China, Turkey, and the UAE.
Additionally, publicly available
information purportedly suggests
that Mahan continues to operate
several aircraft subject to the EAR.

  
Other entities subject to the TDO
include Al Naser Airlines, Al Naser’s
shareholder Ali Abdullah, and UAE-
based Bahar Safwa General
Trading. Additionally, Pejman
Mahmood Kosarayanifard,

Mahmoud Amini, and Kerman
Aviation are considered related
persons subject to BIS
proceedings. Other concerned
persons include UAE-based
companies Sirjanco Trading LLC,
Mahan Air General Trading LLC,
and Sky Blue Bird Group. BIS also
quali�es Sky Blue’s CEO Issam
Shammmout and Mahan Aiways’
employee Mehdi Bahrami as
concerned persons.
 
BIS has repeatedly renewed the
TDO to prevent an “imminent
violation” of the EAR, with the
previous renewal dating from May.
The order is subject to appeal.

US BIS order

The US Department of the
Treasury’s O�ce of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC) issued on
24 November General License
(GL) 8I authorising until 1 June
2022 certain transactions
involving Petróleos de Venezuela,
S.A. (PDVSA), deemed as
necessary for the limited
maintenance of essential
operations in Venezuela or the

winding down of operations in the
country for certain entities –
Chevron Corporation, Halliburton,
Schlumberger Limited, Baker
Hughes Holdings LLC,
Weatherford International plc.
 
Pursuant to GL 8I, all transactions
and activities prohibited by
Executive Order (EO) 13850 of 1
November 2018 or EO 13884 of 5

August 2019, incorporated into the
Venezuela Sanctions Regulations,
which are ordinarily incident and
necessary to the limited
maintenance of essential
operations or contracts for safety
or the preservation of assets in
Venezuela are authorised. 

OFAC notice

US renews Mahan Airways export denial order 

OFAC issues Venezuela related general licence

https://efoia.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/export-violations/export-violations-2021/1342-e2694/file
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20211124
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The European Commission and
EU High Representative tabled a
proposal on 23 November to
introduce a new legal framework
allowing the EU to adopt targeted
measures against transport
operators engaging in smuggling
or tra�cking of people into the
EU, in “response to state-
sponsored instrumentalisation of
people at the EU’s external border
with Belarus”.
 
The measure follows the EU’s
progressive expansion of
restrictive measures in response to
the fraudulent August 2020
presidential elections in Belarus,
and the repression of peaceful
protesters, opposition members
and journalists. According to the
Commission, various transport
operators have, knowingly or
unknowingly, facilitated or
contributed to smuggling and
tra�cking operations to the
Belarus’ border with the EU, and
legislation is imperative to target
such operators and combat the
instrumentalisation of migrants.

The New York Times reported
earlier this month that Belarusian
authorities and state-controlled
tourist enterprises, together with
certain airlines operating in the
Middle East, allegedly started
promoting tours to Belarus by
increasing the number of
connections from the Middle East
and giving those who bought them
Belarusian visas, ostensibly for
“hunting purposes”. Further, those
who arrived in Belarus were then
reported to have been given
instructions about how and where
to trespass across the EU border.

  
According to the Commission’s 23
November joint communication,
the proposal would provide a legal
framework allowing the EU to
adopt preventive and protective
measures against transport
operators of any mode of transport
– land, air, inland waterways and
sea – which engage in, or facilitate,
smuggling or tra�cking of people
into the EU. The type of measures
could include the limitation of
operations in the EU market, the
suspension of licences or
authorisations, the suspension of
the rights to refuel or carry out
maintenance within the EU, and the
prohibition to transit or �y over the
European Union, make technical
stops or call into EU ports.
 

The accompanying Q&A clari�es
that the proposal would target: (1)
companies that use transport
means in the commission of
smuggling of migrants or
tra�cking in persons; (2) �rms that,
with knowledge of either the aim or
general criminal activity of an
organised criminal group active in
smuggling of migrants or
tra�cking in persons or of its
intention to commit those crimes,
take an active part in the criminal
activities of such a group; and (3)
transport operators which
organise, direct, aid, abet, facilitate
or counsel the commission of
smuggling of migrants or
tra�cking of people involving an
organised criminal group.
 
The Commission underlines that
the period of application of such
measures “shall not exceed one
year” and would involve the
adoption of a Commission
implementing act identifying
measures against the transport
operator in question, which would
be applied after the operators have
exercised their right to be heard.

EU Commission press release

Joint EU Commission – High R…

Proposal for a regulation to bla…

EU proposes blacklisting transport operators
involved in migrant smuggling at Belarus border

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_21_6187
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/communication_instrumentalisation_migrants.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/legislative_proposal_blacklist_transport_smuggling.pdf
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The Council of the EU announced
on 15 November that it has
amended its sanctions regime
concerning Belarus, broadening
the listing criteria to include
designations for organising or
contributing to the activities of
the regime led by contested
President Alexandr Lukashenko
regarding the “instrumentalisation
of human beings”.
 
EU High Representative for Foreign
Affairs Josep Borrell stated that
the priorities are to stop �ights
carrying migrants and countering

Belarus’ “hybrid attack”. Borrell
states that the sanctions
framework will allow for the
designation of “people, airlines,
travel agencies, and everybody
involved” in fueling the crisis at the
EU’s external border, particularly
concerning the facilitation of illegal
border crossings.
 
According to Council Regulation
2021/1985, the listing criteria are
amended to allow for the
designation of individuals and
entities that organise or contribute
to the activities of the Belarusian
regime that facilitate the "illegal
crossing of the external borders"
and the "transfer of prohibited
goods and the illegal transfer of
restricted goods". Council
Regulation 2021/1986 prohibits the
provision of insurance or re-
insurance to government entities

or to natural and legal persons
controlled or owned by the
Belarusian establishment. Both
regulations were published in the
O�cial Journal on 16 November. 

Following 8 November discussions
with political leaders in Poland,
Lithuania, and Latvia -
the countries most affected by the
border dispute - EU Commission
President Ursula von der Leyen
expressed strong support for
sanctions, calling on member
states to approve the extended
restrictive measures. The EU
o�cial stated that the bloc is
exploring ways to sanction "third
country airlines that are active in
human tra�cking".

EU Council press release

Borrell press remarks

President Lukashenka has created a refugee crisis on Belarus’ borders with EU member states to put
pressure on the EU as well as to de�ect attention from the political issues in his own country. Opposition
has been violently repressed in Belarus since the contested presidential election Lukashenka claims to
have won. While the refugee crisis has further deteriorated the already problematic relationship between
Brussels and the Polish government, the EU’s move to introduce further sanctions against Belarus appears
to be the most logical step at this stage. However, Belarus’ increasing isolation from the West will drive it
closer to Russia, which already has a very strong position in Belarus. 

EU broadens Belarus sanctions listing criteria to
include those facilitating illegal border crossing

Aperio Analysis by Veronika Konecna

https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2021/11/15/belarus-eu-broadens-scope-for-sanctions-to-tackle-hybrid-attacks-and-instrumentalisation-of-migrants/
https://newsroom.consilium.europa.eu/events/20211115-foreign-affairs-council-november-2021/132342-arrival-and-doorstep-eu-hr-borrell-20211115
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The Council of the European
Union decided on 15 November to
designate four newly appointed
Syrian ministers as part of its
response to the repression of the
civilian population by the regime
led by Syrian President Bashar
Hafez al-Assad.
 
The designated individuals are
Minister of Internal Trade and
Consumer Protection Amr Salem,

Minister of Information Boutros Al-
Hallaq, Minister of Labour and
Social Affairs, Mohammad
Seifeddine, also known as Seif
Eddin and Seif El Din, and Minister
of State Diala Barakat. The four
government o�cials were all
appointed in August 2021.
 
The Council has also modi�ed �ve
entries on its list of sanctioned
individuals adding missing

information or correcting records.
The EU sanctions list is now
comprised of 287 individuals
subject to an asset freeze and
travel ban, and 70 entities subject
to an asset freeze.

EU Council press release

Council Implementing Regulati…

Council Implementing Decision…

The Council of the EU decided on
11 November to extend for
another year the restrictive
measures against Turkey’s
unauthorised drilling activities
relating to hydrocarbons in the
Eastern Mediterranean, pursuant
to Council Decision (CFSP)
2021/1966 and Implementing
Regulation (EU) 2021/1960.
 

The EU’s sanctions regime against
illegal drilling activities in the
Eastern Mediterranean, which was
introduced on 11 November 2019
pursuant to Council Decision
(CFSP) 2019/1894 and Council
Regulation (EU) 2019/1890,
enables the EU to impose asset
freezes and travel bans on
individuals or entities responsible
for unauthorised drilling activities
related to hydrocarbon exploration,
production or extraction within
Cyprus’ territorial sea, its exclusive
economic zone or on its
continental shelf. 
 
The sanctions regime also
authorises restrictive measures
against natural or legal persons
providing �nancial, technical or

material support for such
unauthorised activities. There are
currently two individuals on the
sanctions list, who were
designated on 27 February 2020
for “planning, directing and
implementing […] offshore
hydrocarbon exploration activities”
pursuant to Council Implementing
Regulation (EU) 2020/274 and
Council Decision (CFSP) 2020/275.
 
The decision entered into force on
13 November and will run until 12
November 2022.

EU Council press release

Council Implementing Regulati…

Council Decision (CFSP) 2021/…

EU designates four new Syrian ministers

EU extends sanctions regime against Turkey for
unauthorised drilling in Eastern Mediterranean

https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2021/11/15/syria-four-new-ministers-added-to-eu-sanctions-list/
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv%3AOJ.LI.2021.402.01.0001.01.ENG&toc=OJ%3AL%3A2021%3A402I%3ATOC
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv%3AOJ.LI.2021.402.01.0005.01.ENG&toc=OJ%3AL%3A2021%3A402I%3ATOC
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2021/11/11/unauthorised-drilling-activities-in-the-eastern-mediterranean-council-prolongs-the-sanctions-regime-by-one-year/
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32021R1960&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32021D1966&from=EN
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UK Home Secretary Priti Patel laid
before parliament a 19 November
order to outlaw the Islamist
terrorist movement Hamas in its
entirety, which came into effect on
26 November following its
approval by both houses.
 
Hamas’ military wing, the Izz al-Din
al-Qassan Brigades, is already
banned in the UK since March
2001, with the organisation being

designated in its entirety under US
and EU sanctions regimes. The UK
government currently assesses the
distinction between the
organisation’s military and political
wings as “super�cial” and its latest
decision to proscribe the whole
group follows advice from the
Proscription Review Group.
 
Israeli Foreign Affairs Minister Yair
Lapid reportedly welcomed the
announcement, stressing that a
terrorist organisation does not
have any legitimate part. 
 
Meanwhile, Hamas has reportedly
accused the UK of supporting the
“the aggressors at the expense of
the victims”, alluding to the Balfour

Declaration from 1917, which
purportedly handed “Palestinian
land to the Zionist movement”.
 
On 23 November, the UK
Parliament's House of Commons
published a brie�ng paper on
proscribed terrorist organisations,
which examines the recent history
and present status of proscribed
organisations under the Terrorism
Act 2000, as well as the
consequences of proscription.

UK Home O�ce press release

UK Home O�ce blog

List of proscribed entities in th…

Australian Home Affairs Minister
Karen Andrews announced on 24
November the designation of neo-
Nazi group The Base, together
with militant group Hezbollah in
its entirety, as terrorist
organisations.
 
According to Andrews, The Base,
which is already designated in

Canada and the UK, is a “a violent,
racist, neo-Nazi group known by
security agencies to be planning
and preparing terrorist attacks” and
is known to have organised
paramilitary training camps
overseas. In relation to Hezbollah,
she states that the militant group
continues to threaten attacks and
provide support to other terror

groups such as the Palestinian
Islamic Jihad and Hamas’ Izz al-
Din al-Qassam Brigades.
 
Andrews stresses that she will
ensure formal adoption of the
designations as rapidly as possible.

Minister Andrews press statem…

UK Home O�ce proscribes Hamas in its entirety

Australia to designate Hezbollah and neo-Nazi
group The Base as terrorist organisations

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/home-secretary-to-ban-hamas-from-uk
https://homeofficemedia.blog.gov.uk/2021/11/19/factsheet-proscription/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/proscribed-terror-groups-or-organisations--2/proscribed-terrorist-groups-or-organisations-accessible-version
https://parlview.aph.gov.au/mediaPlayer.php?videoID=561802&operation_mode=parlview#/4
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The Economic Community of West African States
(ECOWAS) held an extraordinary summit on the
political situation in Mali and Guinea on 7 November,
wherein the Western African economic and political
union decided to impose sanctions against Mali and
agreed to the continuation of the suspension of
Guinea from ECOWAS, as well as the sanctions
targeting members of the Guinea junta.

The President of the ECOWAS
Commission is also instructed
to consider and propose
additional sanctions at the next
Ordinary Session in December

In a statement published following the summit,
ECOWAS announced that it is imposing “with
immediate effect” travel bans and asset freezes on the
Malian transition authorities, transition institutions and
family members of those identi�ed as “implicated in
the delay” in organising the elections set for 27
February. The President of the ECOWAS Commission
is also instructed to consider and propose additional
sanctions at the next Ordinary Session on 12
December, whilst the African Union, the United
Nations, and the bilateral and other multilateral
partners are urged to “endorse and support the
implementation of these sanctions”.
 
Prior to the 7 November action, Mali's junta expelled
ECOWAS special envoy Hamidou Boly from the
country on 26 October, declaring him persona non

grata. In its declaration, ECOWAS states that it “highly
deplores the lack of progress” towards staging
elections in Mali, which has also prompted a United
Nations Security Council delegation last month. In a
statement released on 22 October, Human Rights
Watch urged the UN delegation to use the mission as
an opportunity to encourage the Malian authorities to
"investigate a spate of alleged summary executions,
enforced disappearances, and detentions by
government security forces".
 
In addition, the regional union decided to maintain the
sanctions imposed on 16 September on members of
the Guinea National Committee of Reconciliation and
Development (CNRD) and their family members “until
constitutional order is restored”. ECOWAS initially
announced the imposition of travel bans and asset
freezes on members of the Guinea junta during its
extraordinary summit on 16 September which
followed the 5 September coup in the country.
 
The West African leaders also decided to continue the
suspension with respect to Guinea from all ECOWAS
governing bodies and reiterated its demand for the
unconditional release of President Alpha Conde, who
has been under house arrest since his ousting.
Guinean authorities are to submit “a detailed timetable
of activities to be carried out within the framework of
the transition with a view to holding elections".

ECOWAS �nal communique

ECOWAS extraordinary summit press release

UN Security Council meeting on mission to Mali and …

ECOWAS decides to impose sanctions on Mali
and prolong sanctions on Guinea

https://www.ecowas.int/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Eng.Communiquei%CC%80-Final-Sommet-7-novembre-2021.pdf
https://www.ecowas.int/ecowas-heads-of-state-to-hold-another-extraordinary-summit-on-the-political-situations-in-guinea-and-mali/
https://media.un.org/en/asset/k17/k17zpx4zdp
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The United Nations Security
Council (UNSC) adopted on 15
November resolution 2607
(2021), renewing the arms
embargo on Somalia’s security
forces until 15 November 2022
and extending the mandate of the
panel of experts until 15
December 2022.
 
The resolution renews maritime
interdiction of illicit weapons
imports and charcoal exports,
authorising UN member states to
inspect vessels in Somali territorial
waters and on the high seas
extending to and including the
Arabian sea and the Persian Gulf.
The embargo is not applicable to
deliveries of arms, technical advice,
�nancial assistance, or training
intended for Somali security
forces. Additionally, the UN and
African Union missions in Somalia
and other states or organisations
undertaking measures to supress
piracy and armed robbery off the
coast of Somalia, as well as
supplies of protective clothing by
UN personnel, are also exempt

from the embargo. The Council
recalls the need to target Al-
Shabaab’s �nances, prevent illicit
revenue generation, and reduce the
threat represented by improvised
explosive devices. UNSC calls on
the Somali government to work
with �nancial authorities, private
sector �nancial institutions and the
international community to identify,
assess and mitigate money
laundering (ML) and terrorist
�nancing (TF) risks, and improve
compliance, supervision, and
enforcement. The Council also
encourages the development of a
unique Somali ID and requests the
Somali government to submit a
regular update on its CFT actions,
as well as to cooperate with other
UN members states in the region
to prevent and counter TF.
 
The UNSC requests that the panel
of experts include gender as a
“cross-cutting issue” in its
investigations and reporting and to
offer recommendations in relation
to reviewing the current arms
embargo measures by 15
September 2022. Additionally, it
requests that the UN Secretary-
General provide an update on any
developments linked to the
normalisation of relations between
Eritrea and Djibouti, with the
Somali government being asked to

provide an update on suspicious
activity and on TF investigations.
 
In a 3 November report on the
situation in respect to piracy and
armed robbery at sea off the coast
of Somalia between 1 November
2020 to 31 October, the UN
Secretary-General explains that
piracy off the coast of Somalia
continued to be largely suppressed,
with piracy networks shifting their
focus to smuggling.
 
In another report covering the
implementation of UN resolutions
2592 (2021) and 2568 (2021) in the
last months, UN Secretary-General
António Guterres found that
the Somali government and the UN
taskforce are building a joint anti-
corruption programme.
Guterres also stresses that CFT
efforts require coordination and
collaboration among Somali
stakeholders and welcomes the
provision of human rights due
diligence support by the UN
mission to Somali security forces.

UNSC press release

UNSC resolution 2607 (2021)

UN Secretary-General report (3…

UN Secretary-General report (1…

UN Security Council renews arms embargo on
Somalia and panel of experts’ mandate

https://www.un.org/press/en/2021/sc14703.doc.htm
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2607(2021)
https://undocs.org/S/2021/920
https://undocs.org/S/2021/944
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The Council of the European
Union adopted on 24 November
its position with respect to two
European Commission proposals
as part of the digital �nance
package, namely the Regulation
on Markets in Crypto Assets
(MiCA) and the Digital Operational
Resilience Act (DORA).
 
The 24 November adoption formed
the EU Council’s negotiating
mandate for discussing MiCA and
DORA with the European
Parliament (EP). The Council also
submitted a partial negotiating
mandate on the Amending
Directive. The Council and EP will
now enter trilogue negotiations on
the proposals, and once a
provisional political agreement is
reached, both institutions will
formally adopt the regulations.
 
According to the EU Commission’s
proposal on MiCA, the regulation
would apply to three categories of
crypto-assets, including (1) utility
tokens, which are intended to
provide access to goods or
services, available on DLT; (2)
asset-referenced tokens, which are
aimed at maintaining a stable
value by referencing several
currencies that are legal tenders,
commodities or other crypto-
assets, or a combination of such
assets; and (3) e-money tokens,

aimed at stabilising their value by
referencing only one �at currency.
The proposal sets out rules
concerning the operation of trading
platforms for crypto-assets, the
exchange of crypto-assets against
�at legal tender or other crypto-
assets, custody and administration
of crypto-assets, or ensuring the
control of means to access crypto-
assets on behalf of third parties.
The regulations would also require
bespoke rules to be applied in
regards to market abuse, including
insider dealing, committed in
relation to crypto-assets.
 
Furthermore, according to the
proposed rules, crypto-asset
service providers would be subject
to prudential and organisational
requirements, and safeguarding
obligations in relation to customer
holdings of crypto-assets. Crypto-
asset service providers would also
be subject to requirements speci�c
to the nature of the service – for
instance, those operating a trading
platform would need to have
detailed operating rules, whilst
custodians would need to have a
custody policy and would be liable
for damages resulting from an
information and communication
technology (ICT) related incident.
 
Pursuant to the negotiating
mandate, the EU Council has

agreed that credit institutions
authorised under the EU’s Capital
Requirements Directive “should not
need another authorisation under
[MiCA] in order to issue asset-
referenced tokens”. The document
notes that such institutions should
also be exempt from the capital
requirements stablecoin issuers
are required to maintain under
MiCA. The mandate also notes
that the regulations do not apply to
tokens “representing services or
physical assets that are unique and
not fungible, such as product
guarantees or real estate”.

With respect to DORA, the
proposed framework would
strengthen the digital risk
management of �nancial entities
and enhance and streamline their
conduct of ICT risk management,
establishing thorough testing of
ICT systems, increasing supervisor
awareness of cyber risks and ICT-
related incidents threatening
�nancial entities, and introducing
powers for EU-wide supervisory
authorities to oversee risks
stemming from �nancial entities'
dependency on ICT third-party
service providers. 

EU Council press release

Adoption of the Council negoti…

EU Council negotiation mandat…

EU Council adopts position on crypto-asset
markets and digital operational resilience

https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2021/11/24/digital-finance-package-council-reaches-agreement-on-mica-and-dora/
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/53104/st14066-en21.pdf
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/53105/st14067-en21.pdf
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The Council of Europe’s (CoE)
Committee of Ministers adopted
on 17 November a second
additional protocol to the 2001
Convention on Cybercrime
(Budapest Convention),
introducing a legal basis for the
disclosure of domain name
registration information and direct
cooperation with service
providers to obtain subscriber
information during probes and
proceedings. The text will be
opened for signature in May 2022.
 
The amendments re�ect the
assessments of the Budapest
Convention’s mutual assistance
provisions by the Cybercrime
Convention Committee (T-CY) and
the recommendations of the T-CY
Transborder Group and Cloud
Evidence Group, which expressed
concern in relation to the

challenges of territoriality and
jurisdiction linked to electronic
evidence. The explanatory
memorandum states that of
particular concern was the fact
that data needed in a criminal
investigation may be stored in
“multiple, shifting or unknown
jurisdictions” and that it needs to
be disclosed in an effective manner
for criminal probes or proceedings.
 
The protocol introduces the
obligation for each party to the
convention to adopt measures to
empower their competent
authorities to issue requests for
information and orders to disclose
stored subscriber information
linked to criminal investigations or
proceedings to entities providing
services in other states.
Additionally, authorities from a
party state must be able to issue

demands to another state for the
purpose of compelling a service
provider to provide subscriber
information and tra�c data.
 
Signi�cantly, each party must
empower its point of contact to
transmit or receive requests of
information without a mutual
assistance demand in case of
emergency, with another article
providing for the possibility of
parties requesting and permitting
hearings by video conference. By
mutual agreement, the competent
authorities of two or more parties
may establish joint investigative
teams to facilitate criminal
investigations or proceedings.

CoE press release

Second additional protocol

The new German coalition
government led by the Social
Democratic Party (SPD) released
on 24 November its legislative
plan for 2021-2025, which
includes a Corporate Liability Act
purportedly aimed at holding
companies accountable through

new corporate sanctions for
compliance failures.
 
Areas relating to �nancial crime
addressed in the new government’s
legislative agenda are provisions to
update whistleblower rewards and
legal protections. Additionally, the
new government declares that it

will support the EU’s proposed
block on all imports sourced from
forced labour and supports the
upcoming EU Supply Chain
Directive. The Supply Chain Act will
come into force in 2023.

German coalition government …

Council of Europe adopts additional protocol to
Budapest Convention to �ght cybercrime

Germany proposes new Corporate Liability Act

https://search.coe.int/directorate_of_communications/Pages/result_details.aspx?ObjectId=0900001680a48ca6
https://search.coe.int/cm/pages/result_details.aspx?objectid=0900001680a48e4d
https://www.spd.de/fileadmin/Dokumente/Koalitionsvertrag/Koalitionsvertrag_2021-2025.pdf
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GUIDANCE

The OECD Council adopted on 26
November an amended version of
its Anti-Bribery Recommendation,
containing good practices on
which member states are urged to
base their anti-foreign corruption
frameworks.
 
The 2021 Recommendation for
Further Combatting Bribery of
Foreign Public O�cials in
International Business
Transactions contains key changes
compared to the previous version,
concerning the role of foreign
o�cials in bribery cases, non-trial
resolutions, multi-jurisdictional
cases, compliance incentives, and
whistleblower protection.
 
The document exhibits a new
focus on the demand side of
corrupt payments, calling on

countries to establish mechanisms
for penalising o�cials requesting
payments, gifts, hospitality, and
other bene�ts. Relatedly, the
amended recommendation
suggests states prohibit small
facilitation payments.
 
A key change concerns the use of
transparent and effective non-trial
resolutions, such as deferred
prosecution agreements in the US
and the UK. The text includes basic
principles and features of such
mechanisms. Regarding internal
compliance functions, the
recommendation urges states to
consider the introduction of
incentives for the development of
risk-based programmes.
 
The document further encourages
states to increase cooperation in

cases involving multiple
jurisdictions but similarly cautions
against prosecuting the same
individual or entity for the same
offence in different countries.
 
For reporting corruption, the OECD
document reiterates the need for
the legal protection of
whistleblowers, adding that states
may want to consider granting
rewards to qualifying individuals.
 
The OECD Working Group on
Bribery remains responsible for
monitoring implementation and
enforcement, which is not legally
binding. The Organisation held a 9
December virtual event to mark the
launch of the guidance.

2021 Anti-Bribery Recommend…

OECD amends Anti-Bribery Recommendation to
shift focus to ‘demand side’ of corruption

https://legalinstruments.oecd.org/en/instruments/OECD-LEGAL-0378
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The US Treasury’s Financial
Crimes Enforcement Network
(FinCEN) published on 18
November a notice on
environmental crime which
stresses that suspicious activity
report (SARs) �llings and
effective implementation of the
Bank Secrecy Act’s (BSA)
compliance obligations by
�nancial institutions are “crucial”
for identifying and combatting
environmental crime and
associated illicit activities.
 
FinCEN underlines that
environmental crime, which
includes illegal logging, �shing or
mining, as well as wildlife
tra�cking and tra�cking in waste

and hazardous substances, is
frequently linked to other types of
�nancial crime, such as corruption,
money laundering, tax evasion,
fraud and human or drug
tra�cking. The notice provides
�nancial institutions with guidance
on �ling SARs and requests that
banks provide details on how the
suspicious activity relates to
environmental crime.
 
Financial institutions are advised to
include information on “how the
illicit product, plant, or waste was
solicited, acquired, stored,
transported, �nanced and paid for”,
as well as on the volume of
transactions, bene�cial owners of
involved entities, places where the

reported individuals and
companies operate and
descriptions regarding the origin,
transport and destination of goods.
 
The annex to the notice provides
descriptions of various types of
environmental crime, highlighting
countries of focus and countries of
particular concern with respect to
such offences, as well as
information concerning links with
other illicit activities and estimates
on illicit proceeds generated from
environmental crime.

FinCEN environmental crime a…

The UK National Crime Agency
(NCA) published an amber alert in
relation to payment diversion
fraud (PDF) on 16 November,
which is also known as business
email compromise (BEC) and
mandate fraud.
 
According to the NCA, PDF is the
third most harmful type of fraud in
the UK in terms of the value of
reported losses, which for the year
to September amounted to £152
million in reported losses. PDF
usually involves the creation of

false invoices or false requests for
payment, or the diversion of
payments and it includes, in the
case of invoice fraud, a company’s
supplier being compromised or, in
the case of CEO fraud, gaining
access to the organisation’s email
accounts. In other cases,
fraudsters impersonate the victim’s
solicitor and request property
purchasers to redirect payments,
with criminals sometimes posing
as employees and asking payroll 
to change the account details into
which their salary is paid.

Companies are advised to check all
bank details before paying
invoices, especially if advised of a
change to account details, and
contact the bank immediately to
freeze funds in case of suspicion.

  
The NCA recommends that �rms
use the alert to complement
existing knowledge and support
ongoing business and procedural
improvements.

NCA press release

US FinCEN's notice on environmental crime

UK NCA amber alert on payment diversion fraud

https://www.fincen.gov/sites/default/files/2021-11/FinCEN%20Environmental%20Crimes%20Notice%20508%20FINAL.pdf
https://www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/who-we-are/publications/580-necc-payment-division-fraud-amber-alert/file
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The UK HM Treasury’s O�ce of
Financial Sanctions
Implementation (OFSI) published
on 1 November an updated
version of its �nancial sanctions
guidance for charities and other
non-governmental organisations
(NOGs). The updates to the
guidance have been developed in
response to the Taliban's takeover
of Afghanistan on 15 August and
include information on due
diligence obligations for charities
and NGOs operating within the
country and using informal value
transfer systems (IVTS) such as
the hawala system.
 
The paper clari�es that, despite
some members of the Taliban
being included on the UN sanctions
list, the UK has not designated the

group as an entity, thus it is unable
to grant a humanitarian licence
without a derogation in the relevant
UN resolution. Consequently, the
OFSI recommends that the charity
sector conduct enhanced due
diligence with respect to entities
that may be owned or controlled by
designated individuals.
 
Additionally, OFSI notes that if
NGOs use IVTS to transfer and
move funds, charity trustees
should demonstrate that such a
decision is reasonable considering
the circumstances and that all the
risks have been considered and are
properly managed. Moreover, when
NGOs use IVTS within a project or
programme, they should assess
the payment route prior to
authorising any transactions in

order to identify whether any
partners, contractors or �nancial
institutions are targeted by
restrictive measures.
 
Concurrently, the guidance notes
that in cases where the only option
is to facilitate a payment through
hawala banking, charities and
NGOs should obtain as much
information as possible about the
hawala provider and other parties
involved before conducting the
transaction, as well as to establish
the payment route in advance. 

 

UK OFSI blog article

Updated charity sector guidance

The US Treasury’s O�ce of
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)
published on 8 November new
FAQ 934 in relation to conducting
stabilisation and early recovery
related activities and transactions
under the Syrian Sanctions
Regulations.
 
According to OFAC, the Syrian
Sanctions Regulations authorise

the UN, its specialised agencies,
funds, and related organisations
and their employees, contractors,
or grantees to engage in
transactions and activities in
support of their o�cial business
in Syria, including any related
stabilisation and recovery-related
activities and transactions.
Grantees or contractors
conducting authorised activities

must provide a copy of their
contract or grant to any US
persons, including
�nancial institutions, before their
transfers are processed.

OFAC press release

FAQ 934

UK OFSI updates guidance for charity sector in
light of the situation in Afghanistan

OFAC publishes new Syria-related FAQ

https://ofsi.blog.gov.uk/2021/11/01/ofsi-updates-charity-sector-guidance/
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1030412/Charity_Guidance_2021_1.11.pdf
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20211108_33
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/faqs/934
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The Swiss Financial Market
Supervisory Authority (FINMA)
published on 3 November its
guidance on preventing and
combatting greenwashing in
collective investment schemes at
fund and institutional level, which
warns about deceptive practices
regarding the sustainability of
products and �nancial services.
 
FINMA notes that the fund
documents for Swiss collective
investment schemes must contain
adequate sustainability-related
information to help investors make
informed investment decisions,
and warns about greenwashing
risks associated with the lack of
transparency in �nancial products
offered to investors.
 
The guidance highlights that
despite existing references to
sustainability by collective
investment schemes, several

scenarios could be quali�ed as
greenwashing, including: (1) a lack
of sustainable investment
strategies or policies; (2) failure to
implement established investment
strategies and policies; (3) using
terms such as “impact” or “zero
carbon” without the possibility of
measuring them; (4) the
investment policy allows for “a
signi�cant proportion of non-
sustainable investments”; and (5)
fund documents do not provide or
provide limited information about
how sustainability-related
considerations are integrated into
the investment decision process.
 
With respect to the organisational
structure of institutions which
manage sustainability-related
information for Swiss or foreign
collective investment schemes,
FINMA notes that such institutions
should assess and monitor data
providers and ensure that

specialist expertise is present
across the whole operational level.
 
The guidance warns that the
Financial Services Act does not
currently provide particular rules
for combatting greenwashing, nor
does it contain “speci�c duties” on
how sustainability preferences
should be considered at the point
of sale. Therefore, FINMA
recommends that �nancial
services providers consult the
Swiss Bankers’ Association’s
‘Guideline for the integration of
ESG considerations into the
advisory process for private
clients’, and welcomes the Federal
Council’s 2020 proposal to amend
�nancial market legislation to
combat greenwashing.

FINMA press release

The UK Pensions Regulator
published guidance on 8
November to assist trustees in
understanding the application of
Section 125 of the Pension
Schemes Act 2021, which
introduces a system of red and

amber �ags, and gives trustees
the power to refuse transfers
where there is heightened
pensions scam risk.
 
The new rules require trustees and
scheme managers to ensure

speci�c checks are made as part
of the due diligence process,
before complying with a member’s
request to transfer their pension.

TPR press release

Swiss guidance on combatting greenwashing

UK Pensions Regulator guidance for trustees on
new powers to halt suspicious transfers

https://www.finma.ch/en/news/2021/11/20211103-finma-aufsichtsmitteilung-05-21/
https://www.thepensionsregulator.gov.uk/en/media-hub/press-releases/2021-press-releases/new-regulations-empower-trustees-to-halt-suspicious-transfers
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

The US Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
(FDIC), and the O�ce of the Comptroller of the
Currency (OCC) issued on 23 November a joint
statement on the interagency “policy sprint” on
crypto-assets, announcing several initiatives to
provide clarity on crypto-asset related activities’
permissibility, safety, consumer protection, and
compliance with existing laws and regulations.
 
According to the statement, agency staff and subject
matter experts conducted “policy sprints” involving
preliminary analysis on issues concerning crypto-
assets, summarised in the document. The agencies
will continue to monitor developments and intend to
provide more clarity on the matter in 2022.
 
Concurrently, the OCC issued an interpretive letter
con�rming that national banks and federal savings
associations are required to demonstrate that they
have adequate controls in place before they can
engage in certain activities involving cryptocurrency,
distributed ledger, and stablecoins. The letter clari�es
that such activities can be conducted after a bank
noti�es its supervisory o�ce of its intent to engage in
them, and after it receives written noti�cation of the
supervisory o�ce’s non-objection. The letter clari�es

that the cryptocurrency activities discussed in
Interpretive Letters 1170, 1172, and 1174 are legally
permissible for national banks and federal savings
associations, provided the bank can demonstrate the
aforementioned controls. Such activities include
crypto-asset custody, facilitation of customer
purchases and sales of crypto-assets, loans
collateralised by crypto-assets, and payments
involving stablecoins.

  
According to the OCC interpretive note, prior to
seeking supervisory non-objection, banks should
demonstrate “in writing, an understanding of any
compliance obligations related to the speci�c
activities the bank intends to conduct, including, but
not limited to, any applicable requirements under the
federal securities laws, the Bank Secrecy Act, anti-
money laundering, the Commodity Exchange Act, and
consumer protection laws”.

Key takeaways

Joint statement

US statement on crypto-asset sprint outcomes

The sprint work was focused on: (1) developing a
commonly understood vocabulary of consistent
terms regarding the use of crypto-assets by
banking organisations; (2) identifying and
assessing key risks; and (3) analysing the
applicability of existing regulations and guidance,
as well as identifying areas that require clari�cation

The statement summarises a roadmap regarding
the agencies’ plan to provide greater clarity on
whether the aforementioned activities are legally
permissible, as well as on key risks

https://www.occ.gov/news-issuances/news-releases/2021/nr-ia-2021-120a.pdf
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The UK’s Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) has launched an
advertising campaign against
online scams on social media app
TikTok and has spent £50,000 so
far, according to a written
submission by the company to the
UK Treasury Committee published
on 29 November.
 
The arrangement is commercial
and TikTok has not compensated
the FCA �nancially or provided it
with advertising credits. The FCA is
“the only public sector body
currently advertising on TikTok
alerting users to the risks from
online �nancial fraud”, the
submission states.
 
TikTok adds that the lack of a clear
legal framework governing the
disclosure of data to law
enforcement in the context of
identifying and preventing fraud
and other economic crime is “a
challenge” faced by the company,
and calls for a memorandum of
understanding between law
enforcement, regulatory authorities
and participating online platforms.
 
TikTok states that since September
2020 it has required companies
promoting �nancial services on its
platform to be authorised by the
FCA, and it currently carries out a
manual veri�cation of the
authorisation status of advertisers
on its platform against the FCA’s

register. The company adds that it
does not have a policy on
compensating users that become
victims of fraud as a result of
advertising or user-generated
content on its platform.
 
The Internet Advertising Bureau UK
(IAB), the industry body for digital
advertising, also provided a written
submission to the inquiry. The IAB
notes that the Advertising
Standards Authority’s Scam Ads
Alert system received 1,274 reports
from the public within six months
of its launch in 2020, resulting in
121 alerts being sent.
 
The ASA’s initiative “represents a
proactive industry effort that
enables consumers to tell the
frontline advertising regulator
about scams they have seen”, the
IAB adds. However, the IAB notes
that the ASA “was not constituted
to deal with the criminal activity
itself or its perpetrators”, and does
not have law enforcement powers.
 
The IAB highlights its concern over
the “persistent mischaracterisation
of the ASA’s role and response, and
the suggestion that it has failed to
address something it was not set
up to address. This assertion is
being used to support arguments
for legislating for scam ads in the
Online Safety Bill, and other
interventions”. The IAB backs a
“multipronged approach” to dealing

with online scam ads, including
“targeted adoption of industry good
practice, selected law enforcement
action against bad actors to serve
as a meaningful deterrent and a
cross-sector effort to raise
awareness among consumers”.
 
The inquiry also held an oral
evidence session on the 29
November, with witnesses
including John Glen MP, Economic
Secretary to HM Treasury, Giles
Thompson at the O�ce of
Financial Sanctions
Implementation and Economic
Crime, Damian Hinds MP the
Minister for Security and Borders at
the Home O�ce and Duncan
Tessier the Director of Economic
Crime at the Home O�ce.
 
In October, Google revealed it had
offered the UK FCA £2.2 million in
credits to advertise anti-fraud
services and consumer protection
advice after Chair of the
Committee Rt Hon Mel Stride MP
requested that prominent online
companies outline their policies to
tackle economic crime and protect
consumers from fraud.

Economic Crime Inquiry docu…

TikTok written evidence

IAB UK written evidence

UK FCA launches TikTok anti-scam adverts

https://committees.parliament.uk/work/726/economic-crime/publications/
https://committees.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/41144/pdf/
https://committees.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/41146/pdf/
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The UK’s Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) announced on 26
November that it has reformed its
decision-making process to help
it make faster and more effective
decisions to combat consumer
harm. The changes will see more
decisions being taken by FCA
senior managers rather than the
Regulatory Decisions Committee
with the aim of speeding up the
decision-making process.
 
The FCA's policy statement sets
out the responses received to its
consultation and what the FCA
deems to be the causes of the
increase in consumer harm. The
accompanying policy statement

reads: “The threat landscape has
shifted for consumers, with
fraudsters and scammers
bene�tting from new technologies
and new consumers being drawn
to high-risk markets and products.
We need to adapt to ensure we
tackle this increased harm to
consumers. We are therefore going
to implement the changes as
consulted on. We believe the
changes will support us in making
decisions more quickly and
effectively with the aim of reducing
harm for the bene�t of consumers.”
 
FCA senior managers are now
empowered to make decisions on:
a �rm’s authorisation or an

individual’s approval; action in
straightforward cases to cancel a
�rm’s permissions; starting civil
proceedings; starting criminal
proceedings, such as a prosecution
for insider dealing; varying or
limiting a �rm’s permissions; and
using the FCA’s powers to impose
requirements on a �rm.

  
The FCA will review the reforms six
months after implementation to
assess their effectiveness.

FCA press release

FCA policy statement

The UK’s Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) is issuing as
many as 100 consumer alerts
through its ScamSmart
programme per month, the
authority has said.
 
In a written response published on
24 November to unanswered
questions from the FCA’s

September 2021 annual public
meeting, the authority states that it
has issued over 1,104 consumer
alerts so far this year. More than
1,200 alerts were issued in 2020,
up from 573 in 2019.

In response to a separate question,
the FCA states that 108 out of 220
crypto-asset registration
applications have been processed.

The FCA adds that a
“signi�cantly high number of
businesses are not meeting the
required standards under the
Money Laundering Regulations
resulting in an unprecedented
number of businesses withdrawing
their applications.”

FCA document

UK FCA reforms to speed up decision-making

UK FCA issuing over 100 scam warnings to
consumers per month since pandemic began

https://www.fca.org.uk/news/press-releases/fca-reforms-decision-making-tackle-consumer-harm
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/policy/ps21-16.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/corporate/apm-2021-responses-unanswered-questions.pdf
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EU High Representative for
Foreign Affairs and Security
Policy Josep Borrell announced
on 15 November that the Foreign
Council will put in place a
framework for restrictive
measures concerning the con�ict
in Mali. He further stated that
“there was consensus to also take
restrictive measures against” the
Wagner Group, a private military
company allegedly run by Russian
oligarch Yevgeniy Prigozhin.
 
French Foreign Minister Jean-Yves
Le Drian stated that EU foreign
ministers agreed to sanction the
Russian organisation, which would
reportedly be made under existing
EU sanctions regimes. Le Drian
added that sanctions will be
imposed in December, according to
the Wall Street Journal.
 
On 25 November, the European
Parliament (EP) passed a
resolution condemning what it
calls heinous human rights
violations by the Wagner Group
and other private military and
security companies, echoing the
EU foreign ministers’ push to
impose sanctions. The resolution
identi�es the Wagner Group as
using Russian air bases and
appearing to source funds, training,
personnel, and command from
Russia and declares that the

organisation and other Russia-
linked private military organisations
should be treated as proxy groups
of the Russian state.
 
MEPs agree that sanctions should
include asset freezes and travel
restrictions targeting Wagner
Group personnel. Citing multiple
allegations of human rights
violations committed by the
organisation in numerous
countries, the resolution urges the
EU Commission to take steps to
ensure no bloc funding supports
foreign nations paying for support
from Wagner or similar contractors
with poor records on human rights.
 
The latest proposed sanctions by
the EU come amidst reports that
Mali may request Wagner Group
assistance in its ongoing counter-
terrorism efforts against Islamic
terror cells. Nearly 5,000 French
troops are currently operating in
Mali and the surrounding region,
and French o�cials have
reportedly expressed alarm over
intervention by the Wagner Group,
which European governments and
the US accuse of operating as an
extension of the Russian military.
 
EU diplomats have also cited the
Wagner Group’s deployment of
Russian mercenaries to the Central
African Republic (CAR), with

human rights abuses and the
murder of Russian journalists
highlighted in the latest resolution.

The EP passed two additional
resolutions on 25 November
addressing the crisis in Somalia
and threats to human rights in
Cameroon. The Somalia resolution,
warns that the country is verging
on a humanitarian catastrophe,
calling for increased humanitarian
aid by the bloc and urging the
Somali government to move
forward with its parliamentary
election process. MEPs also urge
the Somali government and
international community to step up
efforts targeting Al Shabab's
�nancial revenue.

The EP's resolution on Cameroon
warns that the country faces a dual
crisis concerning the Boko Harem
terrorist network in the north and
the con�ict with English-speaking
Cameroonians which has led to
thousands of deaths since 2017.
The resolution calls on the EU,
Cameroon, the African Union, and
Central African states to initiate
urgent peace talks.

EU Parliament press release

EU Parliament resolution

EU Foreign Affairs Council mai…

EU to issue further sanctions over the con�ict in
Mali, including in relation to Wagner Group

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20211118IPR17630/human-rights-breaches-by-russian-paramilitary-groups-in-somalia-and-in-cameroon
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-9-2021-0482_EN.pdf
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/meetings/fac/2021/11/15/
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The OECD Global Forum on
Transparency and Exchange of
Information for Tax Purposes held
between 17 and 19 November its
14th plenary meeting which
discussed the role of international
multilateral cooperation,
transparency and exchange of
information (EOI) for tax purposes
in the �ght against tax evasion,
tax avoidance and associated
illicit �nancial �ows.
 
During the plenary meeting, which
gathered representatives from 130
jurisdictions and 12 international
organisations, members extended
the mandate of the Global Forum
for three years beginning on 1
January 2023 until 31 December
2025. The current mandate ends
on 31 December 2022. Additionally,
the Automatic Exchange of
Information (AEOI) Peer Review
Group (APRG) was mandated to
continue to develop directions for
the Global Forum’s monitoring and
review mechanisms. Furthermore,
the mandate of the Task Force on
Risk, which was established during
last year’s plenary meeting with the
aim of identifying possible risks
concerning the implementation of
transparency and EOI standards,
will continue throughout 2022.
 
The Global Forum published a
series of documents aimed at
assessing progress in the
implementation of the

transparency and EOI standards,
as well as to provide guidance on
the steps jurisdictions should take
in order to e�ciently participate in
Common Reporting Standard
(CRS) – AEOI exchanges. In this
regard, the Global Forum released
a toolkit which aims to assist
developing countries that want to
implement the CRS-AEOI standard
by providing information on the
process of establishing a strategy,
the existing international and
domestic legal frameworks
implementing the standard and
mechanisms for establishing
administrative compliance
frameworks for effective EOI.
Additionally, the toolkit provides
details on how jurisdictions can
effectively use data received from
various partners, assessing all
phases of the CRS-AEOI process
“from the receipt of the data, on the
treatment of the data, data
matching and data analysis”.
 
Concurrently, the Global Forum
published additional guidance
material covering aspects
regarding the implementation of
effective bene�cial ownership (BO)
frameworks. The guidance aims to
complement the BO
Implementation Toolkit which was
published in March 2019 and
which analyses the concept of BO
in the context of EOI standards.
The guidance highlights that
ensuring the availability of BO

information of legal persons is the
main instrument in the �ght
against money laundering, terrorist
�nancing, corruption, tax evasion
and other �nancial crimes. The
guidance assesses the importance
of ensuring transparency across
the �nancial and non-�nancial
sectors, and highlights trends in
the implementation of BO
requirements, as well as
approaches taken by jurisdictions
for the effective implementation of
BO frameworks.
 
The Global Forum also published
the second edition of the Peer
Review of the AEOI which presents
the latest conclusions concerning
the legal frameworks adopted by
each jurisdiction for implementing
the AEOI standard. The
assessments relate to 102
jurisdictions which committed to
conducting exchanges under the
AEOI standard from 2017, 2018
and 2019. The paper also provides
a summary of the Global Forum’s
reviews regarding the effectiveness
in practice of the implementation
of the standard domestically
and internationally. The results are
expected to be published in 2022.

Concurrently, the Global Forum
released its 2021 annual report
assessing the progress achieved
through cross-border cooperation
in tax-related matters, which notes

OECD Global Forum 2021 plenary meeting
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that a total of €112 million of
additional revenues including tax,
interest and penalties have been
identi�ed until present due to
voluntary disclosure programmes
and offshore investigations. The
report notes that 98 percent of the
assessed jurisdictions established
an international legal framework
which is fully in accordance with
the AEOI Terms of Reference, while
89 percent have a national legal
framework which is “largely
consistent” with AEOI standard
requirements. However, Sint
Maarten and Trinidad and Tobago
have not yet developed the
necessary legal frameworks for
implementing the AEOI standard,
while Niue lacks the technical
requirements to commence
exchanges. In total, 11 jurisdictions

received an overall determination
of “not in place” with respect to the
implementation of the AEOI
standard: Aruba, Belize, Costa Rica,
Curaçao, Grenada, Israel, Kuwait,
Macau, Romania, Sint Maarten and
Trinidad and Tobago.
 
During the meeting, Sri Mulyani
Indrawati, the Ministry of Finance
of Indonesia, which will hold G20
Presidency in 2022, announced a
new capacity-building initiative for
Asia to be launched in 2022, which
aims to: (1) raise awareness on
ensuring tax transparency for
combatting tax evasion and illicit
�nancial �ows; (2) strengthen
implementation of EOI standards
and “raise resources for
development and sustainable
growth”; (3) assist jurisdictions with

the integration of international
cooperation mechanisms in their
resource mobilisation and recovery
strategies, and (4) promote the use
of administrative assistance to
secure domestic resources.

2021 Global Forum plenary me…

OECD press release

2021 Global Forum plenary me…

2021 Global Forum annual rep…

Peer Review of the Automatic …

Toolkit for the Implementation …

Toolkit on building effective be…

Bene�cial Ownership Impleme…

The UK Foreign Affairs
Committee published the
government’s response on 14
November to its report entitled
“Never Again: The UK’s
Responsibility to Act on Atrocities
in Xinjiang and Beyond”.
 
In its response, the government
declines to recognise the events in
Xinjiang as genocide and declines
to move forward on a country-wide
import ban on cotton products
from Xinjiang. It does agree with

recommendations to discuss its
concerns over the targeting of
Uyghurs in the region with UNESCO
and the International Labour
Organisation and engage with the
UK’s Uyghur population.

Foreign Affairs Committee Chair
Tom Tugendhat stated in a
committee press release that he is
disappointed the government
has not taken the view of
parliament that the ongoing
detention, disappearance, and

destruction of the Uyghur
population and Uyghur culture in
China constitutes genocide.
He underscores the report’s
assertion that the events
in Xinjiang represent an
international crisis and urges the
government to boycott the 2022
Winter Olympics in Beijing.

Government response

Committee press release

UK government response to Xinjiang report

https://www.oecd.org/tax/transparency/documents/2021-global-forum-plenary-meeting.htm
https://www.oecd.org/tax/transparency/documents/global-forum-members-continue-multilateral-efforts-to-advance-transparency-agenda-and-fight-tax-evasion.htm
https://www.oecd.org/tax/transparency/documents/2021-global-forum-plenary-meeting-statement-of-outcomes.pdf
https://www.oecd.org/tax/transparency/documents/global-forum-annual-report-2021.pdf
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/taxation/peer-review-of-the-automatic-exchange-of-financial-account-information-2021_90bac5f5-en?_ga=2.215589143.1621319038.1637078084-1622786970.1630658910
https://www.oecd.org/tax/transparency/documents/aeoi-implementation-toolkit_en.pdf
https://www.oecd.org/tax/transparency/documents/effective-beneficial-ownership-frameworks-toolkit_en.pdf
https://www.oecd.org/tax/transparency/documents/beneficial-ownership-toolkit.pdf
https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/7818/documents/81312/default/
https://committees.parliament.uk/committee/78/foreign-affairs-committee/news/158880/government-refuses-to-declare-atrocities-in-xinjiang-a-genocide/
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The UK’s Financial Ombudsman
Service revealed on 24 November
that it has recorded a 30 percent
increase in authorised scam
complaints received between July
and September, compared to the
same period in 2020. The
independent body states that the
�gures highlight that “too many
scam victims are not being
treated fairly by banks”.
 
According to the press release, the
ombudsman received nearly 4,500
fraud and scam complaints,
issuing decisions in favour of the
consumer in more than 60 percent
of cases. Half of the complaints,

amounting to 2,243, related to
authorised scams, an increase of
500 compared to the same period
in 2020. The “vast majority”
concern authorised push payment
(APP) fraud, the body states.
 
The Financial Ombudsman Service
reports that it upholds around
three quarters of authorised fraud
complaints in favour of the
customer. Responding to an
enquiry from the Financial Crime
Digest, the ombudsman reveals
that nearly three in every four
authorised scam complaints deal
with non-delivery fraud (28
percent), bank staff impersonation

scams (23 percent), and sham
investments (22 percent).
 
Besides the three top typologies,
17 percent of complaints
concerned impersonation scams in
which the alleged fraudsters
reportedly pretended to belong to
law enforcement agencies, HMRC,
and other governmental bodies.
Five in every hundred complaints
mentioned romance scams, while
three percent referenced email or
invoice interception.

Financial Ombudsman press re…

Efforts to cut funding for Islamic
State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL)
have been a success but are yet
to completely wipe out the group’s
�nances, a UN expert has said.
 
Speaking to a joint special meeting
of the UN’s Counter-Terrorism
Committee held on 18 November,
Edmund Fitton-Brown stated that
there is an “emerging consensus
that the group’s �nancial resources
are signi�cantly depleted, although
far from gone”. Recent
assessments put the �nancial

reserves available to ISIL in Syria
and Iraq between $25 million and
$50 million, Fitton-Brown added.
 
Continued counter-terror measures
in the region on ISIL �nances and
�nancial facilitators is “expected to
further erode the group’s access to
resources”, Fitton-Brown stated.
The UN remains concerned about
�nancial �ows into and out of
internally displaced camps in the
region, and detention facilities
where “thousands” of �ghters and
their family members remain. 

The Counter-Terrorism
Committee’s monitoring team has
recommended that member states
monitor these �nancial �ows,
which “may involve their nationals
at one end of the transaction –
with the aim of identifying
facilitators and networks on the
outside who are key to
understanding how the group
continues to �nance itself”.

UNSC meeting

UK Financial Ombudsman Service records rise in
authorised fraud complaints

ISIL �nances down but not out, states UN expert

https://www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk/news-events/financial-ombudsman-sees-30-increase-authorised-scam-complaints
https://media.un.org/en/asset/k13/k130u1n7dd
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The United Nations Security Council (UNSC) held an
open debate on 22 November on tackling the illicit
�ow of small arms and light weapons (SALW).
Participants to the meeting highlighted the need for
effective implementation of arms embargoes and
other restrictive measures within a framework of
active cooperation in order to mitigate the impact of
weapons tra�cking, according to United Nations
coverage of the meeting.
 
María Pía Devoto, a governance board member of the
NGO coalition Control Arms, stated that the UNSC has
the capacity to tackle SALW tra�cking, including
through the use of arms embargoes, but such
measures are being undermined by violations by
member states and non-state actors. She noted that
UN-mandated panels of experts have copiously
documented such violations, most notably in the case
of Libya in which researchers deemed the measures
to be “totally ineffective”. The coalition representative
is calling for the use of secondary sanctions to
address embargo breaches.
 
UK Ambassador James Roscoe likewise stressed the
need for the measures to be “properly implemented
and enforced”. Similarly, Kenya argued for the use of

terrorism-related designations, reminding debate
participants that some Council members have
opposed the use of sanctions citing their potential
negative effect on humanitarian efforts.
 
United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research
(UNIDIR) Director Robin Geiss noted the need for
developing tools that address each stage of the arms’
lifecycle and highlighted the importance of weapons
and ammunition management in con�ict prevention.
Nevertheless, the o�cial stated that peace missions
do not systematically integrate such measures into
their toolbox, adding that UNIDIR is developing arms-
related risk analysis tools.
 
Canadian Ambassador to the United Nations Robert
Keith Rae emphasised the link between SALW
tra�cking and organised crime and corruption. The
diplomat was also one of several speakers to highlight
the importance of recognising the gender dimension
of the issue.
 
Mexican Foreign Minister Marcelo Ebrard Casaubon,
who was also the President of the UNSC for
November, stated that his country’s perspective is that
governments and private sector actors must
collaborate to slow tra�cking. Enterprises must self-
regulate to ensure that their distribution activities do
not contribute to small arms entering con�ict areas.

UN meeting press release

UK FCDO press release

UN News article

UNSC debate on illicit trade in small arms sees
calls for strenghtening embargoes, sanctions

https://www.un.org/press/en/2021/sc14708.doc.htm
https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/working-together-to-prevent-the-proliferation-of-small-arms
https://news.un.org/en/story/2021/11/1106282
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On 17 November, the US
Department of State expressed
regret concerning the failure to
expand the de�nition of con�ict
diamonds during the Kimberley
Process plenary, which took place
between 8-12 November. The US
supports a de�nition that would
re�ect consensus in other
international fora and include
commitments for due diligence
and responsible sourcing.
 
The State Department is “deeply
concerned” about the ongoing
human rights violations by security
forces, including the Wagner
Group, an alleged proxy force of
the Russian Federation that also
apparently forms part of the
Central African presidential
security detail.
 
The Department’s position on
con�ict diamonds echoes calls for
a rede�nition issued by World
Diamond Council (WDC) President
Edward Asscher at the start of the
plenary on 8 November. The former
president of the Netherlands-based

gemcutter Koninklijke Asscher
Diamant Maatschappij BV (Royal
Asscher Diamond Company,
KADM) nevertheless expressed
support for the progress made
through the introduction of seven
principles for responsible business
by the chair and vice-chair of the
Kimberley Process, Russia and
Botswana, respectively.
 
The principles, outlined by Russia’s
delegation to the UN in March
2020, are labour rights, human
rights, protection of the
environment, development of
communities, differentiation
between natural and synthetic
diamonds, combatting corruption
and anti-money laundering.
However, Russia emphasised at
the time that it does not want to
impose additional obligations –
including relating to compliance –
on traders. The lack of a
compliance and monitoring
mechanism is one of the main
criticisms levelled by NGOs against
the Kimberley Process.
 
The WDC does not support the
extension of green zones in the
Central African Republic (CAR),
which are production areas
deemed to be compliant with
Kimberley Process standards. The
international forum uses a system
of warranties, introduced by the

WDC, which requires buyers and
sellers of both rough and polished
diamonds to state that the stones
were obtained from legitimate
sources and are thus “con�ict-free”.
 
Under the current mechanism, only
the CAR quali�es as a source of
origin for con�ict diamonds. The
country is marred by an eight-year
civil war between government
forces under the command of
President Faustin-Archange
Touadéra, the separatist Séléka
coalition, and anti-balaka militias.
The US State Department press
release highlights its grave concern
about the situation in the CAR and
the impact on its rough diamond
exports. However, the US highlights
that over the past two years, and
despite Covid-19, CAR’s rough
diamond exports from compliant
zones has increased.
 
The Kimberley Process is an
international initiative that brings
together governments, enterprises
in the diamond trade, and civil
society organisations focused on
tackling the illicit trade in rough
stones whose proceeds �nance
rebel groups in Africa. 

State Department press release

WDC press release

Kimberley Process fails to reach consensus on
expanded con�ict diamond de�nition

https://www.state.gov/conclusion-of-the-2021-kimberley-process-plenary/
https://www.worlddiamondcouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/WDC-Press-Release-Closing-Session-KP-Plenary-15-11-2021.pdf
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The Taliban’s chief spokesperson
Zabinullah Mujahid announced on
3 November that the new
government has banned the use
of foreign currencies in
Afghanistan on the grounds that
non-Afghan currency has
“negative effects on the country’s
economy”.
 

Mujahid’s statement notes that
“the economic situation and
national interests in the country
require […] all citizens, shopkeepers,
traders, businessmen and the
general public” to conduct all
transactions in Afghani currency.
Mujahid added that those who fail
to comply will be “sanctioned
accordingly”.
 
The announcement follows earlier
reports by the Taliban’s Finance
Ministry spokesman Ahmad Wali
Haqmal allegedly calling for the
release of Taliban reserves frozen
by the US. UN representatives have

made repeated calls on the
international community to �nd
ways to prevent a humanitarian
disaster in Afghanistan. In October,
UN Secretary-General António
Guterres warned that Afghanistan’s
economy “is breaking down” and
that the international community
must �nd ways to ensure that the
economy “breathe[s] again”, while
complying with international laws.

Zabinullah Mujahid announce…

António Guterres statement

Reuters report

Barclays plc announced on 1
November that its Board and CEO
Jes Staley have agreed that
Staley will resign his leadership
position after preliminary
conclusions from UK regulators
apparently revealed
inconsistencies between their
�ndings and information provided
by Staley to the bank’s Board
regarding the nature of his
relationship with the late
convicted child sex offender
Jeffrey Epstein.

According to a company
statement, the Board of Barclays is
“disappointed at this outcome” and
states that Staley intends to
contest the conclusions by the
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
and the Prudential Regulatory
Authority (PRA). 
 
Although neither regulatory agency
has accused Staley of having prior
knowledge of either Epstein’s
convicted crimes or alleged crimes,
the BBC reports that UK

investigators found that a high
volume of email correspondence
between Epstein and Staley and
the contents of those emails
implied that Staley may have
understated the extent of his ties to
Jeffrey Epstein beyond their
professional relationship.

 

Barclays statement

BBC article

FCA and PRA statement

Taliban bans foreign currency in Afghanistan

Barclays CEO leaves o�ce after UK regulators
�nd close personal ties to Epstein

https://twitter.com/Zabehulah_M33/status/1455716210537021442?s=20
https://news.un.org/en/story/2021/10/1102722
https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/just-give-us-our-money-taliban-push-unlock-afghan-billions-abroad-2021-10-29/
https://otp.tools.investis.com/clients/uk/barclays1/rns/regulatory-story.aspx?cid=68&newsid=1522084
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-59117084
https://www.fca.org.uk/news/statements/fca-pra-statement-jes-staley-investigation
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Electric truck manufacturer Nikola
Corp stated on 1 November that it
expects to pay $125 million to
settle allegations by the US
Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) that the
company misrepresented
information to its investors, while
its former CEO faces SEC and
criminal charges involving alleged
misrepresentation about Nikola
vehicles’ capabilities.
 
Nikola stated in its third quarter
earnings report �led with the SEC
that it has reserved $125 million to
cover estimated losses for its
liabilities relating to
alleged violations of the US
Securities Exchange Act.

The US Department of Justice
(DOJ) announced former Nikola
CEO Trevor Milton’s criminal

indictment on 29 July, accusing
him of harnessing social media
and other media appearances to
make false claims about the
technology and production of
Nikola’s electric trucks, luring
investors into supporting the
company. Prosecutors assert that
many of Nikola’s investors were
inexperienced or relatively new
investors during the Covid-19
pandemic and that some lost up to
hundreds of thousands of dollars,
including retirement funds.
 
The SEC �led a complaint against
Milton the same day, claiming that
he personally bene�tted from tens
of millions of dollars as a direct
result of making the false
statements. The SEC charged the
former CEO with violating the
Securities Act of 1933 and
Securities Exchange Act of 1934.

Nikola announced Milton’s
resignation as executive chairman
and member of the board on 20
September, following publication of
a report by Hindenburg Research
which alleged that the company
engaged in widespread fraud over
the production and propulsion
status of its electric truck.

  
On 15 November, a US District
Court judge rejected a request
from attorneys for Milton to
dismiss the federal securities and
wire fraud charges against him
�led in New York, which they had
sought to have dismissed on the
grounds that the allegations
occurred in Arizona and Utah,
according to reporting by Reuters.

Nikola SEC �ling

The UK’s Foreign, Commonwealth
and Development O�ce and the
Serious Fraud O�ce issued a joint
announcement on 29 November
revealing that the UK government
has used over £4 million
recovered from a corruption case
to deliver aid to Chad. The sum
originates from the Chad Oil illicit

share deal which saw a Canadian
energy start-up bribe Chadian
diplomats in North America to
secure access to an oil contract.
 
UK authorities sent £200,000 to the
International Committee of the
Red Cross, £1.8 million to UNICEF
for nutrition support, £1.3 million to

the UN World Food Programme,
and approximately £1.1 million to
fund relief efforts linked to the
Covid-19 pandemic.

Joint press release

Nikola expects to pay $125M to resolve charges

UK government uses funds recovered in Chad
Oil corruption cases for international aid

https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1731289/000173128921000124/nkla-20210930.htm
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-aid-supports-vulnerable-people-in-chad-using-millions-of-pounds-recovered-during-corruption-case
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SPEECHES

MPs questioned Economic
Secretary to the Treasury John
Glen on 29 November, seeking
clarity on what actions HM
Treasury is taking to tackle what
they called “a huge explosion in
the level of fraud and economic
crime, particularly online”. Glen
highlighted, during the Treasury
Committee hearing as part of its
inquiry into economic crime, that
push payment fraud is a particular
concern, stating that while the
challenges are di�cult to
address, some progress is being
made in addressing payment
fraud and could be addressed
further in the Online Safety Bill.
 
He adds that he would be
“sympathetic” to the Financial
Conduct Authority’s (FCA) push to
include an online advertising
provision in the Online Safety Bill
“in the absence of an effective
online advertising programme”.
However, he clari�ed that the
position of the Treasury will
depend on the outcomes of the
online advertising programme

under the Department for Digital,
Culture, Media and Sport.
 
Glen cites the launch of a
consultation by the Payments
Systems Regulator (PSR) on 18
November establishing new
measures for fraud prevention and
reimbursement as well as the
agency’s success on Con�rmation
of Payee. However, he notes that
with an increased variety of
payment service providers and the
faster payments regime, there are
more fraud challenges.
 
Nevertheless, the Economic
Secretary states that he does not
support 24-hour payment holds to
curb authorised push payment
fraud because of the nationwide
expectation that payment systems
are more e�cient. On a question
about offering 24-hour payment
holds as an opt-in for vulnerable
customers, Glen deferred to
individual banks and the FCA.
 
Secretary of State for Security and
Borders Damian Hinds, who was
also present at the hearing, agreed
that fraudulent online advertising
must be addressed by the
government but that it must be
balanced with the need not to slow
down other important provisions in
the bill and avoid unintended

consequences. Hinds stated that
he is not satis�ed with the state of
current efforts, particularly due to
the need for signi�cant effort and
resources to keep up with
globalised organised crime.

  
In response to a question about
shell companies featured in the
“FinCEN Leaks”, Glen stated that
trust and company service
providers (TCSPs) represent an
area of challenge where
improvement is needed and
asserts that TCSPs fall under the
purview of HM Revenue and
Customs and that he believes
progress is being made.
 
On cryptocurrencies in the context
of money laundering and criminal
activity, Glen refers to the
2020 National Risk Assessment,
which assigns crypto-assets a
‘medium risk’. He notes that the
FCA has approved 17 such �rms,
with 50 on temporary registration
status, dozens more pending, and
169 applications withdrawn or
refused, with �rms required to
demonstrate bene�cial ownership
and show that they have adequate
controls and procedures in place.

Committee hearing recording

Meeting transcript

Latest hearing on fraudulent online advertising

https://parliamentlive.tv/event/index/04dee3e1-4020-4126-acc2-1d91241e99af
https://committees.parliament.uk/oralevidence/3088/pdf/
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The UK Financial Conduct Agency
(FCA) must leverage data to
create new tools and techniques
to protect consumers, the
agency’s chief data o�cer
Jessica Rusu stated in a speech
on 2 November at the CDO
Exchange for Financial Services.
 
“To tackle the challenges faced by
consumers and industry, we must
make the best use of our own
resources – connecting the dots in
terms of intelligence across the
organisation, drawing on strategies
and approaches from data science,
and leveraging data to create new
tools and techniques which allow
us to detect harm and intervene
more quickly”, said Rusu.

Rusu notes a recent shift in the
threat landscape for consumers,
with fraudsters and scammers
bene�tting from new technologies
and new consumers being drawn
to high-risk markets and products.
Recent FCA surveys suggest more
than three quarters of people
investing in high-risk products are
motivated by competition with
friends, family, acquaintances and
the in�uence of social media, Rusu
adds. Rusu singled out
cryptocurrencies stating they
provide “serious potential for
exploitation and harm”.

  
The reasons new consumers are
being drawn “aren’t always
conventional or rational”, Rusu

explains, adding that recent
surveys show that more than half
of investors in high-risk markets
say that hype on social media and
the news drove their decisions.
In�uencers on platforms like
YouTube, Instagram and TikTok are
having a growing impact
particularly on younger investors,
Rusu states.
 
Rusu added that machine learning
and AI “will only become more
important to our work in the
coming months and years”.

FCA speech

UK Payment Systems Regulator
(PSR) Managing Director Chris
Hemsley stated during a 4
November event that open
banking and Con�rmation of
Payee (CoP) can help reduce
authorised push payment fraud.
 
According to Hemsley, CoP is “just
the start” and demonstrates that
banks can prevent fraud by
communicating payee names and
identifying mismatches, with more

than one million related messages
being sent daily. Additionally, he
stresses that strong customer
authentication can reduce friction
and improve the security of digital
payment transactions.
 
Hemsley states that protection
frameworks for both open banking
and faster payments services need
to be strengthened as the number
of retail payments increases,
noting that he expects new

services to offer protection that
re�ects the level of risk linked with
the transactions they facilitate. 
 
In addition to this, Hemsley notes
that �nancial �rms must
proactively ensure
customer protection for higher risk
transactions or payments with
increased counter-party risk.

PSR speech transcript

Cryptocurrencies provide “serious potential” for
exploitation and harm, states UK FCA

UK PSR speech on the bene�ts of open banking

https://www.fca.org.uk/news/speeches/drivers-change-financial-services-industry-and-how-we-are-responding
https://www.psr.org.uk/news-updates/speeches/speeches/ch-open-banking-keynote-nov21/
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The Bank of England (BoE) and
Economic Secretary to the
Treasury John Glen announced on
9 November that the UK is
continuing to explore
opportunities and implications of
adopting a central bank digital
currency (CBDC), stating that the
BoE and HM Treasury will publish
a consultation next year on a
potential CBDC launch.
 
Glen notes that if the government
moves forward on a CBDC plan
following the 2022 consultation,
the BoE will publish technical
speci�cations outlining a proposed
architecture for the digital currency
during a development phase that
will also include extensive design
testing. This would in turn be
followed by a build and testing
phase, which the Economic
Secretary states would last for

several years and entail prototypes
and pilots. He estimates that if the
government decides to proceed, a
CBDC for the UK could be launched
by the second half of the 2020s.
 
The Economic Secretary reiterates
that the UK is using its tenure of
the G7 Presidency to lead
worldwide discussions about the
opportunities and challenges that
could arise from digital currencies,
including cross-border
implications. He cites the October
CBDC public policy principles by G7
central banks and economic
ministers as marking a signi�cant
checkpoint in the road to
exploration and adoption of CBDCs
for the seven economic leaders
and around the world.
 
In a 23 November oral evidence
session by the House of Lords

Economic Affairs Committee on
CBDCs, BoE Governor Andrew
Bailey indicated that he would
prefer a future CBDC that is
regulated by the central bank,
expressing scepticism that an
effective system would involve
stablecoins backed by assets and
with currency features that would
fall under BoE regulation. Bailey
added that a central question
facing regulators if CBDC
development begins will be
identifying the line between the
need for privacy and the onus to
screen for �nancial crime.

BoE press release

Parliamentary statement

Economic Affairs Committee …

The UK House of Commons
Public Administration and
Constitutional Affairs Committee
(PACAC) questioned on 2
November Nigel Boardman, chair
of the government mandated
review into the Greensill scandal.
 
Boardman was questioned by MPs
on the �ndings relating to con�icts
of interest and the transparency of

lobbying activities. The two-part
report, published in July and
August, details the role of
Australian �nancier Alexander
David Greensill in government and
the part played by one of his
companies, Greensill Capital (UK)
Ltd, in state-supported schemes.
 
The lawyer stated that he stands
by his recommendations to clarify

the rules for ministerial
appointments and individuals from
the private sector working in
Whitehall. Boardman underscores
the necessity of guidance for the
disclosure of con�icts of interest
and the need for a compliance
function within the Civil Service.

Meeting recording

UK continues progress on CBDC consideration

 Chair of supply chain �nance review questioned

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/news/2021/november/statement-on-central-bank-digital-currency-next-steps
https://questions-statements.parliament.uk/written-statements/detail/2021-11-09/hcws381
https://committees.parliament.uk/oralevidence/3062/pdf/
https://parliamentlive.tv/event/index/5351cb62-6198-48ec-9f1b-de35f5aa0e1b
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The US Department of Treasury’s
O�ce of Terrorism and Financial
Intelligence held an event on 8
November entitled the
Partnership to Combat Human
Rights Abuse and Corruption, its
third such annual meeting,
featuring public and private sector
representatives as well as
representatives from France, the
UK, and FATF President Marcus
Pleyer. The forum involved
dialogue covering the use of
bene�cial ownership information
to counter corruption and human
rights violations and how to
improve �nancial transparency.
 
In an address to the forum, Deputy
Treasury Secretary Wally Adeyemo
states that corruption undermines

government efforts to protect the
vulnerable and provides �nancial
sustenance for human rights
abusers while undermining the rule
of law. Adeyemo outlines fairness,
integrity, and safety as the three
values underpinning the Treasury’s
anti-corruption and countering
human rights abuse efforts.
 
On fairness, he cites the Biden
administration’s domestic agenda
to address the $160 billion tax gap
by the wealthiest one percent of US
citizens through corrupt actions.
The Deputy Treasury Secretary
asserts that bene�cial ownership
reporting requirements are
essential for cracking down on the
use of opaque corporate structures
and overseas shell companies.

Regarding integrity, Adeyemo
states that corruption undermines
the US �nancial system through
money laundering of proceeds
from tra�cking and other illicit
activity. He adds that fraud must
be targeted by authorities,
particularly in the context of
pandemic relief. Lastly, Adeyemo
discusses the importance of anti-
corruption work in ensuring safety
by cracking down on the pro�ts
from tra�cking, child labour, and
other forms of violence. He notes
the critical role sanctions can play
in exposing corrupt actors and
isolating them from US markets.

 

Treasury press release

US Deputy Treasury Secretary
Wally Adeyemo addressed the
Chainalysis LINKS conference on
4 November with remarks on
cryptocurrencies, asserting that
the innovation offers new
opportunities while also
presenting threats that the
Treasury must address.
 
Adeyemo states that
cryptocurrencies pose threats to
consumer and investor protection,
�nancial stability, and national

security. He clari�es that the
Treasury Department does not
oppose the innovation inherent to
cryptocurrencies, but rather seeks
to foster innovation while
simultaneously targeting �nancial
crime, system abuses, and
�nancial risks. Addressing the
positive aspects of cryptocurrency,
Adeyemo notes the lowering of
remittance costs for migrants,
while also acknowledging risks
such as cryptocurrency use to
launder ransomware proceeds,

including those stemming from the
1,200 US schools targeted by
ransomware attacks so far in 2021.

The Treasury is also committed to
establishing private and
public sector cooperation,
improving the state and speed of
information sharing, effectively
harnessing targeted sanctions, and
supporting FATF and the G7 Cyber
Expert Group (CEG).

US Treasury press release

US counter corruption and rights abuse event

US Treasury Secretary on cryptocurrencies

https://content.govdelivery.com/accounts/USTREAS/bulletins/2fb38f8
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy0466
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CONSULTATIONS

The UK’s Payment Systems Regulator (PSR)
published on 18 November a consultation paper
containing a set of steps that should be taken by the
�nancial sector and other digital ecosystem actors
to prevent authorised push payment (APP) scams
and protect victims, including improving intelligence
sharing and publishing data on scams related
actions. The consultation is open for comments until
14 January 2022.
 
According to the PSR, banks and building societies in
the 12 largest UK banking groups and two largest
banks in Northern Ireland must publish data on their
performance in relation to APP scams, as well as
indicate reimbursement levels and which accounts are
being used to receive the fraudulent funds. The
regulator provides a related draft direction in the
consultation paper.
 
Furthermore, the payments regulator states that
mandatory reimbursement for victims of scams
should be introduced and welcomes the statement
made by the Economic Secretary to the Treasury John

Glen MP according to which the government will issue
new rules to “address any barriers to regulatory action
[against APP fraud] at the earliest opportunity”. The
PSR states that if changes in legislation allowing the
PSR more �exibility were to happen, the regulator
would either write the rule change or require the
system operator to write it.
 
The regulator also welcomes views on the appropriate
balance of liability between sending payment services
providers (PSPs) and receiving PSPs and on voluntary
action by Pay.UK and PSPs to prevent APP scams.
 
The PSR will consider what further action it could take
in the next year and explore how it can facilitate
industry coordination and initiatives to address APP
scams, with its policy position and accompanying
action on the measures proposed in the consultation
being scheduled to be set out in the �rst half of 2022.
 
Advocacy group Which? welcomes both the PSR’s
consultation and Glen’s announcement, stressing that
the government must make the necessary changes to
enable the payments regulator to introduce
mandatory APP fraud reimbursement obligations on
all �rms, with “robust oversight and enforcement”. The
group quotes data released by the Financial
Ombudsman Service, according to which the number
of complaints related to authorised fraud has more
than doubled in 2020-21.

PSR press release

PSR consultation paper

UK PSR consults on plans to �ght APP scams,
which includes mandatory reimbursement

https://www.psr.org.uk/news-updates/latest-news/news/psr-announces-plans-to-stop-app-scams/
https://www.psr.org.uk/media/kg0bx5v3/psr-cp21-10-app-scams-consultation-paper-nov-2021.pdf
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The UK Treasury published on 30
November a call for evidence on
the role that umbrella companies
play in the labour market, and how
they interact with tax and
employment rights systems.
 
The call for evidence “sets out the
concerns that have been raised by
some stakeholders, as well as
government action already taken to
tackle tax non-compliance and
improve protection for workers”.
 
 The umbrella company market
has “grown substantially since it

�rst became popular 20 years ago”,
according to HM Treasury. The
complexity of the labour market
and the umbrella company model
itself has “presented tax and
regulatory challenges”, it added.
 
The government states it is aware
of concerns regarding non-
compliance with employment law.
This includes allegations of failure
with respect to employment rights
such as holiday pay, and “poor
market practices” like a lack of
transparency on pay rates, fees
and charges. HM Revenue and

Customs is also aware of tax
evasion through the use of mini-
umbrella companies, and “tax
avoidance through disguised
remuneration schemes facilitated
by umbrella companies”.
 
The consultation closes on 22
February 2022.

HM Treasury press release

HM Treasury call for evidence

The UK Lending Standards Board
(LSB) published on 4 November
the �ndings of its call for input on
the Contingent Reimbursement
Model (CRM) code for countering
authorised push payment (APP)
fraud. Respondents highlighted
the challenge posed during
investigations by elongated
payment journeys involving
multiple movements of funds.
 
According to the LSB, respondents
noted that multi-generation scams,
which involve customers being
tricked through social engineering
into sending funds to friends or

family, are the most common APP
scams, with the number of cases
involving cryptocurrencies and
forex also rising. Signi�cantly,
responses demonstrate that APP
scammers have shifted their target
from institutions that are
signatories to the CRM code to
those that are not, demonstrating
that the protection provided by the
standard is effective.
 
The LSB intends to further update
the wording of the CRM code and
the accompanying customer
information document, as well as
to activate Con�rmation of Payee

(CoP) provisions for entities that
can offer this service. Additionally,
it intends to engage with the
industry to understand how APP
scams data linked to
cryptocurrencies is recorded, build
on information collected during
the call for input to develop
guidance for �rms in assessing
cases involving cryptocurrencies,
and update the CRM code and
practitioners’ guide to include
multi-generation scams.

LSB report

LSB press release

UK call for evidence on umbrella companies

UK Lending Standards Board publishes �ndings
of its call for input on the CRM code

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/call-for-evidence-umbrella-company-market
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1037093/Umbrella_Company_CfE_Final.pdf
https://www.lendingstandardsboard.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/LSB-Call-for-Input-Findings-Report-Final.pdf
https://www.lendingstandardsboard.org.uk/lsb-publishes-findings-from-crm-call-for-input/
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The UK House of Commons
Committee on Standards
published on 29 November a
consultation paper in relation to
reviewing MPs’ code of conduct,
including proposals to introduce a
ban on MPs providing
parliamentary advice,
consultancy, or strategy services,
as in the House of Lords’ code.
The committee consultation is

open for feedback until 20
January 2022.
 
The committee is considering
recommending that ministerial
interests, to include bene�ts and
hospitality received in their
capacity as ministers, should form
part of the Register of Members’
Financial Interests, as well as
requiring MPs taking on outside
work to obtain a written contract

making explicit that their duties
cannot include lobbying ministers,
members, or public o�cials on
behalf of their employer.
 
The draft proposals will form the
basis of a �nal report with
recommendations, which is due to
be issued next year.

Committee press release

The UK’s Gambling Commission
announced on 17 November it has
launched a public consultation on
changes and updates to its
licensing, compliance, and
enforcement policy.
 
The policy sets out the Gambling
Commission’s regulatory policies in
relation to assessing risk, licensing
operators and key personnel,
carrying out compliance activities,
and regulatory and criminal
enforcement. It was last amended
in 2017. The consultation will run
until 9 February 2022. 
 
Firstly, the proposed changes
intend to set out the commission’s

position on products which appear
to require dual regulation between
it and the FCA. The Gambling
Commission calls for legislation to
clearly segregate which sorts of
products should be regulated by
either authority, but acknowledges
that this is “unlikely to happen
before the current Gambling Act
Review is concluded”.

The commission is also seeking to
establish policy on considering the
suitability of a licence applicant,
including looking beyond the
applicant itself and considering
those connected with it, such as
ultimate bene�cial owners, persons
or entities who are controllers of

the applicant, and shadow
directors. In addition to this, the
Gambling Commission also wants
to establish policy on the
expectation that licence applicants
provide information as to the
source of �nance of a proposed
operation, so as to ensure that it is
“fully satis�ed that the operation
will not be �nanced by the
proceeds of crime and that pro�ts
from the operation will not be used
to �nance criminal activity”.

Gambling Commission overview

Consultation paper

UK standards committee consults on proposed
revisions to MP code of conduct

UK Gambling Commission's proposed policy
changes includes clarity around FCA regulation

https://committees.parliament.uk/committee/290/committee-on-standards/news/159262/committee-announce-proposed-package-of-reforms-to-tighten-lobbying-rules/
https://consult.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/author/changes-updates-to-licensing-c-ep/consult_view/
https://consult.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/author/changes-updates-to-licensing-c-ep/supporting_documents/Print%20Survey%20%20The%20Gambling%20Commission%20%20Citizen%20Space.pdf
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The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
published on 3 November a new Environmental,
Social and Governance (ESG) strategy on the same
day that FCA CEO Nikhil Rathi delivered a speech to
the COP26 climate conference on the FCA’s role in
assisting investors to make informed ESG
investment decisions.

The FCA CEO highlights the
urgent need for ESG standards
to combat greenwashing in the
�nancial sector

The FCA additionally published a consultation that will
run until 7 January in which the regulator seeks
feedback on sustainability disclosure standards that
would apply to asset managers and FCA-regulated
asset owners. The discussion paper also proposes a
new classi�cation system that would apply to
investment products considered sustainable as part
of HM government’s sustainability disclosure
requirements (SDR) established in the Greening
Finance roadmap published last month. The
comments received will inform policy proposals to be
made in Q2 2022.
 

In his COP26 address, Rathi announced that the
agency will con�rm �nal rules by the end of this year
regarding sustainability disclosures laid out in the
Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures
for more listed issuers and asset managers, life
insurers, and pension providers regulated by the FCA.
He states that the FCA’s latest Financial Lives Survey
found that 80 percent of respondents believe
businesses have responsibilities beyond pro�t
generation, and cites �gures showing that
“responsible investment funds” accounted for nearly
40 percent of 2020 retail fund sales in the UK.
 
Rathi also highlights the urgent need for ESG
standards to combat greenwashing in the �nancial
sector, introducing the ESG strategy’s work
programme that will seek to support a market-led shift
towards an increasingly sustainable economy and to
embed ESG considerations more widely throughout
the FCA’s operations. Currently, he also cites the
Climate Financial Risk Forum as a necessary vehicle
for cooperative efforts alongside the Prudential
Regulatory Authority in meeting these goals.
 
The FCA CEO also announced the establishment of a
new ESG division. Rathi explains that the FCA’s
discussion paper establishes two separate layers of
disclosure, one that is consumer-facing and the other
that will offer greater detail and mainly target
institutional investors.

FCA press release

ESG strategy

FCA discussion paper summary

FCA discussion paper

UK FCA's new ESG strategy and consultation

https://content.govdelivery.com/accounts/UKFCA/bulletins/2fa4e85
https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/corporate-documents/strategy-positive-change-our-esg-priorities
https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/discussion-papers/dp21-4-sustainability-disclosure-requirements-investment-labels
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/discussion/dp21-4.pdf
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The period for submitting
feedback on the European
Commission’s (EC) initiative to
revise the EU action plan against
wildlife tra�cking (WAP)
concluded on 2 November. The
initiative, which aims to assist EU
institutions and EU member
states in coordinating measures
for addressing illicit wildlife trade,
is currently under consultation
and interested parties are
expected to submit comments by
28 December.
 
The WAP sets out a strategy for
enhancing the �ght against illicit
wildlife trade within the European
Union and internationally and
includes 32 actions which are
expected to be conducted by EU

member states and EU institutions,
in cooperation with third countries.
The actions provided by the WAP
are connected to three key
priorities, namely: (1) preventing
wildlife tra�cking and addressing
its fundamental cause; (2)
increasing effectiveness of
implementation and enforcement
efforts in the �ght against
organised wildlife crime; and (3)
strengthening international
cooperation among source,
customer and transit countries
against wildlife tra�cking.
 
Concurrently, the EC is accepting
comments on the evaluation of the
WAP, which aims to assess the
impact of the plan on tackling
wildlife tra�cking since its

adoption in 2016 and whether it
has enhanced enforcement actions
within the EU in relation to this type
of crime. The deadline for the WAP
evaluation is 28 December.
 
The EC’s WAP revision aims to
strengthen the effectiveness of EU
policy and measures against
wildlife tra�cking and to assess
potential issues.

 

EC consultation on revision of …

Consultation page on EU actio…

EC consultation on the evaluati…

Consultation page on the evalu…

The British Crown Dependency of
Jersey issued on 1 November a
consultation on a draft anti-
money laundering/countering
�nancing of terrorism (AML/CFT)
handbook. The consultation seeks
feedback on proposals to merge
the current AML/CFT handbooks
into one “consolidated” handbook,
extend the scope of the AML/CFT
codes and guidance notes to
cover “all supervised persons”

and add AML/CFT codes in
respect of electronic
identi�cation, electronic
statements or utility bills and
certi�cation of documents.
 
The Jersey Financial Services
Commission highlighted one of the
bene�ts of implementing the
proposals in the consultation as
contributing towards the island
meeting the FATF

Recommendations, “therefore
assisting in the �ght against
�nancial crime as well as
promoting the Island as a well-
regulated place to do business”.

The consultation runs until 7
January 2022.

Jersey Financial Services Com…

Consultation paper

EU Commission consults on the revision of the
EU-wide action plan against wildlife tra�cking

Jersey consults on extending AML/CFT rules

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12675-Preventing-illegal-trade-in-wildlife-revision-of-EU-action-plan_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12675-Preventing-illegal-trade-in-wildlife-revision-of-EU-action-plan/public-consultation_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12117-Wildlife-trafficking-EU-action-plan-evaluation-_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12117-Wildlife-trafficking-EU-action-plan-evaluation-/public-consultation_en
https://www.jerseyfsc.org/news-and-events/consultation-on-changes-to-our-amlcft-handbooks/
https://www.jerseyfsc.org/industry/consultations/consultation-on-draft-amlcft-handbook-no7-2021/
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PRESS AND MEDIA

The Financial Times reported on 25 November that
senior staff members at German state-owned
railway company Deutsche Bahn are involved in
kickbacks and fraud involving the Stuttgart 21
infrastructure project, citing allegations made by two
whistleblowers. Public prosecutors in Stuttgart have
reportedly announced that they are reviewing the
accusations to determine whether to launch a
criminal probe.
 
According to the news outlet, the whistleblowers
informed Deutsche Bahn’s compliance department
that the project’s price increased from €2.5 billion to
€8.2 billion due to the commissioning of super�uous
work by senior managers in exchange for receiving
kickbacks. Additionally, some senior executives at the
railway company allegedly ignored their legal
obligations to recover costs for the relocation of a
subway station from the local municipality to prevent
the detection of unnecessary spending. The estimated
losses are reportedly as high as €600 million,
according to one of the whistleblowers.
 

Deutsche Bahn reportedly conducted an internal
investigation in 2016 into the allegations and found no
evidence of violations. While the probe was under way,
one of the whistleblowers was purportedly �red, while
the other stopped contact with compliance staff for
fear of retaliation. Deutsche Bahn reportedly stated
that it considers the protection of whistleblowers
acting in good faith to be of “high importance” and
that the termination of the employment contract was
related to misconduct.
 
Stuttgart 21 has become notorious for delays and
budget overruns, with Deutsche Bahn being criticised
in Germany for poor service, frequent delays, and
cancelled trains, according to the Financial Times. The
project is reportedly funded by the German
government, the EU, the state of Baden-Württemberg,
and the city of Stuttgart.
 
The Green transport minister for the state of Baden-
Württemberg Winfried Hermann reportedly criticised
the railway company for failing to inform the
government about the allegations or the internal
probe. The federal transport ministry, which oversees
Deutsche Bahn, reportedly informed the Financial
Times on 29 November that the federal government
was "working towards raising and critically challenging
the reported events".

Financial Times article (requires subscription)

Financial Times article (requires subscription, 26 No…

Financial Times article (requires subscription, 30 No…

Deutsche Bahn staff allegedly involved in graft
and fraud concerning Stuttgart 21 project

https://www.ft.com/content/7373c137-80ce-4a23-8257-9be3e8af0297
https://www.ft.com/content/7f91fb27-9664-44f7-b276-f390b113492d
https://www.ft.com/content/fcae9f53-224e-4bd4-b5bd-c0e1c527de74
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The Guardian reported on 21
November that the UK’s
Department for Business, Energy
and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) is
investigating Malaysian latex
glove manufacturer Supermax
Corporation Berhad over
allegations of forced labour.
 
US Customs and Border Protection
(CBP) issued a withhold release
order on 20 October targeting all
gloves from three Supermax
subsidiaries for the same reason,
pursuant to 19 USC 1307
prohibiting the import of products
sourced from forced labour. CBP
O�ce of Trade Executive Assistant
Commissioner Ann Marie R.
Highsmith stated at the time that a

department investigation found
that Supermax met 10 out of 11
International Labour Organisation
indicators of forced labour.
 
According to the Guardian,
Supermax has a £316 million
contract with the UK’s National
Health Service (NHS) to provide
88.5 million gloves. Lord Jeremy
Purvis raised concerns over the
UK’s sourcing of gloves from
Supermax a day after the CBP’s
announcement, with BEIS Minister
Gerry Grimstone replying that his
department would launch an
inquiry. A government
spokesperson reportedly informed
the media outlet that Supermax will
be removed from current and

future contracts if the investigation
reveals that it has not adhered to
legal or ethical standards.
 
Reuters reported on 14 November
that Canada has also halted
imports from Supermax while the
country’s Public Services and
Procurement department awaits
an audit report from Supermax
Healthcare Canada. The company
has reportedly hired an outside
�rm to perform on audit on
conditions at its Malaysian factory.

The Guardian article

Reuters article

The Guardian reported on 28
November that Australia’s
sovereign wealth fund has
invested AUD 157 million (£87
million) in publicly traded
companies that have business
links with the Myanmar military,
according to documents obtained
through freedom of information
(FOI) requests.
 
According to the news outlet, the
Future Fund’s holdings include a

AUD 4.9 million (£2.6 million)
investment in Chinese state-owned
arms giant Aviation Industry
Corporation of China Ltd
(AVIC).  The company was among
the almost �ve dozen entities
sanctioned on 3 June by the US
Treasury Department’s O�ce of
Foreign Assets Control.
 
The Guardian reportedly reveals a
separate injection of capital worth
nearly AUD 18 million (£9.6 million)

in India’s state-owned Bharat
Electronics Limited, which export
data cited by the outlet apparently
shows has supplied radar, sonar, a
surveillance system, and a remote-
controlled weapons station to
Myanmar's military junta.

ACIJ press release

The Guardian article

UK investigating Malaysian PPE supplier to NHS

Australia’s Future Fund reportedly invested £87
million in Tatmadaw-linked companies

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2021/nov/21/uk-investigates-supplier-of-nhs-ppe-over-alleged-use-of-forced-labour
https://www.reuters.com/business/canada-pauses-imports-malaysia-glove-maker-supermax-over-forced-labour-concerns-2021-11-14/
https://acij.org.au/joint-media-release-the-future-fund-must-be-transparent-and-accountable-to-australians/
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2021/nov/29/australias-future-fund-invested-in-weapons-manufacturers-that-have-sold-arms-to-myanmar-military
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The ‘Congo Hold-Up’ investigation published on 19
November, which was conducted by international
media outlets and non-governmental organisations,
claims that former president of the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC) Joseph Kabila and his
inner circle embezzled millions of dollars in public
funds through a network of companies and
transactions at a DRC subsidiary of Gabon-based
BGFI Bank Group SA, BGFI Bank RDC SA, where
Kabila’s brother Francis Selemani Mtwale held the
position of managing director.
 
The investigation, which analysed millions of leaked
bank records obtained by the Platform to Protect
Whistleblowers in Africa (PPLAAF) and Mediapart,
reveals that, between 2015 and 2018, over $12 million
was transferred out of Sud Oil sprl to Selemani’s
personal bank accounts and companies owned and
controlled by him. At the time of the transactions,
Selemani’s wife Aneth Dorah Lutale owned 80 percent
of Sud Oil, while Kabila’s sister Gloria Mteyu, who also
had a 40 percent stake in BGFI Bank RDC, owned the
remaining 20 percent. 
 
Leaked documents reviewed by The Sentry
purportedly reveal that one of these companies was
Kwanza Capital SA, an entity co-owned by Sud Oil and

Congolese businessman and chair of BGFI Bank RDC
Pascal Kinduelo. The Sentry notes that Kwanza
Capital “may have been intended to serve as a vehicle
to obfuscate links to the Kabila family and its inner
circle and evade scrutiny”.
 
The consortium document that Sud Oil and Kwanza
Capital received approximately $92.3 million in
unjusti�ed “questionable transactions” from various
DRC public institutions, including the Central Bank of
Congo, the DRC permanent mission to the United
Nations, DRC’s Electoral Commission and state-
owned mining company La Générale des Carrières et
des Mines SA (Gécamines). The investigation claims
that many companies linked to the Kabila family were
involved in suspicious transactions at BGFI Bank RDC
which raised concerns of potential money laundering
and which compliance o�cials were restricted from
reviewing after the bank identi�ed red �ag indicators
following a 2018 audit.
 
The audit’s �ndings included transactions made by
Sud Oil to DRC-based investment company Ascend
Trust, owned by Lutale and Selemani, and Horizon
Congo sarl, an entity created in 2017 by Sud Oil
manager David Ezekiel. All said companies
purportedly wire transferred funds from their accounts
at BGFI Bank RDC to Selemani’s personal bank
accounts, as well as to US and South Africa based
bank accounts of two companies controlled by him
and his wife, namely US-registered Balanne Family
Living Trust and South African Garvelli Management,
which used the funds to purchase real estate in the
two countries. According to the investigation,
Selemani made 17 real estate purchases between
2015 and 2018 with an estimated value of $6.6 million
in the US and South Africa and used corporate
vehicles to conceal his identity as the owner of the

DRC data leak reveals embezzlement of public
funds linked to ex-president and inner circle
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properties. Since 2019, Selemani has allegedly
acquired three additional properties in South Africa for
a total of $1.2 million.

 

Public Eye reportedly found that one of the �rst
“questionable transactions” by Sud Oil refers to $12
million worth of transfers made to a Switzerland-
based bank account at UBS Group AG of Belgian
businessman Philippe de Moerloose for the purchase
of a building owned by him in the DRC. According to
the Congo Research Group, on the same date that the
contract between de Moerloose and Sub Oil was
signed, the latter received a $5.49 million transfer from
the Central Bank of Congo, without justi�cation for the
funds. Part of the money was then transferred by the
company in instalments of $3 million and $2 million to
de Moerloose via Germany's Commerzbank AG.
 

The investigative consortium, which will continue to
disclose information as part of the Congo Hold-Up
leaks, also reportedly found that Kabila and his inner
circle embezzled $138 million in public funds during
the reporting period through a network of companies
and �nancial institutions involving corrupt deals
between “African autocrats and European companies”.
The investigation will reportedly continue to disclose
information, including with respect to the in�uence of
Chinese state-owned companies in the DRC mining
industry, as well as on how international banks failed
to prevent suspicious money �ows linked to
businessmen and politicians in the DRC.

Congo Hold-up investigation

The Sentry press release

Congo Research Group report

The UK’s Serious Fraud O�ce (SFO) reportedly
con�rmed to Pakistan’s The News International on
19 November that it has closed its probe into Nisar
Afzal, who was accused of involvement in a
mortgage scam that caused roughly £50 million in
losses to victims.
 
SFO o�cials reportedly stated that Afzal’s seized UK
assets have been returned and the restraint orders
and arrest warrant against him have been dropped.
 
In June 2011, Afzal’s brother, Saghir Ahmed Afzal, and
associate Ian McGarry were sentenced to 13 and
seven years imprisonment, respectively, after both
pleaded guilty to obtaining money transfers by

deception. Afzal and McGarry admitted to being part
of the scheme, run by Saghir, which deceived banks
and building societies. Southwark Crown Court ruled
that £26 million of the criminal proceeds were sent to
Pakistan and remained under the Afzals’ control.
 
The same year, Nisar’s attorney reportedly informed
the Pakistani outlet that local authorities arrested
Nisar in 2011. Nisar, who has since been released,
continues to dispute the allegations against him.

The News International article

SFO Birmingham Mortgage Fraud case page

UK SFO reportedly closes mortgage fraud probe

https://congoholdup.com/en/
https://thesentry.org/reports/embezzled-empire/
http://congoresearchgroup.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/crg-report-the-president-bank-sud-oil-kwanza-capital-kabila-family-drc.pdf
https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/909849-uk-drops-criminal-investigation-against-british-pakistani
https://www.sfo.gov.uk/cases/birmingham-mortgage-fraud/
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The Sentry published on 28
November a report adding to
investigative reports released in
the ‘Congo Hold-up’ series
conducted by a consortium of
media outlets and NGOs, which
claims to have found evidence of
corruption indicating that Chinese
corporations colluded with power
players in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo (DRC) to
secure access to billions of
dollars’ worth of natural
resources.
 
The report follows the November
2021 “largest-ever leak” of African
�nancial records and data,
obtained by the Platform to Protect
Whistleblowers in Africa (PPLAAF)
and Mediapart. The Sentry explains
how funds that were intended to
build hospitals, schools and roads
were directed towards DRC
president Joseph Kabila's inner
circle for a plan developed by David
Du Wei, a middleman with
connections in DRC and China.

According to the new report, two
major Chinese state-owned
construction companies – China
Railway Group Ltd (CREC) and
Sinohydro, which in 2007 pledged
to help rebuild and expand
infrastructure in the DRC in return
for part of the country’s mineral
wealth, in fact used a shell
company, Du Wei – an
intermediary with a network of
companies, and BGFIBank DRC to
funnel tens of millions of dollars
into the accounts of the Kabila
family, their associates, and
businesses at crucial junctures. 

  
The Sentry describes the
arrangements as lacking
transparency, underlining that its
investigation has found “clear
evidence” of corruption showing
that Chinese corporations colluded
with o�cials in the DRC to secure
access to billions of dollars’ worth
of natural resources. The report
states that the shell company at
the center of the scheme, Du Wei’s

Congo Construction Company
(CCC), received $55 million from
foreign sources apparently
intended for Kabila and his
associates, with CCC later
funneling $10 million back as the
Kabila family faced losing both
political power and control over
BGFIBank. Such funds were
purportedly transferred along the
international �nancial system
through major �nancial institutions
like Citibank and Commerzbank.
 
According to J.R. Mailey, Director
of Investigations at The Sentry, the
scheme allowed the two Chinese
�rms to bene�t from �nancial
crime control weaknesses and
compliance failings, making use of
a “web of shell companies and
shadowy middleman”, as well as
“a bank hijacked by the DRC’s
ruling family”.

The Sentry press release

The Sentry investigation comes as further proof of China's long-running in�uence strategy for Africa
consisting of the active exploitation of local power networks in exchange for long-term economic bene�ts,
often through bribery and corruption. There are many interesting angles to explore, but one worthy of
particular attention is the apparent involvement of Western �nancial institutions with a global presence to
move tainted money around. This serves as one more reminder of the need to conduct an active �ght
against money laundering which sustains multiple predicate offences, of which corruption is a key one.

The Sentry releases report alleging fraud and
bribery in DRC’s “deal of the century”

Aperio Analysis by George Voloshin

https://thesentry.org/2021/11/28/6516/breaking-china-congo-deal-century-linked-fraud-bribery/
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Reuters reported on 16 November
that the Italian government is
preparing to send formal notice to
several parties involved in an
ongoing probe conducted by the
Italian �nancial police (Guardia di
Finanza) in relation to the 2018
acquisition of Italian company
Alpi Aviation Srl by a Hong Kong-
based entity allegedly controlled
by the Chinese government to
export know-how and technology.
 
In September, Guardia di Finanza
announced the indictment of three
Chinese nationals and three
Italians for violating Law no.
185/1990 on the handling of
armament materials, which
requires authorisation before
starting negotiations on an
acquisition deal and carrying out
transfer activities of defence

material and technology abroad.
The authorities concluded that the
takeover was made using “opaque
methods” aimed at hiding the
identity of the Chinese acquirer
identi�ed by the Wall Street Journal
as Hong Kong-based Mars
Information Technology Co Ltd.
The news outlet also reported that
Mars was registered as a company
just two months before the deal
and that it is linked to two
companies controlled by the
Chinese government, namely China
Railway Rolling Stock Corp and an
investment group controlled by the
municipal government of Wuxi.
 
Mars allegedly planned to transfer
technology and production know-
how to China and relocate Alpi’s
production structure to a high-tech
hub near Wuxi, according to the

Italian police. Additionally, the
defendants are alleged to have
falsely declared to the Italian
export customs o�ce that the
exported item was not a drone, but
a radio-controlled airplane model,
with the item being intended for an
import fair in Shanghai.
 
The Italian government’s inquiry
reportedly started in August and is
seeking to establish whether it
should have been informed about
the transaction under the so-called
“golden power regulations for
strategically important assets”,
according to Reuters.

Reuters article (16 November)

Wall Street Journal article (15 …

Guardia di Finanza press relea…

Reuters reported on 18 November
that Switzerland-based bank UBS
Group AG has agreed to pay €49
million to settle a case opened by
Belgian prosecutors concerning
alleged tax evasion which
occurred between 2005 and 2013.
 
According to the media outlet, the
settlement purportedly refers to

the facilitation of tax evasion by
UBS employees for Belgian clients
of the bank, who were allowed to
open undeclared Swiss accounts,
thus facilitating transfers of large
amounts of money to Switzerland.
 
Belgian prosecutors allegedly
dismissed money laundering
charges against the former head of

UBS Belgium Marcel Bruehwiler,
who was charged in 2014 as part
of an investigation into tax fraud. In
a statement for Reuters, UBS
con�rmed the settlement.

Reuters article

Italy to open inquiry into the acquisition of a
technology company by Chinese investors

UBS reportedly settles Belgian tax evasion case

https://www.reuters.com/business/aerospace-defense/exclusive-italy-make-formal-complaint-over-chinese-takeover-military-drones-firm-2021-11-16/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-bought-italian-military-drone-maker-without-authorities-knowledge-11636972513
https://www.gdf.gov.it/stampa/ultime-notizie/anno-2021/settembre/violazione-alla-legge-sui-materiali-darmamento-denunciate-6-persone#null
https://www.reuters.com/markets/europe/ubs-pay-557-mln-settle-belgian-tax-evasion-case-2021-11-18/
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The Chilean Senate rejected on 16
November a proposal to impeach
President Sebastian Pinera over
allegations contained in the
Pandora Papers leak.
 
The Senate voted 24 in favour, 18
against with one abstention. At
least 29 votes are required for
impeachment. Pinera faced up to
�ve years in prison if successfully
impeached. The Chamber of
Deputies, the lower house of Chile’s
bicameral Congress, voted in the
previous week to impeach with the
bare minimum of 78 out of 155.
 
Pinera was involved in the sale of a
mining company called Dominga in
2010, according to reporting by
Deutsche Welle. He was linked to
the sale through the company
which was part-owned by his

children to a businessman called
Carlos Delano. The transaction
took place in the BVI.
 
A contract obtained by the ICIJ
reportedly shows that the �rst
$138 million of the sale was made
through BVI shell companies. The
documents suggest that the �nal
payment on the mine’s 2011 sale
hinged on the government refusing
to declare its location in north-
central Chile a nature reserve. The
media outlet acknowledges that it
is “unclear whether the nature
reserve would have scuttled the
proposed mine, or if the �nal
payment went through. The
proposed mine is still pending
approval.” Pinera has now stated
that he nor his family own any
companies in the BVI.

Opposition member of the
Chamber of Deputies Jaime
Naranjo said: "Acting as president,
he bene�ted (himself) and his
family in a direct way, with
information that he had in the
exercise of his o�ce.” This is the
second call for impeachment
against Pinera following an
unsuccessful attempt in 2019 over
his crackdown on protesters.

  
Pinera is reportedly one of Chile’s
most wealthy individuals. The
Pandora Papers reveal his alleged
involvement in several offshore
deals, according to ICIJ.

DW article

The Guardian article

ICIJ document

Moldavian Prime Minister Natalia
Gavrilița stated during a 16
November interview with
the Guardian that the country will
be free of outside interference as
soon as it manages to end
“endemic” corruption and
diversify its energy supplies.
 

According to Gavrilița, the new
government came to power due to
its anti-corruption agenda and not
its pro-EU perspective, while
stressing that Moldova must
improve its gas storage, invest in
new pipeline connections with
Romania, as wells as end the use
of its �nancial system for money

laundering by Russian individuals.
Additionally, she highlights that the
Moldovan authorities are currently
introducing external vetting of
judges and prosecutors.

The Guardian article

Chile’s Senate declines to impeach president

Moldova will be free of foreign interference after
eliminating graft, states prime minister 

https://www.dw.com/en/chile-president-pinera-escapes-impeachment-trial-after-senate-vote/a-59841304
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/nov/09/chilean-president-sebastian-pinera-impeached
https://www.icij.org/investigations/pandora-papers/power-players/?player=sebastian-pinera
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/nov/16/ending-corruption-and-reliance-on-gazprom-key-for-moldova-says-pm
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In an exclusive report published
on 8 November, Reuters claims
that the United Arab Emirates
(UAE) Economy Ministry informed
the media outlet of plans to
introduce responsible sourcing
standards to combat illicit trading.
 
The envisioned UAE Good Delivery
Standard would introduce annual
audits that verify whether re�ners
hold their suppliers accountable to

sourcing obligations, the ministry
reportedly informed Reuters. 
The Ministry of Economy o�cially
launched the UAE Good Delivery
Standard on 18 November,
replacing the existing Dubai Good
Delivery guidelines, according to
the government-mandated Dubai
Multi Commodities Centre (DMCC).
 
An April 2019 investigation by the
news agency reportedly found that

the UAE is the biggest importer of
African gold, with total amounts
valued at $15.1 billion in 2016.
According to the publication,
several countries on the continent
did not record the trades as
exports, an indicator of smuggling.
The Middle Eastern country is a
gateway to major global markets.

Reuters article

The Times reported on 6
November that the UK’s Payment
Systems Regulator (PSR) has
refused to respond to a freedom
of information request requiring it
to identify those banks that
received the highest volume of
fraudulent funds, citing prejudice
to their commercial interests.
 
According to the news outlet, the
PSR used its statutory powers to
obtain data on the amount of
stolen funds handled by banks but
refused to provide such
information because it could
allegedly cause fraudsters to target
banks that are not part of the

Con�rmation of Payee (CoP)
system. Additionally, the regulator
reportedly argued that such
disclosure may have an adverse
commercial impact since
consumers may choose to move
their accounts to a bank that has
implemented CoP standards.
 
The PSR published on 21 October
the responses received to its May
call for views on the
implementation of the CoP
standards, noting that respondents
highlighted that the migration of
authorised push payments (APP)
scams towards institutions that
have not implemented CoP

standards is continuing.
Additionally, respondents stated
that fraudsters have been
increasingly using social
engineering to convince victims to
ignore warnings.
 
On 2 December, the PSR published
its proposal to ensure the industry
continues to establish a single CoP
system. The consultation is open
until 17 December.

The Times article (requires sub…

Responses to PSR call for view…

PSR press release (2 December)

UAE reportedly to introduce gold sourcing
standards, compliance audits for re�neries

UK Payment Systems Regulator refuses to
identify banks receiving most fraudulent funds

https://www.reuters.com/world/middle-east/exclusive-uae-audit-all-gold-refineries-crackdown-illicit-trade-2021-11-08/
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/name-bad-banks-we-cant-customers-might-leave-says-regulator-0356906jr
https://www.psr.org.uk/media/ktonkca3/psr-rp21-1-confirmation-of-payee-response-paper-oct-2021.pdf
https://www.psr.org.uk/media/a41lz5ol/psr-cp-21-11-cop-dual-running-december-2021.pdf
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Q&A

Casey Michel is the author of a new book, American
Kleptocracy. The book explores how the US economy
has become an “offshore” haven in recent decades,
attracting hundreds of billions of dollars in illicit
�nance tied to corrupt regimes and extremist
networks. Financial Crime Digest spoke to Michel
about two individuals woven throughout the book -
Equatorial Guinean Vice President Teodorin Obiang
and Ukrainian oligarch Ihor Kolomoisky - the history of
US money laundering, enablers, and possible reform.
 
Why did you choose Obiang and Kolomoisky to
explain the recent history of kleptocratic money
laundering in the US?
Obviously there were dozens, hundreds of other cases
that I could have chosen, and hit on similar themes.
But these two bookend a broader phenomenon I’m
attempting to describe – they inhabit different poles of
the spectrum of how these oligarchic, kleptocratic
�gures use US �nancial systems and anonymity to
lauder wealth. Take Obiang – one of the investigators
on his case described him as the “poster child” of
kleptocracy. He has 30 cars, the Malibu mansion, the
private jet, all the trappings of conspicuous
consumption – elite-level 1 percent wealth. He’s a
Gatsby-like �gure, more money than he knows what to
do with. That’s one end of the spectrum. On the other

end, Kolomoisky ploughed his allegedly ill-gotten gains
into places you would never in a thousand years
connect to international money laundering. The
American Midwest, the Rust Belt, commercial real
estate, factories, steel plants. It highlights that these
illicit gains can burrow themselves frankly at this point
anywhere across the United States of America. And
then beyond that, what does it mean for those local
economies in the Midwest, in the Rust Belt. The
Kolomoisky story highlights that it’s not just dictators
and their families using luxury jets and mansions as
playthings with no effect. It allows us to examine what
this means for those declining economic regions.
 
And while the Obiang �nancial networks were
relatively straightforward, the Kolomoisky network has
been just endlessly fascinating, especially in trying to
determine how he would use, move, hide, launder, mix
and match his money. It really was a breath-taking
operation in many ways. Not least that Kolomoisky
and his colleagues were overseeing one of Ukraine’s
primary banks, and allegedly transforming it into one
of the country’s biggest ever Ponzi schemes. I don’t
envy the US prosecutors who had to disentangle it.
There was one analyst I spoke to who surmised that
because there was such a high volume of convoluted
money movement in the Kolomoisky network, that it
beggared belief that a team of people could do that –
the theory was that he employed machine learning to
set up this system of money movement between
accounts in Ukraine, Cyprus, Delaware, Germany.

Could you take us back and explain a bit of the
history – how did the US get into this situation?
This has been decades in the making. When the Soviet
Union collapsed, combined with the subsequent
privatisation schemes, it was at the height of a
deregulatory thrust in the West. There were policies

Q&A: American Kleptocracy with Casey Michel

https://us.macmillan.com/books/9781250274526/americankleptocracy
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that made it easier for establishing anonymous shell
companies, trusts, real estate purchases that
emphasised removing barriers to �nancial �ows. But
obviously this is by no means limited to the post-
Soviet region – this is a phenomenon you can witness
around the world.You then have different US states
pursuing their own economic infrastructural policies –
they still have sovereignty as it pertains to corporate
management, oversight and formation, and the
information that is required on that front. And there
was every incentive, especially in the latter part of the
20th Century, to begin crafting the kinds of shell
company industries, policies, and lack of oversight
that encouraged the in�ow of brand-new wealth that
emerged from postcolonial states, post-Soviet states,
post-Communist states. It’s not limited to the US, we
see similar dynamics in the UK with its overseas
territories, and in Switzerland, the South Paci�c.
What’s unique is the US as a federal polity has 50
sovereign entities – plus territories and tribal nations
– that can all set up their own pro-kleptocracy, pro-
anonymity, pro-illicit wealth laundering services,
without federal oversight. It’s not just the provisions of
anonymity and ease of places like Delaware, Nevada
and Wyoming allowing clients to establish shell
companies, regardless of where [the clients] are
located. Delaware has been in the leading position for
pro-corporate reforms, legal infrastructure and
�nancial secrecy provisions for nearly a century.
 
New Jersey was in the position before, then Delaware
swooped in in the early 20th Century. The Chancery
Court is absolutely part of that – there’s no US state
that has anywhere near the depth of case law that
allows attorneys representing clients to navigate the
legal architecture in Delaware. That gives great
con�dence to law �rms and companies, and an
incentive to incorporate in Delaware. Even with
Congress passing the Corporate Transparency Act
earlier in 2021 �nally ending anonymous shell
company creation – Delaware is going to be �ne. They
have so many other elements of pro-corporate legal
architecture, they will be �ne. The Delaware Secretary
of State came out a few years ago in favour of ending

anonymous shell companies – he could read the tea
leaves. Nevada and Wyoming may take more of a hit.
 
Things really began picking up pace in the 1990s.
Especially the US banking sector began focusing on
bringing in as much money as possible regardless of
the source. It was really remarkable looking at what
US banks could get away with in the 90s. Anyone
could bring in any amount of shrink-wrapped bills, no
matter if you were the dictator’s nephew or a
narcotra�cker. You could bring any amount of money
into any American bank, and they’d be perfectly happy
to service it. These trends under the deregulatory
ethos through the second half of the 20th Century
catapulted America into one of the leadership
positions for laundering services. And then you have
the Patriot Act in 2001 – despite questions around
enforcement and resourcing, arguably it’s the single
greatest piece of anti-money laundering counter-
kleptocracy legislation the US has ever passed. It took
a clean sweep to the US banking sector. It forced them
to begin asking questions about who they were
servicing, and imposed penalties on those who
worked with the proceeds of foreign corruption. It was
an unprecedented clampdown on the US banking
sector in 2001/2. However, it sowed the seeds of its
own demise, because of exemptions under the
legislation for private equity, hedge funds, escrow
agents and several other industries – to say nothing of
the lack of oversight for US lawyers and accountants.
The illicit wealth still came into the US, it was just no
longer targeting the banking sector. 

Can you explain the signi�cance of Democratic
Senator Carl Levin in securing the initial reforms and
pushing counter-kleptocracy legislation? And how
we still have these cracks in the system today?
It’s di�cult to overstate the legacy Senator Levin had
on the anti-money laundering, counter-kleptocracy
�ght in the US. He was a man who could see
what was coming, and it was unfortunate that more
policymakers did not listen to him earlier. He co-
sponsored the �rst bill to ban anonymous shell
company formation in 2008. He sponsored it
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alongside then-Illinois senator Barack Obama, but
unfortunately it didn’t go anywhere. If there’s a hero of
the book, it’s Senator Levin. Reading the investigations
that he led, the book wouldn’t have been possible
without that. He knew exactly what form these illicit
networks were going to take, and the role of American
tools therein. He was one of the main forces in
inserting language in the Patriot Act to clean up
American banks – requiring them to set up internal
money laundering oversight, criminalising using
proceeds of foreign corruption, no longer working with
shell banks. It was the wild west before that, in the
1990s. The Patriot Act forced all of these regulations
on the US banking sector. Twenty years on, they can
broadly be considered a success. There are issues
with enforcement, with funding, and general technical
compliance, but at a 10,000 foot level they can be
considered a success.
 
But the exemptions, oh my goodness. They came into
force in 2002/2003, with a framing from the Treasury
Department that they were “temporary”. You could see
the rationale at the time – it wanted to study the
impact of the new regulations on the American banks.
They didn’t want to cut off industries at the knees. The
problem is these temporary exemptions are now two
decades old. They are permanent, even though they
call them temporary – it’s a farce. American real
estate – commercial and residential – has exploded
into a front for all manner of laundering services.
One of the fascinating things for me on the
Kolomoisky network, it was a manufacturing plant in
Harvard, Illinois. In a tiny town, this was their
economic crown jewel. Kolomoisky’s team comes in,
purchases it, doesn’t do anything with it, it began to
degrade and implode. They o�oaded it in 2016 to
what ended up being another alleged network of
transnational money launderers. You can see how
these assets bounce between different networks.

 We don’t have nearly as many case studies on private
equity and hedge funds as we do on real estate. But
what we do have is an indication that these oligarchic
�gures are increasingly turning to private equity and
hedge funds for their laundering needs. To take private

equity, an example in the book is a Russian oligarch
who bankrolled a private equity fund that oversaw the
company running the voter registration database in
the state of Maryland. This is after the 2016
interference operation. As far as we know, no votes
were tainted – but because of the secrecy provisions
allowed [under the exemptions], an entire state’s
voting operation was run within a private equity �rm
bankrolled by an oligarch close to President
Putin. These funds have exploded in the past decade
or two. When the exemptions were �rst issued after
2000, there was not nearly that scope or the
expectation of that. US investigators are paying
increasing attention to private equity and hedge funds,
and I would not be at all surprised if in the next few
years we �nally see regulatory oversight imposed in
these sectors. Maybe not real estate just yet, but it
would not surprise me given the magnitude of some
of these case studies.

 

Let’s say I’m the archetypal kleptocrat looking to
launder money through the US. Who are my allies?
You’re going to look at a range of enablers, who are
under no anti-money laundering requirements, either
due to a lack of regulatory oversight in general, or
due to the exemptions we previously discussed. Real
estate agents, private equity and hedge fund
managers, art gallerist and auction owners. All those
whose businesses incentivise the in�ow of
anonymous or suspect money into those industries
themselves. But there is one industry that is �rst
among equals when it comes to the best friends
of the kleptocrat, and that is US law �rms. We saw this
most clearly in the most recent Pandora Papers. Real
estate agents will help you buy a house,
accountants will help you manage your funds, art
gallerists will help you o�oad a painting. But the
lawyers have so many services they can provide. They
can set up a shell company, set up trust accounts
so you don’t have to do it yourself, set up the real
estate purchase, or the purchase at the auction house.
They know which escrow agents or art houses will be
more amenable to questionable funds. They can push
for greater lobbying or secrecy provisions - they were 
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one of the key outspoken voices opposing bene�cial
ownership information and the ending of anonymous
shell companies in the US for years.

I’m sure you’ve seen the Global Witness investigation
into US law �rms. The head of the American Bar
Association was more than happy to advise an
anonymous African minister about how to set up and
move his funds. They often act as lobbyists, use their
services to intimidate civil society groups or
investigative journalists, and by the way they can often
protect their communications by hiding behind
attorney-client privilege. And doing all this without any
due diligence requirements whatsoever, they provide
so much of this kleptocratic playbook. 
 
The ENABLERS Act, which was recently introduced
in Congress, promises to make reforms to stamp out
some of this activity. What are the prospects for this
proposed piece of legislation?
Yes, this bill was recently introduced on a bipartisan
basis, and will �nally impose basic AML requirements
on those so-called “enabling classes” of professionals
– escrow agents, trust providers, shell company
providers, real estate agents, US lawyers, etc. Those
professional classes that act as the gatekeepers to
American �nancial secrecy, that incentivise and
encourage and oversee the in�ow of dirty money.

 It is now being considered, and it is in many ways so
overdue. We know based on what we saw with the
banking sector that those basic anti-money laundering
and counter-kleptocracy provisions can succeed in
spades. It is much welcome, but I don’t know if it will
pass for any number of reasons. Trade lobby groups
pushing back, partisan rancour in Washington, but if
nothing else it is a clear planting of a �ag about where
things are going. We have this counter-kleptocracy
caucus in Washington right now. We’ve never seen
anything like it in Washington and it’s become a
braintrust for pushing bill after bill to patch up
loopholes and exemptions and lack of regulatory
oversight. To patch up all the holes in the US anti-
money laundering infrastructure. The ENABLERS Act
is the latest and most remarkable salvo in this. It’s an

indication that there will be, in the not too
distant future, the imposition of basic money
laundering requirements on accountants, lawyers, real
estate professionals, escrow agents. It’s the perfect
bill to do that. Private equity and hedge funds argue
that they are not instantaneous money laundering
vehicles. You don’t go in on Tuesday and come out on
Thursday with clean money. And they are exactly right.
But what regulators and legislators are saying is that
kleptocrats are not looking to the funds for
that purpose. They are looking for long-term
investments, over years.

 

There has been reporting about a proposal to form
an inter-parliamentary alliance against corruption
between Members of Congress and counterparts in
London and Brussels. What can we expect?
I can’t say much about it, but su�ce it to say, watch
this space. Don’t be surprised if you hear of an
announcement of a formal formation very soon.
This is an absolutely necessary step for several
reasons. At the 10,000 foot level it’s about shoring up
alliances and organising around beating back illicit
�nance or opposing the loopholes and
exemptions across jurisdictions. Building those
bridges, forming alliances, that’s how frankly this issue
is �nally resolved. I’m in America and writing for an
American audience, but this is by no means a US
phenomenon. You see the same dynamic in Australia,
the UK, and Europe. It’s a global race to the bottom,
and it’s going to take a transnational uni�ed
imposition of these policies and we’ll see how it builds
out with this international network of caucuses. That
is the kind of policymaker infrastructure that will make
the spread of best practices, lessons learned, case
studies. The US can clean up its own house, but it
needs a transnational coordinated approach. In that
sense, I’m optimistic about where things are heading
in the US, but also about where things are heading
internationally as well.

 

Roger Hamilton-Martin, Financial Services Journalist

 

https://www.politico.com/newsletters/national-security-daily/2021/12/02/dems-want-biden-to-reverse-trumps-foreign-firearms-sales-rule-495297
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WEBINAR

On 24 November, Aperio Intelligence hosted a
webinar on the latest political and legislative
developments in Germany, which are serving to
impose formal obligations on both domestic and
international corporates doing business locally. The
timing of the webinar proved very opportune, with
the announcement of the composition of the next
German government in the form of the so-called
Tra�c Light Coalition (Social Democrats, Greens
and Liberals) coming immediately after the close of
the session.
 
The webinar was chaired by Alexander Kottke, Head of
Aperio Intelligence’s Western Europe practice. Three
panellists distinguished in German affairs and
business joined us to share their insights:

Key takeaways
 
As most notably evidenced from the Dieselgate, cum-
ex, Wirecard scandals of recent years – which have
resulted in various criminal prosecutions and �nes
running into the dozens of billions for �nancial crimes
or environmental abuses globally – Germany is not a
jurisdiction devoid of business risk. Responding to this
turmoil, German politicians have sought to address
glaring shortcomings in corporate controls through
legislation, most notably in the form of the Supply
Chain Act (signed into law in June 2021) and the
Criminal Corporate Liability Act (pending after failure
to gain approval in the last legislative session).
 
A new horizon for German politics (Vendeline von
Bredow)

Upheaval in Germany: navigating rede�ned
corporate responsibility in the post-Merkel era

Vendeline von Bredow: senior Germany
correspondent for The Economist in Berlin

Isabelle Kilian: Senior Associate at Clyde & Co
Europe LLP, Düsseldorf o�ce

Eberhard Witthoff: Head of Department at Munich
Re for the German and Asia-Paci�c markets

Christian Linder’s (Liberals) nomination for Finance
Minister in the next government is expected to be
welcomed by the German business community

The Greens have negotiated well during the talks
and are set to receive important ministries, such as
Annalena Baerbock becoming Foreign Minster

The new faces are unlikely to implement a radical
policy changes, rather gradual change

There is also expected to be continuation in certain
areas, such as the primacy being placed on
environmental policy

The German �nancial regulator, BaFin, which is
considered to have taken a blinkered view in its
scrutiny of Wirecard, is set to receive more
comprehensive powers under its new leadership
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The Supply Chain Act and Criminal Corporate
Liability Act (Isabelle Kilian)

An industry perspective on the new obligations
(Eberhard Witthoff)

The current legal instruments for penalising
companies guilty of wrongdoing are considered
inadequate, for which reason the Criminal
Corporate Liability Act is expected to return to the
legislative agenda in the medium term in order to
promote stronger compliance systems

The draft of this piece of legislation foresaw
signi�cant �nes for criminal acts committed by
corporates, amounting up to 10 percent of 

 global revenue

Separately, the Supply Chain Act will come into
effect in approximately one year, on 1 January
2023. There are comparable initiatives under way
in the European Union institutions

Companies which are registered in Germany with
3,000 or more employees (1,000 employees from
2024) are subject to the provisions of the Supply
Chain Act, which aims to address human rights or
environmental abuses in global supply chains

Upgraded risk management systems and the
public issue of policy statements, which expound
on human rights risks, as well as the establishment
of preventative measures, will be incumbent upon
these companies

Non-compliant companies may be excluded from
public contracts or receive hefty �nes (up to 2

percent of annual revenue), as may individuals (up
to €80,000) within these organisations

Companies in Germany are faced with ever-
increasing regulations, a phenomenon which is set
to be replicated at the European level, notably with
respect to ESG

The extra-territorial scope of the Supply Chain Act
will test the robustness of compliance systems at
corporates

Insurance cover for managers’ liability (D&O cover)
is expected to become more prevalent in the future
as a consequence of the provisions of the Supply
Chain Act, premised on the duty of effort

The decisive factor in terms of successful risk
management will be the demonstration of
su�cient preventive measures with respect to
abuses in existing or novel global supply chains,
such as having conducted due diligence exercises

It is advisable to begin implementing such
measures now as part of a proactive and effective
approach to risk management

This includes mitigation of �nancial risk,
geopolitical risk, disaster risk, cybercrime risk and
reputational risk, among others
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ESG

Of the many outcomes of the November UN Climate
Summit in Glasgow, a noticeable acceleration of a
recent trend emerged in the language of how world
leaders discussed upcoming climate challenges and
the most effective ways of tackling them. In more
explicit terms than ever before, the community
gathered for COP26 focused on the inclusion of the
�nancial sector as a key component to combatting
the ill effects of climate change.
 
US Climate Envoy John Kerry summed up what’s been
dubbed the prevailing Wall Street consensus when he
said “Blend the �nance, de-risk the investment, and […]
create the capacity to have bankable deals”, he told a
side event for reporters that didn’t accept questions.
“That’s doable for energy. It’s doable for water. That’s
doable for transportation.” Kerry’s comments were
met with a wide range of reactions, from criticism by
economists who found the shifting of much risk to the
public sector to be problematic, to those who heralded
the approach as exactly the sort of market-based
solution likely to spur the advancement of technology
needed to tackle the climate crisis in a timely manner.
 

In another signi�cant indication of where current
consensus surrounding effective engagement with
climate change lies, US Treasury Secretary Janet
Yellen addressed the conference (the �rst Treasury
Secretary to do so) and remarked, “The old notions of
why the private sector should decarbonize—because
planet must be put before pro�t—are no longer
universally true. Many renewables are now cheaper
than carbon-based fuel alternatives and have lower
long-term operating costs. Other green technologies
have cost curves that continue to plunge. In many
cases, it is simply cost effective to go green.”
 
At the core of both comments is a dedication to the
centrality of private sector capital playing a pivotal role
in �nancing the massive costs of global energy
transition away from carbon-based fuels. However, as
many �nancial �rms continue to seek pro�ts from
traditional fuel investments, the question of exactly
how these �rms will play a role in the coming global
energy transition is very much yet to be decided.
 
In the immediate aftermath of COP26, a group of 450
�nancial �rms pledged more than $130 trillion
towards the transition to net-zero emissions by 2050.
Formed in April 2021, the Glasgow Financial Alliance
for Net Zero (GFANZ) is headed by Mark Carney, the
United Nations’ Special Envoy for Climate Change and
former head of the Bank of Canada and Bank of
England. In announcing this massive �nancial
dedication of assets, Carney commented “To seize
this opportunity, companies must deliver robust
transition plans and governments set predictable and
credible policies. This will give �nance the con�dence
 
 

Can COP26 lay the foundation for investing our
way out of climate change?

https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy0457
https://www.msn.com/en-ca/money/other/how-global-business-could-be-the-unexpected-cop26-solution-to-climate-change/ar-AARhgPt?ocid=uxbndlbing
https://www.gfanzero.com/press/amount-of-finance-committed-to-achieving-1-5c-now-at-scale-needed-to-deliver-the-transition/
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to invest, pulling forward climate actions
and smoothing the transition to net zero, driving
growth and jobs upwards, and forcing emissions
downwards.”

While the goal and scope of such a programme is
undeniably bold and commendable, much of the
success of this pivotal effort will rely on robust
examinations of exactly how that investment capital is
put to work. With relatively little oversight or
enforcement mechanisms, the GFANZ announcement
must instead rely on continuously rigorous disclosure
and assessment from within the industry itself.
Implementation of such investments will involve
coordination with a multitude of national authorities
and organisations, all with different reporting
standards and frameworks.
 
In Canada for example, ensuring that capital is not
directed to additional fossil fuel projects abroad could
be relatively simple, as most direct federal funding of
overseas projects is done through Export
Development Canada (EDC), a governmental 
 

 
 
organisation. Knowledge of the various relevant
authorities will be crucial to assessing the legitimacy
of any purported deployment of capital toward
sustainable ends.

  
Navigating the myriad organisations and departments
responsible for successfully administering such a
commitment will be a challenge of massive scale, in
the most generous of readings. Some academics,
such as the prominent climate economist Daniela
Gabor, question the core validity of this new Wall
Street consensus for tackling climate change. Yet
regardless of digression amongst those with differing
views for how to best conjoin private and public
capital toward the end goal of combatting climate
change, COP26 presented a clear indication that the
world’s leading economies and their decision makers
have decided on a course of action that will require a
serious effort at assessing the environmental, social,
and governance risks of its implementation.
 
Scott Travis, Head of ESG at Aperio Intelligence
scott.travis@aperio-intelligence.com
 

https://braveneweurope.com/daniela-gabor-the-wall-street-climate-consensus
mailto:scott.travis@aperio-intelligence.com
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